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Doctrine provides a military organization with 
a common philosophy, a common language, 
a common purpose, and a unity of effort.

— General George H. Decker, USA
Chief of Staff (1960–62)
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RKK, Limited

For over five weeks,
countering one at-
tack after another,

the Eighth Army under
General Walton (“Bull-
dog”) Walker fought the
North Korean army
along the Pusan Perime-
ter as the enemy tried to
push the last Americans
from the peninsula. Two
hundred miles away, an
invasion force coursed
secretly through the
seas, en route to Inchon
harbor. In the early
hours of September 15,
1950, the invasion force,
composed of soldiers and marines, seized the tiny is-
land of Wolmi which dominated Inchon. Later in the
day, at the next high tide, soldiers and marines as-
saulted over the seawall and began to sweep through
the harbor. By midday on September 16 they had ad-
vanced several miles to the east, en route to the next
objective: Seoul.

Even as the North Koreans reeled from this blow,
General Walker positioned his forces for a breakout.
As enemy forces assaulting Pusan found their supplies
and communications slowed to a trickle, Navy, Ma-
rine, and Air Force aircraft hit targets across South
Korea, disrupting North Korea’s command and con-
trol and cutting its army into disparate pieces. When
the time was ripe, General Walker took the initiative,
striking out violently to the north and west. The inva-
sion force, under Lieutenant General Edward Almond,
soon linked up with the Eighth Army to drive north.
These joint sledgehammers were integrated so well,
and their strikes were coordinated with such precision
and explosive force, that the North Korean defense
was crushed. By October 1, just two weeks after the
Inchon landings, American forces reached the 38th

Parallel in their push toward the Manchurian border.
Though many of us identify joint warfighting

with operations such as Desert Storm in the Persian
Gulf, Eldorado Canyon in Libya, and Just Cause in
Panama, these were only the latest in a long series of
events. Since the Revolutionary War the American
military has engaged in joint as well as multinational

The Chairman with
civilian and military
leaders in Skopje,
Macedonia, during a
visit to that former
Yugoslav republic in
support of Operation
Provide Promise.
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m the Chairman
warfighting. However, those operations were fre-
quently one-off events that demanded a high price in
planning and training. Moreover, when the events
were over, the separate forces disaggregated and re-
turned to business as usual. Time and again the first
battle of a conflict reminded us of the tremendous ef-
fort needed to assemble and employ a joint force, and
despite the overall success of a campaign or assault,
the cost in human life was too great. After mixed suc-
cess in the 1970s and 1980s, the Goldwater-Nichols
DOD Reorganization Act of 1986 established the re-
quirement to develop joint doctrine. Previously, no
one individual or agency had responsibility for joint
doctrine and no system existed to involve combatant
commands in its development. The Goldwater-
Nichols Act made the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff singularly responsible for “developing doctrine
for the joint employment of the Armed Forces.” The
aim of the law was to compel the military to prepare
to fight more readily as a joint force, improve interop-
erability, and prevent tragedies inherent in hasty
planning and lack of preparation. Today, the way we
conduct joint warfighting—the tactics, techniques,
and procedures—is outlined in joint publications.

The Joint Staff was reorganized in response to
Goldwater-Nichols with responsibility for joint train-
ing, exercises and evaluation, education, interoper-
ability, and doctrine being placed under a single
agency, Operational Plans and Interoperability Direc-
torate (J-7). Since the reorganization in 1987 we have
made tremendous strides in joint doctrine. We have
identified critical areas which joint publications must
address and developed formal procedures to involve
the combatant commands. But as late as December
1992 we were unable to publish joint doctrine in a
timely manner. Then just 13 joint publications were
in circulation, and only nine more appeared last year.
We were producing on average only two publications
per month, and each required 48 months to com-
plete. At that rate, it would have taken four and a half
years to get the initial version of each publication to
the field and fleet. That simply was not acceptable.

Since then we have stepped up the pace of pro-
duction. Typical publication time is down to 21
months, and we are producing up to four publications
per month. To date we have developed and issued 56
joint publications. The remaining 44 are under devel-
opment, and we anticipate that two-thirds of them

will be published by the end of 1994. Moreover, in
order to make the overall publications system more
logical, it has been thoroughly revamped and a hierar-
chy of publications has been created to identify fami-
lies of warfighting doctrine and to link them together
under capstone and keystone publications (see the
overview of the Joint Publication System on page 115).

Although our primary focus has been on rapidly
developing these publications for CINCs, we are shift-
ing our efforts in order to improve the readability, con-
sistency, and overall quality of all joint publications.
Future doctrinal publications will be produced in an
easy-to-read, full-color format. Additionally, executive
summaries will provide readers with a context to better
understand the thrust of each publication. Our first pri-
ority is to review and reformat capstone and keystone
publications with a deadline of October 1994. The
Joint Staff—particularly J-7—is doing its best to provide
products of high quality. Joint doctrine has become
one of the true success stories of the Goldwater-Nichols
Act. But the real job of understanding and applying
joint doctrine falls to you. The limited resources of a
smaller force means that we must employ the Armed
Forces as a warfighting team, and to maximize this po-
tential—for the best synergistic effect—each and every
one of us must fully understand how to contribute to
that team. We must give it the attention it deserves
and we must get it right.

The senior leadership of the Armed Forces is com-
mitted to this effort. I am asking you to help. If you do
not apply the principles—and the tactics, techniques,
and procedures—found in joint publications when you
train, then we will not have real doctrine, just a lot of
dusty volumes taking up shelf space. Read the publica-
tions. Discuss the ideas contained in them and debate
the ideas in the pages of professional military journals.
More importantly, take the time to understand the
concepts and principles spelled out in joint doctrine.
Then apply them each day in your organization.

JOHN M. SHALIKASHVILI
Chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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nce again America’s attention is being drawn
toward Europe. Last year President Clinton
emphasized the Asia and Pacific region with
its dynamic economies, a point punctuated
by the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) summit in Seattle. This year began
with the NATO summit in Brussels and a
Presidential trip to Ukraine and Russia. As
the 50th anniversary of the liberation of Eu-
rope approaches, it is fitting to take stock of
the prospects for the region’s security.

The five articles which make up JFQ
Forum were contributed by an accomplished
group of international analysts. They ex-
plore a European scene that has been
marked by persistent attempts at political in-
tegration; renewed appeals to nationalism
which fragmented the former Soviet Union,
Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia; and a Her-
culean effort at reform by the former com-
munist states. While the response to these
events has been mixed, NATO is showing
signs of genuine adaptation as 1994 wears
on. It is in this environment that U.S. Euro-
pean Command (EUCOM) must operate and
the United States must decide its future con-
tribution to NATO. The American forces in
Europe spent the Cold War training and de-
terring—now they are increasingly opera-
tional. Since 1992, for example, EUCOM has
planned 36 operations and conducted 16,
and this with only one-third of the force
presence of just a few years ago.

The Maasticht formula for European in-
tegration has been set back, although not
derailed, by recession and differing ap-
proaches to events in the former Yugoslavia.
The process towards monetary union may
take longer and be less ambitious than origi-
nally planned, but some degree of union will
probably occur. Elements of the European
Security and Defense Identity (ESDI) are al-
ready in place as political cooperation deep-
ens. The new aspect of the equation is that
the United States no longer sees ESDI as a
threat to NATO. It was not long ago that
Washington expressed its reservations about
the limits of French-inspired military inte-
gration. Now America acknowledges that
NATO’s future requires a united Europe to
share the defense burden. The United States
and France, long antagonists within NATO,
finally recognize that only together can they
meet the security risks of this era of transi-
tion. In “France’s European Priority”

J F Q  F O R U M

Rethinking European S
J F Q  F O R U M
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Philippe Mallard and Bruno Tertrais shed
light on current thinking in French security
policy.

Europeans recognized that America was
serious about ESDI when it proposed estab-
lishing the NATO combined joint task force
(CJTF) concept at the Brussels summit. As
Charles Barry observes in “NATO’s Bold New
Concept—CJTF,” this concept provides for
forces to be used in out-of-area operations by
NATO alone, by NATO and ad hoc coalition
partners, or by the Western European Union
(WEU) if the allies agree. In effect, the
United States proposed to provide WEU with
what it lacks, an operational capability. It is
surprising that WEU has not moved deci-
sively to seize the offer. Differences remain
over details in the CJTF concept, and
France’s complicated system of political co-
habitation may delay its implementation
until 1995.

As Western Europe limps towards inte-
gration, states to the east have been primar-
ily divided along ethnic lines. Czechoslo-
vakia split peacefully because ethnic and
political maps happened to be coterminous.
Yugoslavia was not that lucky. And the
world awaits the outcome of the former So-
viet Union’s fragmentation as Russia and
Ukraine spar over Crimea. The Russian Fed-
eration itself faces challenges from those
who seek independence and autonomy.

NATO is engaged in Bosnia where it
used force offensively for the first time in its
history. It operates aircraft in the skies over
Bosnia to deny flight and protect its ground
forces, enforces the embargo in the Adriatic,
and supplies humanitarian aid through both
airlifts and airdrops. If a peace formula is
agreed upon, NATO will help ensure compli-
ance with the terms. The future of NATO is
increasingly bound up in Bosnia and with
the United Nations. If NATO does not act,
many will claim that it does not have a role
to play in tackling current security issues. If
it becomes mired in a long conflict and is
forced to withdraw as the United States did

in the case of Somalia, the Alliance will be
damaged. So NATO must act but cautiously
in order to achieve success.

Most of Central and Eastern Europe is
not at war, but it is strategically adrift. Na-
tions that spent decades preparing to fight
NATO now are eager to join it. In January
Alliance leaders said they “expect and would
welcome NATO expansion that would reach
to democratic states to our east, as part of an
evolutionary process, to bring into account
political and security developments in the
whole of Europe.” NATO has endorsed the
American sponsored proposal for a Partner-
ship for Peace (PFP) program which is de-
signed to avoid drawing new boundaries on
the map of Europe while providing opera-
tional contact among the militaries of the
East and West. Although several PFP exer-
cises are planned this year, Jeffrey Simon ar-
gues in “Partnership for Peace: Stabilizing
the East” that more resources are required to
make PFP work. But even with the resources,
NATO members will soon be faced with
tough questions on expansion.

Perhaps the greatest unknown on the
European scene is Russia’s future direction.
Even if Russia remains intact and avoids the
debacle of Zhirinovsky, its foreign policy will
increasingly reflect narrowly defined na-
tional interests. As Dietrich Genschel notes
in “Russia and a Changing Europe,” the sig-
nals are ambiguous, but the recent U.S.-Rus-
sian foreign policy honeymoon may be over.
That does not necessarily mean a return to
the Cold War, but it requires developing a
clear mutual understanding of one another’s
interests and reinforcing the NATO-Russian
strategic relationship whenever possible.

America’s future in NATO should be
clearly articulated. In “Britain, NATO, and
Europe,” Lawrence Freedman observes that
during the Cold War, the United States, to-
gether with Britain, played a balancing role
in Europe in a way that was not dissimilar to
England’s in the last century. Europe still
needs a balancing act as well as an insurance
policy. America is the only power that can
serve both of those roles.

HANS BINNENDIJK
Editor-in-Chief

B i n n e n d i j k

n Security
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Britain’s approach to European secu-
rity is normally taken to reflect its
particular geography and history.
As an island separated by a chan-

nel from mainland Europe, Britain was until
recently only occasionally a close participant
in continental affairs. As a maritime nation
it developed a global empire. Its cultural
affinities were with the English-speaking
world, especially North America and Aus-
tralasia. Yet Britain’s history has always been
intertwined with the rest of Europe’s. Britain
is by no means the only peripheral part of
Europe, nor is it the only country with a
colonial past and continuing interests in
other regions of the world. However, the
natural barrier of the Channel meant that
until the air age it enjoyed a degree of secu-
rity unknown in the rest of the continent
and managed to avoid occupation. 

If British policy has appeared non-
plussed by developments across the whole of
Europe it is perhaps because of the degree of

cohesion shown in Western Europe, which
began during the Cold War to integrate to
quite unprecedented levels while Eastern Eu-
rope was cut off by the Iron Curtain. This
stability was based on durable alliances and
represented a striking and welcome contrast
to the past. Europe previously appeared as a
collection of disparate and proudly sover-
eign states, with particular intra- and extra-
regional interests, often rivals and occasion-
ally bitter enemies, and this was the quality
upon which Britain’s traditional security
concept had been based. Homogeneity, how-
ever welcome in principle, has never seemed
quite natural. Perhaps then British policy-
makers feel more at home in a heterogenous
Europe that is in a state of flux, so long as
they sustain a degree of detachment.

The Balance of Power
The idea of a “balance of power” was in-

formed by the basic objective of preventing
one power or group of powers from obtaining

J F Q  F O R U M

Britain,
NATO, 
Europe

By L A W R E N C E F R E E D M A N
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The British army’s 
5th Airborne Brigade
during Exercise 
Roaring Lion.

U.S. Air Force (Efrain Gonzalez)
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effective hegemony over the continent—
whether it was Hapsburg Spain, Napoleonic
France, Imperial Germany, Nazi Germany, or
the Soviet Union. The balance of power was
never seen as an alternative to war. Armed
conflicts were often necessary to preserve a
balance. It was about ensuring that the
“greatness” of other “great powers” was al-
ways kept in check. In its crudest versions all
that mattered was the distribution of power
itself. However, such a model was based on
the most mechanistic views of international
politics in which the domestic politics of
states were irrelevant. British governments
and those on the continent were aware that

challenges to the international
status quo often had an ideo-
logical motivation which car-
ried implications for the inter-
nal balance of power in their
own states. Thus the wars of
the past two hundred years

have been about the great issues—from egali-
tarianism and self-determination to Bolshe-
vism and Nazism—as much as about the bal-
ance of power itself.

In an idealized version popularized in
the 18th century, the method of sustaining
the balance was tactical alliance, backed
where necessary by an expeditionary force.
There was always some reluctance on the
part of Britain to get very involved in Euro-
pean land wars. Britain’s forte was maritime
rather than land warfare, and it thus always
preferred to make a point through blockade
rather than battle. It even tended to build its
empire with ingenuity and improvisation
rather than brute force, if for no other rea-
son than that there was never enough brute
force to meet the wide range of overseas in-
terests acquired over the course of the 18th

and 19th centuries.
The balance of power system collapsed

in 1914 and only through extraordinary
measures was some sort of equilibrium re-
stored by 1950. The semidetached power
plays of earlier years became overwhelmed
by the brutal logic of total war. Britain twice
deployed expeditionary forces to Europe.

The one sent in 1914 stayed for four years
and for the first time experienced casualties
on a continental scale. The force dispatched
in 1939 was evacuated when France fell and
returned only after being reinforced by
America and other allies. This experience
convinced policymakers in London that Eu-
ropean security required constant attention.
They also became convinced that the new
threat of Soviet hegemony could not be met
through an alliance of the European democ-
racies, especially as some seemed vulnerable
to a communist takeover. The new challenge
of the Soviet Union could not be met by the
old method which in fact had not succeeded
against Germany and certainly would not
suffice. It was necessary to bring the United
States into European affairs on a permanent
basis, something that British diplomacy in
the late l940s was designed to achieve.

NATO Orthodoxy
Although the new formula required the

United States to take on the balancing role,
past experience suggested that American en-
thusiasm for this role would be at best incon-
stant. It would therefore need to be tied in
through formal treaty commitments and a
peacetime garrison. London could not ask of
Washington more than it was prepared to
offer itself, so Britain in its own defense poli-
cies undertook—on a much smaller scale—all
those tasks which it deemed essential for the
United States. In its own break with the past
it accepted an overt and open-ended peace-
time alliance and a continental commitment
for the British army. It even shadowed the
American nuclear guarantee to Europe with
one of its own, basing key elements of its nu-
clear capability in West Germany and—no-
tionally at least—assigning its strategic forces
to a supreme allied command.

This turned Britain into a paragon of
NATO orthodoxy. Its proudest boast was that
it contributed to all NATO regions with all
types of capabilities. One rarely detected any
divergence of view from British government
pronouncements and the prevailing view ex-
pressed at NATO headquarters. This was
hardly surprising as the conceptual frame-
work within which NATO operated was
largely an Anglo-American creation. Britain
supported flexible response, helping to up-
hold nuclear deterrence while contributing
to forward defense. Its forces were stationed

Lawrence Freedman is professor of war
studies at King’s College in the University
of London and a member of the council of
the International Institute for Strategic
Studies.

F r e e d m a n

Britain contributed to all
NATO regions with all
types of capabilities
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in Germany not only to help keep the Rus-
sians at bay but also to reassure Bonn—and
initially to reassure Germany’s neighbors that
any retrograde tendencies could be moni-
tored and if necessary suppressed. By con-
tributing a strong naval presence in the east-
ern Atlantic it helped sustain the idea that
sufficient American reinforcements and ma-
teriel might be ferried across the ocean to
turn the course of a prolonged European war. 

This had its costs. Per capita defense
spending was significantly higher for Britain
than its European allies and the burden on
gross domestic product greater. As a result,
with each post-war decade, there came a
crunch point with a major defense review.
Gradually the reviews concentrated effort on
NATO requirements at the expense of “East
of Suez” commitments. Thus the priority at-
tached to the Alliance came at the expense
of those aspects of the British defense effort
that might have been expected to have the
most nationalistic appeal. In the 1960s and
1970s global presence was sacrificed for a re-
gional commitment. In 1981, despite the at-
tachment of an “island people” to its navy,
the continental commitment won out, in
the form of the British Army of the Rhine
(BAOR), despite its high absolute and foreign
exchange cost. 

The national nuclear strike force also be-
came important, though it did not prove to
be a self-evident source of comparative na-
tional advantage. From wartime cooperation
in the Manhattan Program throughout the
post-war, British nuclear policy was always
essentially about managing Anglo-American
relations. Despite some consideration of
“stand alone” scenarios the concern has al-
ways been with interdependence rather than
independence, and in contrast to France
with the need to help the rest of Europe
draw on American deterrent capabilities. 

Over time, the relevance of a British nu-
clear capacity to Alliance deterrence became
more questionable. In part this was because
whatever the political weight generated by
nuclear status, it was diminished by the in-
creased reliance on the United States to sus-
tain this status. Moreover, because of the
rather enigmatic nuclear doctrine adopted
by British policymakers, which never admit-
ted of the possibility that the United States

would renege on its nuclear guarantee to Eu-
rope, it was difficult to generate popular sup-
port for the force that a more Gaullist pos-
ture might have allowed. This became
problematic when the cost of staying in the
nuclear business suddenly appeared substan-
tial with the decision to opt for Trident as a
replacement for Polaris. 

Cooperation with the United States al-
lowed Britain to pay a lower subscription to
the nuclear club than any other declared
power and, remarkably for a major defense
program, the price in real terms went down
rather than up in the period from concep-
tion in July 1980 to operational service at
the end of 1994. This fact, plus the shift in
the calculations from the savings to be made
in the investment which might be wasted as
time went on, had reproduced a national
consensus in favor of maintaining the force
by the time of the 1992 election. 

With or in Europe
The balance of power model provided

no basis for an institutionalized alliance—al-
though to some extent that was what NATO
became—and had little relevance for a
broader economic, social, and political inte-
gration. Nonetheless, this too was what
Britain found itself accepting. British policy-
makers kept apart from the initial formation
of the “common market” in the 1950s. The
country was judged to be “with Europe, but
not of Europe.” After the accession to the
Treaty of Rome in 1972, Britain’s behavior
appeared to its partners as reflective of a
congenital insularity and a failure of politi-
cal will and imagination. Part of the diffi-
culty was that once Britain attached itself,
the European project became too well de-
fined and embodied a series of political, eco-
nomic, and social understandings which
Britain did not share. The problem, there-
fore, was not so much culture shock as it was
joining a game in progress in which the
other participants had devised the rules and
were experienced players. With NATO, by
contrast, Britain was “present at the cre-
ation” and so had a hand in developing the
relevant institutions with which it was
wholly comfortable, including a command
structure in which British officers occupied a
disproportionate number of top positions
(especially after the French absented them-
selves in the 1960s).

J F Q  F O R U M
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All this ensured an instinctive British
wariness for the ideas of those in Europe
who, inspired by a vision of an integrated,
coherent, political entity operating as a sepa-
rate actor on the world stage, identified as a
critical weakness a lack of a European de-
fense competence independent of the
United States. British governments had no
interest in encouraging Europe to acquire
this sort of competence simply as a means of
changing its political, and ultimately consti-

tutional, character and resolutely
opposed any suggestion that there
could or should be an alternative
security community to that pro-
vided by the Atlantic Alliance. 

The idea that a choice had to
be made between European and
American connections was unac-
ceptable (with the possible excep-

tion of Edward Heath’s premiership from
1970 to 1974). As they never lost their com-
mitment to the Atlantic Alliance, successive
British governments saw themselves as help-
ing to explain the United States to Europe
(and vice versa). Britain was thus only pre-
pared to support initiatives on European de-
fense as a means of fortifying NATO rather
than creating an alternative. 

It should be noted that this did not indi-
cate a lack of interest in a developing Euro-
pean voice in foreign policy generally. One
of the most compelling arguments for
British membership of what was then
known as the Common Market, and which
matured into the European Community be-
fore most recently adopting the post-Maas-
tricht appellation of European Union (EU),
was that this was a means by which Britain
could help to regain its declining position in
international affairs. With limited resources
it seemed to make sense to band together
with close neighbors to deal on equal terms
with others. Britain has always been at-
tracted by the notion of Europe as a group of
former great powers, diplomatically skilled
but politically weakened, regaining some
former greatness by coordinating foreign
policy. In practice, a common foreign policy
came easiest when the common interest lay
in a defensive, low-profile position rather
than in an adventurous, innovative, but
risky diplomacy. But disagreements with the
United States in certain critical areas, such as

the Arab-Israel dispute, encouraged political
cooperation which gradually became more
institutionalized. 

Thus in contrast to the rather grudging
approach to the internal development of the
community, Britain’s attitude to its external
expression was altogether more enthusiastic.
Yet as a common foreign policy strayed in-
creasingly into areas of security policy
doubts began to creep in. There was an awk-
ward interface between the generally sup-
portive attitude when it came to European
foreign policy and the suspicion surround-
ing any attempt to create a European super-
state. After all, control over the instruments
of organized violence is the hallmark of a
state. In the inter-governmental conference
which led to the Maastricht Treaty at the
end of 1991, Britain sought to draw a clear
distinction between security policy and de-
fense policy, with the former being a proper
consideration of the European Council of
Ministers and the latter deemed beyond
their competence. It also worked hard and
successfully to keep a common foreign and
security policy out of the hands of the Euro-
pean Commission and a matter for inter-
governmental organization.

The debate in 1991 also involved French
determination to insert a strong push to-
wards a European defense identity. The chal-
lenge was symbolized through two alterna-
tive force structures, both designed to
respond to post-Cold War conditions. On
the one hand, the British worked to develop
the concept of a NATO rapid reaction corps
which, it so happened, would come under a
British command, on the other, the French
proposed with the Germans, and later oth-
ers, a Euro-Corps which initially appeared to
be designed to operate outside the NATO
framework. It was suggested that the Ger-
mans went along with this since they were
cross with Britain for the way it secured the
command of the new NATO corps. However,
at the time Bonn was very sensitive to
French anxieties over German power follow-
ing unification and thus the consequent
need to anchor Germany within a tight Eu-
ropean Union. This was the rationale for the
whole Maastricht exercise.
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At Maastricht the British, working
closely with the Italians, resisted all propos-
als which implied an alternative security
system to NATO but instead negotiated a
compromise notion based on the Western
European Union (WEU) as a sort of mediat-
ing institution. Because the Germans,
though anxious to placate the French, did
not want to harm NATO this compromise
was adopted. WEU had served as the frame-
work for German rearmament and reinte-
gration into Western security structures in
the 1950s, and then enjoyed a brief revival
in the 1980s as the vehicle for a European
strategic perspective distinct from that of

the Reagan administration. It had never had
a command structure and even the develop-
ment of a planning cell in Brussels (Britain
had encouraged WEU to move its headquar-
ters there from London to be closer to
NATO) meant that it was not really a credi-
ble alternative to NATO. Its value has always
been in the symbolic rather than substan-
tive sphere, as a means of nodding in the di-
rection of a more coherent and focused Eu-
ropean effort without subtracting from
NATO. In the future it could have another
symbolic, halfway house role, as a means of
drawing non-NATO European countries into
Western security arrangements.

By 1994 the debate over whether there
could be a full-blooded move to a European
defense entity had been overtaken by
events. The Gulf War had demonstrated the
sheer military power at America’s disposal

J F Q  F O R U M
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and had also increased confidence in its abil-
ity to wield this power effectively. Mean-
while Europe’s efforts to develop a distinc-
tive input into Persian Gulf policymaking
were paltry. When it did take a lead in man-
aging a major crisis in the case of Yugoslavia,
the limits on coherent and effective action
became painfully apparent. The newly liber-
ated democracies of Central and Eastern Eu-
rope might have been interested in member-
ship in the European Union, but they were
aware of the lengthy timetables envisaged
before this would be possible and sensitive
to the resurgence of Russian nationalism.
They therefore concentrated their efforts on
requests to join NATO. This served to en-
hance the Alliance’s reputation if not its ac-
tual membership.

F r e e d m a n
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The French Connection
The combination of the Persian Gulf and

Balkan experiences convinced France, despite
its own national efforts, that Europe lacked

the basic wherewithal—espe-
cially in terms of logistics and
intelligence but also fire-
power—to match American
capabilities. Many key tasks

could simply not be performed without the
United States. Meanwhile its German partner
lacked a constitutional and political basis for
intervention in crises such as Bosnia. With-
out understating the significance of the ties
between the two countries, it is important to
note that they were based as much on French
fears of a German eastward drift and German
fears of French unilateralism, as well as the
painful memories of past antagonisms, as on
any positive commonality of outlook. The
symbolism here as elsewhere has played an
important role in the development of mod-
ern Europe, but it has not been enough to
ensure an effective input into the manage-
ment of some messier crises in the 1990s. 

Events in the 1990s have confirmed a
tendency which had been evident for some
time, though ironic in view of the fact that
the two countries involved appeared as the
chief protagonists in the debate over Euro-
pean defense. Britain and France were natu-
ral military partners. Given their respective
histories this judgment might not seem so
surprising: former great powers, former im-
perial powers, current nuclear powers, and
permanent members of the U.N. Security
Council. Despite arguments over European
institutions, the two had been moving to-
wards closer cooperation for some time.
There were a number of reasons for this.
During the 1980s both countries had a com-
mon interest in the preservation of their na-
tional nuclear forces and thus a shared suspi-
cion of the American “wobbles” over nuclear
deterrence—attitudes displayed by President
Reagan through his Strategic Defense Initia-
tive and Reykjavik summit with Gorbachev. 

A shift towards France was also evident
on the British left. The left tended to the view
that many of the continent’s ills could be
traced to America, and that U.S. foreign pol-
icy was generally unacceptable, whether en-
gaged in an arms race with the Soviet Union

or opposing communism in Central America.
During the Wilson and Callaghan govern-
ments of the 1970s the Labor Party was gen-
erally assumed to be more pro-American than
the Conservative Party and notorious for its
strong anti-European Community (EC) fac-
tion. With the growth of concern over U.S.
security policies, many on the left in Labor
saw a danger in appearing to be opposed to
connections with both the United States and
Europe, and instead opted for Europe. 

A third factor was the need for collabora-
tion in procurement. Britain tended to view
such cooperation as a useful means of getting
better value for money at a time of increasing
budgetary pressure, ahead of demonstrating
greater “Europeanness.” This issue came up in
1986, when two cabinet ministers resigned
over the future of Westland PLC, a small heli-
copter manufacturer. The then Secretary of
State for Defence, Michael Heseltine, was
seeking to collaborate with European compa-
nies rather than with the American firm,
Sikorsky. The Ministry of Defence was pre-
pared to accept a degree of subsidy in order to
preserve a defense firm and to give it a more
European dimension, while the Department
of Trade and Industry was prepared to sup-
port European collaboration, all things being
equal, but not as an overriding objective.

It is dangerous to invest grand political
ambitions in the tedious processes of
weapons collaboration and military reorgani-
zation. There is always the risk that they may
turn sour, which can reflect on the political
ambitions. This was the consequence of
some projects in the l960s, such as the
Anglo-French Variable-Geometry Aircraft and
even Concorde. There is greater cooperation
now, although less because these various pro-
cesses are infused with unnatural and unsus-
tainable political enthusiasm than because
external pressures and rationalization of de-
fense industries are creating a formidable
logic of cooperation. 

Experience in the Persian Gulf and Yu-
goslavia led France to acknowledge that, if it
could be made to work, NATO was the most
natural forum in which to forge robust poli-
cies. In the Gulf, Britain and France both
made substantial contributions to the coali-
tion effort, but the French then went out of
their way to maintain their separateness. In
the former Yugoslavia, the two countries
found themselves cooperating closely as the
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leading contributors to the U.N. force, regu-
larly commanding each other’s troops. More-
over, American policy over Bosnia, especially
from 1993 on, alarmed and exasperated
Britain, since it felt that President Clinton
was prepared to see British and French sol-
diers sacrificed for his own high moral stance.
British policymakers began to wonder after
18 months of the Clinton administration
whether it was sensible to continue relying
on the level of U.S. commitment to European
security which they had come to expect.

The Special Relationship
So while British security policy has al-

ways been firmly Atlanticist, this has not
prevented it from acquiring a greater Euro-
pean gloss over the years, just so long as the
objective was to hold NATO together rather
than pull it apart or dwell unduly on a day
when the United States might withdraw.
This reflects a consistent strategic philosophy
for Europe, but it also reflects a concept that
a “special relationship” with Washington
serves as an “influence multiplier” for Lon-
don. It has been assumed that an occasional
British word in the American ear might spare
the Western Alliance all sorts of nonsense.

The special relationship had three fea-
tures: first and most enduring, a common
language; second, a wartime alliance carried
over into the post-war era with intense co-
operation on all defense matters, including
intelligence and nuclear forces; and third,
for over two decades after the war Britain re-
tained substantial interests outside of Eu-
rope and was the ally with frequently the
most to contribute on the range of foreign
policy issues faced by Washington. The qual-
ity of this special relationship is a subject of
continual fascination for the British press, as
it is assumed to depend on personalities.
Thus when George Bush first visited Europe
as President in 1989 the main preoccupation
in Britain appeared to be whether Margaret
Thatcher could achieve the same rapport she
had with Ronald Reagan in the case of his
successor. 

More significantly, there was an aware-
ness of a shift in American attentions to-
wards Germany, which was now the most
powerful European country. There was, of
course, nothing new in Germany playing a
critical role in NATO deliberations, for it was
the key front-line state. Its influence has
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grown with its armed forces. But this caused
few problems for Britain because there were
no great differences between Bonn and Lon-
don. From the mid-1980s on, however, there
was a steady divergence of views between
the two allies. Mrs. Thatcher has never wa-
vered in her opinion that any new accom-
modation with the East could and should be

largely on the West’s terms,
based on continuity in NATO
policy and strategy. For their
part the West Germans ar-
gued that a need existed to
modify NATO’s posture—es-
pecially regarding nuclear is-
sues—so as to appear more

conciliatory to the East. Though the position
of the Bush administration, like that of the
Reagan, was more intellectually disposed to-
wards the British view, it also prided itself on
a pragmatism and ability to knit together in-
genious compromises.

This came to a head in 1989 with an ar-
gument over short-range nuclear weapons.
The issue died with the collapse of the Berlin
Wall. It was then superseded by a sense that
Europe was moving beyond the old ques-
tions of the Cold War. In terms of the Anglo-
German-American triangle this had impor-
tant implications. First, it put German
unification on the agenda and, at least in
1990 before the full economic implications
of unification were appreciated, created the
prospect of the sudden emergence of German
economic domination of the continent. To
German irritation, Prime Minister Thatcher
was more vocal in her worries than other Eu-
ropean leaders, though it should be stressed
that her concern was economic rather than
military (and quite widely shared). Her mem-
oirs reveal her exasperation with President
Bush’s reluctance to recognize that there was
a need to respond to a shift in the balance of
power. President Mitterrand did understand
this, but after toying with Mrs. Thatcher’s
ideas for a new Anglo-French entente he de-
cided to persevere with the established policy
of close cooperation with Germany. Paris
wanted to ensure that Bonn remained tied
down to European institutions, which in
turn meant encouraging the process of deep-
ening these institutions, thereby adding to
Mrs. Thatcher’s fears of a corporatist Euro-
pean super-state, driven in Brussels and pow-
ered by France and Germany.

This created a crisis over British influ-
ence in Europe which has yet to be resolved.
It was not helped by the recurrence of the
country’s familiar economic troubles. Other
countries could put up with a lot from a
conservative government when it enjoyed
the backing of a strong currency, a healthy
trade surplus, a booming economy, and low
inflation. Its authority diminished with its
country’s economic performance in the early
1990s. For the United States, a Britain out of
step with its European partners was of slight
value as a vehicle for the articulation of its
own perspectives. Better to work with Ger-
many, which was at the heart of everything.
Now that there is a more realistic apprecia-
tion of the new vulnerabilities that Germany
accepted through unification as well as the
new strengths, British policy too has moved
in this direction.

For America, the 1990 Gulf crisis illus-
trated the contribution Britain could make
when the security stakes were high—and also
the limits to German power—and helped re-
store Britain’s status with the Bush adminis-
tration. The debates in 1991 over Maastricht
alarmed many officials in Washington, and
the British role in stressing the importance of
NATO was appreciated. Americans still found
it easier to talk to the British than anyone
else. Close cooperation on nuclear and intel-
ligence matters was entrenched. 

Things then seemed to move into re-
verse again with the Clinton administration,
dogged by the perceived weakness of Prime
Minister John Major and allegations that
Britain’s Conservative Party helped the Re-
publicans in the 1992 campaign. However, it
has become apparent that this analysis is too
superficial. Of far more importance is an
awareness that economic issues and Asia are
priorities in U.S. foreign policy, and that for-
eign policy itself ranks below domestic issues
on Clinton’s agenda. American leadership in
NATO has been fitful and not always well fo-
cused. When the power is turned on it can
still shape events and set agendas, as with
the Partnership for Peace scheme. As often as
not the power appears turned off or on a
weak charge. Thus British policy has become
confused by the possibility of a gradual
American disengagement from its European
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commitments. The basis of the special rela-
tionship becomes of far less importance than
before if the United States is not so vital in
keeping the European balance of power.

Britain played a critical role in putting
the Western Alliance together and then sus-
taining it. This was based on the fear of a
hegemonic power in Europe. With the Soviet
Union gone and Russia withdrawn and the
victim of inner collapse, this risk has sub-
sided as a dominant factor in British policy.
The old Soviet threat has been replaced by
alarm over the consequences of chaos
within the old communist bloc. There is an

“arc of crisis” stretch-
ing from the Baltic to
the Balkans that en-
compasses much of
the Mediterranean
where current anxi-
eties are focused on
Islamic fundamental-
ism in North Africa. 

Those within this
arc are at risk. Britain,
however, is as far
from most points
along the arc as any

of its neighbors. This does not mean that
Britain should be disengaged from develop-
ments in that region—only that there is no
cause for extraordinary measures that go be-
yond those of an ally if a response to this
crisis is deemed necessary. The move away
from a world where security concerns for the
highest level of British policy arose at every
turn has almost been concluded. 

This has not led to the development of a
strong isolationist faction in Britain, but
pressures at work on American foreign pol-
icy are also evident on the other side of the
Atlantic. Why should Britain accept dispro-
portionate defense burdens and military
risks on behalf of its partners who are both
more prosperous and have more direct inter-
ests at stake? The fact that it still accepts
those burdens and risks reveals that British
forces not only tend to be professional and
reliable, but also that there are important
shifts in relations with the rest of the conti-
nent. Previously, the country’s vital interests
were bound up with preventing hegemony
by another power. The favored security in-
strument was alliance. This meant that
events within Europe, which in themselves

might be quite localized in their origins,
could soon spread if they impacted on the
wider alliance system. Now Britain’s vital in-
terests are bound up with the economic
health of its partners in the European
Union, and upheavals on the continent
have to be judged in terms of their eco-
nomic impact.

This leads to a concern for stability and
reform in post-communist Europe which
makes it extremely difficult to ignore all
those factors which might upset political
and economic progress in this part of the
world, including a nasty turn of events in
Russian politics. The management of an in-
terdependent Europe puts the greatest de-
mands on political and economic instru-
ments of foreign policy, but the military
instrument cannot be excluded. If conflicts
get out of hand the equilibrium of the whole
continent might be threatened.

This requires a quite different approach
than the traditional balance of power con-
cept. Britain has been no more successful
than others in working out what this ap-
proach requires. The choice between NATO
and the European Union has thus been ham-
pered by the fact that neither organization
has coped well with the post-Cold War
world, and that the new contenders, espe-
cially the Conference on Security and Coop-
eration in Europe (CSCE), have fared even
worse. If military issues continue to loom
large, then NATO is acknowledged to be the
more efficient for directing Western power.
This coincides with Britain’s view but it de-
pends on the readiness of the United States
to commit itself to European military exer-
tions which may appear quite marginal to its
immediate security interests. On the other
hand, the inhibitions at the heart of German
policy limit the changes for development of
a possibly exclusive European defense entity.
Britain once took advantage of its semide-
tached position in Europe to orchestrate a
balance of power. It may now use this same
position to wait in relative security until its
principal allies from Cold War days have
sorted out the relevance of their power to the
new challenges of European security. JFQ
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France’s widely-celebrated national
consensus on defense has not been
eroded by changes in the strategic
landscape over the past five years.

In fact, public support for the French mili-
tary has increased since the end of the Cold
War. Publication of Livre Blanc sur la Défense
(or French white paper on defense) earlier
this year illustrates this consensus as well as
continuity in policy. But it also represents a
crucial stage in adapting defense policy to

the new international security environment.
The clear priority given to the European di-
mension of defense is one of the most signif-
icant elements of this new policy. Reorganiz-
ing the defense establishment has been a key
feature of French security policy since 1991,
particularly from a European and transat-
lantic perspective. It also forecasts the
French military posture of the year 2000.

Reorganizing Defense
Defense reform, initiated in the wake of

the Persian Gulf War, was the first of three
steps in the review of French defense. The
overall goal of this reform could be described
as increasing the ability to anticipate, pre-
pare for, and conduct joint operations

J F Q  F O R U M
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within a national or multinational frame-
work. To fulfil this goal, operational and
nonoperational national chains of com-
mand have been separated. Between 1991
and 1993 six organizational structures were
put in place: Direction du renseignement mili-
taire (DRM), a single joint military intelli-
gence directorate that reports to the chief of

defense staff and replaces vari-
ous existing services; Etat-major
interarmées (EMIA), a joint
planning staff for operations in
and out of Europe; Centre opéra-
tionnel interarmées (COIA), a
joint operations center to con-

duct such operations; a special operations
command; Délégation aux affairs stratégiques
(DAS), a policy division with a focus on in-
ternational affairs; and College interarmées
(CID), a joint defense college.

The second and perhaps most important
step of the review was Livre Blanc
sur la Défense, a 160-page document
which was commissioned by Prime
Minister Edouard Balladur in April
1993 and made public in March
1994. The white paper was drafted
through an interagency process in
which all relevant departments and
organizations were involved. Ex-
perts were invited to contribute to
what was the most important re-
view of French defense policy since
the 1960s. In a context of change,
there was a need for a reference text
on defense doctrine (the previous
white paper having appeared in
1972). There was also a need for a
long-term analysis of security needs and pri-
orities (including in the defense industry).
There are elements of both change and conti-
nuity in the document because it was agreed
that most of the basic features of French se-
curity policy remained valid.

The white paper is also ambitious and re-
veals some significant shifts in position. First,
a clear priority is given to European and
multinational dimensions of security. In the
future, France will probably act in a multina-
tional context most of the time; only if it be-
comes necessary will action be taken in a
strictly national context. Second, a balance
has been struck between deterrence and ac-
tion, recognizing that conventional forces
are likely to play a new and specific part in

the current strategic environment, especially
for crisis management and peacekeeping.

Last, the white paper distinguishes
among the means of defense: the first are
contributions to what is called the perma-
nent security posture which protect the na-
tion from aggression against its vital inter-
ests at all times; the second are deployable
forces to deal with regional crises or peace
operations; and the third are requisite mis-
sions of a permanent support structure
which carry out training, education, equip-
ment, personnel support, etc.

The third step in reorganizing defense is
the latest planning bill which is being dis-
cussed by parliament. Such bills are provi-
sional frameworks for defense budgets and
equipment programs for a three- to six-year
period. The long awaited bill is very ambi-
tious because it covers the years 1995 to
2000. (The current draft assumes an annual

economic growth of about 1.5 percent by
end of the century.) The annual equipment
budget (traditionally around FF 100 billion)
would grow by at least 0.5 percent per year
in real terms. The budget is divided into six
modules, the most important being air/land
operations (module 4) and nuclear deter-
rence (module 1); it should also be noted
that space/intelligence/communications
(module 2) has constantly grown since 1991.

Security Policy: Key Features
Preserving nuclear deterrence is the ulti-

mate guarantee of national survival. Accord-
ingly, the debate is about how to maintain a
nuclear deterrent and the extent to which it
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should be adapted, not whether it should be
maintained. Nuclear doctrine firmly remains
one of deterrence, based on the capacity to
inflict unbearable damage. Nuclear weapons

deter any adversary from
threatening vital interests
by any means, and with no
precise definition of those
vital interests deterrence
rests on uncertainty. Whilst
the doctrine remains the
same, the instruments of de-

terrence may have to be adapted in the fu-
ture to ensure that political authorities have
the means to effectively persuade any con-
ceivable adversary, under any conceivable

set of circumstances, that aggression against
France and its vital interests would entail an
unacceptable risk.

As a former colonial power with numer-
ous overseas territories, France has commit-
ments around the world. The security of
overseas territories is a priority to which
“sovereignty forces” contribute in peace-
time. They ensure the security of lines of

communication and French nationals in for-
eign territories. France also has a variety of
defense agreements with non-European
countries (particularly in Africa) which it in-
tends to fulfil; hence the pre-positioned
forces in those countries.

Global responsibility is also a duty that
comes with permanent membership on the
Security Council; thus the French contribu-
tion to worldwide crisis management and
peacekeeping. France is a leading participant
(vis-à-vis the number of troops involved) in
U.N. peace operations around the world. In
this respect, the French presence in many
countries during this century has helped in
effectively tackling peacekeeping on the
ground. France estimates that its contribu-
tions to restoring peace in Cambodia and
Somalia were significant and worthwhile.
Lessons from these operations and, of
course, the experience in Bosnia suggest that
there is a need to adjust U.N. structures and
decisionmaking processes for peacekeeping.
The United Nations should be both better
organized and prepared to conduct peace
operations at both the political and the po-
litical-military levels.

To develop an all-European, overarching
security framework requires a single set of
rules for the continent to avoid unequal se-
curity zones in the post-Cold War world and
to prevent conflict by treating the causes—
ideally before the first symptoms of a crisis
appear. Key to this is maintaining the Con-
ventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE)
treaty and harmonizing the various arms
control, security, and disarmament agree-
ments; working toward a more effective im-
plementation of the provisions of the Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE); finalizing a code of conduct
on the use of force; and building a “stability
pact” based upon regional and bilateral
agreements. (The pact is a European Union
(EU) initiative based on a French idea aimed
at Central and Eastern Europe.)

CSCE has been recognized since 1992 as
a regional organization in the sense of the
U.N. Charter, which has potentially far-
reaching consequences. There is a risk that
the United Nations will be financially as
well as politically unable (in the case of a
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Security Council deadlock) to fulfil all its re-
sponsibilities around the world in the fu-
ture—for instance, in managing more than
two or three peace operations simultane-
ously. Therefore, the prospect of delegating
some responsibilities to regional bodies
should be explored.

One goal of the all-European security
framework should be to avoid the isolation
of Russia by allowing that country—which
has always been a key player in European
politics—to participate fully in the manage-
ment of security on the Eurasian landmass.
Russia views itself as having de facto special
responsibility in peacekeeping in the former
Soviet republics. The French view is that
this should be a cooperative process with
operations managed and controlled at a
multilateral level.

European Identity
The object is not to establish an organiza-

tion responsible for Europe’s collective de-
fense in place of NATO, but to establish the

structures and procedures that are required to
allow Europeans to act autonomously if nec-
essary. France regards the development of the
European Security and Defense Identity
(ESDI) as a natural “spin-off” of this construc-
tion. Franco-German partnership is key to de-
veloping ESDI. Indeed, European construc-
tion has moved forward each time France
and Germany acted together; and it has
slowed each time the two countries failed to
agree on a mutual course of action. Initiatives
such as the Euro-Corps, an organization with
association status in the Western European
Union (WEU) for Central and Eastern Europe,
or a Franco-German armaments agency,
demonstrate that the Franco-German “axis”
remains at the edge of ESDI development.

This defense identity will also increas-
ingly rest on Franco-British partnership—
not as an alternative but as a complement.
The two are much closer on security issues
today than in the past. Indeed, their posi-
tions in world affairs rest on the same foun-
dations (permanent seats on the U.N. Secu-
rity Council, status of nuclear powers,
experiences of empire, and strong defense ef-
forts). Recently, French and British forces re-
newed the habit of working together (in Iraq
and Bosnia), and the debate on future Euro-
pean security architecture has brought them
closer together. Also, a bilateral dialogue on
nuclear policy was initiated in 1992. More-
over, a “Mediterranean security partnership”
is emerging among France, Italy, and Spain.
The three countries launched a Maritime Eu-
ropean Force in 1992 which is to be set up
within the WEU framework. Italy made a
follow-up proposition of a European Rapid
Action Force in 1993 which is currently
under study.

A satellite observation and monitoring
capacity should be at the top of an ESDI
shopping list since it is key to autonomy.
France has taken the European dimension
into account in Helios (a military observation
satellite to be launched this year) through a
memorandum of understanding with its part-
ners in the program, Italy and Spain, aimed at
making available high-quality pictures to the
WEU Satellite Center located in Torrejon,
Spain. Strategic lift capabilities—essential for
power projection—may be provided by the
Future Large Aircraft (FLA) project.

M a l l a r d  a n d  T e r t r a i s
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Finally, the nuclear dimension must be
tackled, at least in the long-term, for two
reasons. The first is that the European de-
fense project will not be achieved if the nu-
clear element is left out. The second is that
the EU perception of a gap between the nu-
clear haves and have nots should be

avoided. While a European
deterrent—in whatever form
it might take—is only a dis-
tant vision, early discussions
on the subject among France

and its allies could be useful. France has al-
ready initiated a bilateral dialogue on nu-
clear policies and doctrines with the British.

The Transatlantic Link
France remains committed to a strong

transatlantic link for European security. Here
again the domestic debate is not over the
need for a transatlantic link, but over its na-
ture and form. From the Cuban crisis to the
Gulf War and more recently with NATO oper-
ations in Bosnia, France has amply demon-
strated its reliability as a full partner in the
transatlantic Alliance. And, of course, the
French commitment to collective defense by
NATO in event of a threat against the security
of any one of its members remains intact.

But France will not rejoin the NATO in-
tegrated military structure. This must be
taken by its allies as a fact of life, as opposed
to an open issue. Indeed, the new strategic
environment as well as peace operations re-
inforce the belief that this issue is becoming
more and more irrelevant. (In this respect,
events in Bosnia further confirm this posi-
tion: decisionmaking on enforcement of the
no-fly-zone—when Serb planes violated the
U.N. resolution—completely bypassed the
NATO integrated command structure.) In-
stead the Alliance’s military structure should
be adapted to new realities, especially the
need to “politically fine-tune” peacekeeping.

It can be said that the institutional
game is slowly shifting from a logic of com-
petition to a logic of complementarity. In
this respect, the Alliance’s summit in Jan-
uary 1994 was a watershed. On this occa-
sion, the United States gave concrete proof
to its allies that it “meant business” when it
talked of supporting ESDI. The process of re-
forming NATO structures and procedures
has been initiated and is expected to lead to
a radically transformed pattern of coopera-
tion between NATO and WEU. The object is
to establish an environment in which Euro-
peans are able to use NATO forces and assets
for themselves when the United States de-
cides not to participate significantly in a mil-
itary operation. As for NATO (or NATO-plus)
peace operations, the French doctrine is that
of full participation on a case-by-case basis.

France welcomed the major decisions
reached at the summit. In particular, it sup-
ported the prospect of setting up a Com-
bined Joint Task Force headquarters and is
ready to play an important role in this effort
although it is clear that this will imply adapt-
ing the Alliance military structure. And, from
the French point of view, this is only a start-
ing point: one may wonder, for instance,
whether the current geographical organiza-
tion of the military structure (as opposed to
its budgetary organization) is the best way to
deal with the new strategic landscape. One
thing is clear: the more flexible the military
structure, the easier it is for France to collabo-
rate. As for the Partnership for Peace pro-
gram, it is an important step toward the rap-
prochement between Alliance states and
their former adversaries, as well as a useful
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vehicle to prepare for
multinational peacekeep-
ing operations with
those countries. Finally,
France’s part in co-chair-
ing (with the United
States) one of two new
NATO groups dealing
with counterproliferation
shows a readiness to play
an active role in dealing
with potential new
threats to the Alliance.

By the beginning of
the 21st century, Europe
should have multina-
tional forces that can be
employed—with pre-de-
fined procedures—in various contexts: NATO,
WEU, the United Nations, and perhaps even
CSCE. Most multinational forces will proba-
bly exist only on paper, a permanent com-
mand structure but with units activated or
committed only in time of crisis on an ad hoc
basis. This network will include Euro-Corps.
Fully operational by 1995, Euro-Corps proba-

bly should not be ex-
panded beyond the four
currently committed na-
tions if it is to remain “us-
able” (it already is corps-
sized, and its deployment
as a full-fledged military

unit is subject to agreement by member
states). The European forces network should
also include a rapid action force with land,
sea, and air components. Other units cur-
rently assigned to NATO should be dual-hat-
ted wherever possible.

The existence of this network should
guarantee the availability to Western political
leaders of tailor-made contingency forces,
whatever the political and military situation.
Operating on an ad hoc basis, however, is
not tantamount to improvisation: thus the
need for permanent multinational planning
as well as peacetime exercises.

Military Posture
How will the French military posture

look at the turn of the century? By the year
2000, the army will probably be comprised of
about 225,000 men in eight divisions: three
or four heavy divisions; a four-division Force

d’action rapide (FAR); a division and a brigade
with Euro-Corps. Modernization efforts will
include Leclerc main battle tanks, Rafale air-
craft, the Charles-de-Gaulle nuclear-powered
carrier, and Tiger and NH–90 helicopters. The
navy will have approximately one hundred
ships, including sixty high sea vessels; and
the air force will have about twenty combat
squadrons with about 380 aircraft.

Nuclear forces will have at least two com-
ponents: one sea-based which will continue
to be the core of deterrent forces (four new-
generation nuclear-fueled ballistic missile sub-
marines) and one probably air-based or per-
haps land-based. France is fully committed to
the comprehensive test ban treaty, but nu-
clear deterrence remains a national priority.

The political priority placed on intelli-
gence, space, and recently on power projec-
tion will bear fruit by 2000. But current
major programs are a heavy drain on the de-
fense budget because of their simultaneity.
For France in the 21st century most major
programs will probably take place in a Euro-
pean framework.

Reconciling the European priority with
national autonomy is the major task of de-
veloping France’s defense for the next cen-
tury. This task will be made easier as the
vital interests of EU members become more
and more intertwined. JFQ
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RUSSIA
and a 
Changing
Europe
By D I E T R I C H  G E N S C H E L
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T he Russian Federation is reclaim-
ing an independent and decisive
role in shaping Europe’s future se-
curity much sooner after the fall

of the Soviet empire than anticipated. Feder-
ation relations with the West seem to be
more complicated and ambivalent than they
were during the short period of cooperation
when they followed mainly Western models
and prescripts. Thus it is important to de-
velop a reasoned appreciation of Russian

policy and its likely influ-
ence on European security.
This assessment analyzes
the security challenges fac-
ing the Federation as well
as politico-military re-

sponses to such challenges. It takes a critical
look at the ambiguous signals attributed to
political elites and addresses specific ques-
tions about Russian foreign and defense pol-
icy. The assessment concludes with ideas of
what a security system in Europe might look
like in the future.

The Current Situation
Russia is the largest European country in

terms of area, population, and resources, and
the only one with a Eurasian dimension
which, in turn, makes it a global power. Rus-
sia shook off a communist dictatorship with-
out bloodshed, bringing the Cold War to a
nonviolent end. It suffers from social and
economic hardships related to the transition
from communist rule to democracy with a
market economy. The reform process is not
progressing successfully. The December 1993
elections did not produce a reform-minded
majority, though a simultaneous referendum
gave birth to a democratically legitimized
constitution. Most reformers in President
Yeltsin’s cabinet resigned or were not reap-
pointed. Yeltsin has retained little if any au-
thority to exercise the power that the new
constitution vested in him. The best evi-
dence of this fact was his inability to prevent
giving amnesty to those involved in the
abortive 1991 coup and in the revolt by par-
liament against him in October 1993. The

various bureaucracies are the main shaping
factors of policy, each following its own
agenda with little or no coordination. The
State Duma displays hectic activism in inter-
fering with government policy without
working on much-needed laws to support
further reforms. The economic, social, and
legal situation is in a deplorable state. Rus-
sians have experienced only a caricature of
what democracy and market economies
truly mean in the West. Organized crime
and corruption permeate the entire society.
Many Russians, who saw their country as the
center of the Soviet Union and Warsaw
Treaty Organization (WTO), grieve over the
loss of their role in Europe and the world as
well as their self-image. There is a wide-
spread feeling of deep humiliation.

The end of the Cold War validated West-
ern democracy and market economies. At
the same time it confirmed the effectiveness
of NATO’s collective deterrent and defense
capabilities. NATO has welcomed the end of
the Cold War as a momentous event in
which there are neither victors nor van-
quished but only winners. The Alliance im-
mediately extended the hand of friendship
to its former adversaries. All WTO members,
including the Soviet Union at that time,
grasped that hand and concurrently voiced
hope for far-reaching Western assistance in
almost every aspect of society, particularly
economics. Since expectations were grossly
exaggerated and did not take into account
economic difficulties in the West, assistance
was seen by many as insufficient. Moreover,
insofar as aid was forthcoming, some de-
nounced it as patronizing and an insult to
the nation’s pride. This has resulted in deep,
widespread disappointment. It is in this at-
mosphere that Russia searches for a way out
of economic and social chaos, a new iden-
tity, and an appropriate role in Europe and
the world. Accordingly, Russia has begun to
define its security interests independently of
Western advice and assistance.

Questions of Security
The most pressing challenges facing

Russia are internal, namely, improving eco-
nomic and social conditions, transitioning
to a market economy, developing demo-
cratic institutions, building a pluralistic cul-
ture, combating crime and corruption, fos-
tering the rule of law, and holding together

G e n s c h e l
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the Russian Federation. But there are exter-
nal challenges. While its military doctrine
postulates no state as an enemy and assumes
the danger of widespread war is considerably
reduced, Russia sees existing and potential
dangers that could become military threats.
The obvious dangers are conflict along its
borders, proliferation of weapons of mass de-
struction, and limited nuclear aggression.
Others include “suppression of rights, liber-
ties, and legitimate interests of Russian citi-
zens living outside the Russian Federation”
and “enlargement of military blocs and al-
liances to the detriment of the military secu-
rity interests of the Russian Federation”
which can lead to misunderstanding. The
doctrine also entails military dangers inter-
nal to the Russian Federation against which
armed forces may be employed. According
to Foreign Minister Kozyrev, a repetition of
the “Yugoslav drama” in the former Soviet
Union is the worst of all possible scenarios. 

There are legitimate interests on Russia’s
part in the stability of the former Soviet re-
publics and efforts to bind them closer in the
Community of Independent States (CIS)—
endeavors labeled as “reintegration.” Russia
also wants to cooperate with Central and
Western Europe and especially with the
United States, from which it anticipates help
in implementing the Alma Ata, Minsk, and
Lisbon agreements as well as in transferring
all nuclear weapons from former republics to
Russia. Cooperation with NATO meets with
reluctance and misgivings as seen in the
range of reactions to the Partnership for
Peace (PFP) program while developments in
Bosnia-Herzegovina encouraged Moscow to
eventually agree with NATO’s role. Russia
sees security challenges in the violent ethnic,
national, and religious conflicts in Georgia,
Armenia/Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Moldova,
and former Yugoslavia. A great challenge for
Russian foreign and defense policy is in forg-
ing the kind of common European security
system in which Russia, on an equal footing
with NATO, might play a major role. 

Matters of Policy
As previously noted there are forces at-

tempting to shape Russian policy in uncoor-
dinated ways that give pause for concern.
The presidential apparatus and the min-
istries of foreign affairs, defense, internal se-
curity, finance, and economics are important

actors, together with voices from the Duma
and Federation Council. Yet certain general
tendencies can be observed. Russia seems to
be increasingly withdrawing from the pro-
Western orientation it followed under Gor-
bachev and against Western values and insti-
tutions, with NATO again often portrayed as
the main antagonist. Moscow is more and
more following a nationalistic course, pursu-
ing what it sees as its security interests as a
global power of Eurasian dimensions. Its pol-
icymakers are thus echoing an internal
mood that turns increasingly against reform
which is criticized for leaning too heavily on
Western models and recipes.

Efforts to strengthen CIS—intended to
encompass every former Soviet republic ex-
cept for the Baltics—is predominant. Various
factors facilitate such efforts: economic de-
pendence (energy in particular) of the re-
publics on Russia, ethnic and other conflicts
that the republics are unable to solve without
Russian interference, large Russian or Rus-
sian-speaking minorities in the republics,
lack of experience as independent states in
combination with habitual subordination
over centuries under Russian rule, and family
bonds and kinship. These factors give Russia
ample opportunity to exert political, eco-
nomic, and military influence to reintegrate
former Soviet republics into a larger commu-
nity. Moscow is not without success. CIS con-
sists of twelve states, nine of which form a
collective defense group, that the Russian au-
thorities claim will be an alliance of truly in-
dependent states, not a reinvigorated Soviet
Union. But there is doubt about the true free-
dom, for instance, of Georgia or Moldova to
join CIS and its defense component. On the
other hand, Russia is the center of gravity in
Eastern Europe, and without massive and
continuous Western assistance, small and
economically weak states will not be able to
resist Moscow’s carrot-and-stick policy for
long. Even if CIS membership does not con-
form in all cases with Western standards of
voluntarism, the community can and should
become one of the international organiza-
tions which form part of the “network of in-
terlocking institutions” designed to con-
tribute to European stability and security. 
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Russia is a member of the North Atlantic
Cooperation Council (NACC) and the Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope (CSCE) and an associate member of the
North Atlantic Assembly—institutions in the
European network—as well as a member of
the United Nations and the Security Coun-
cil. Thus Russia has a broad range of possibil-
ities for participating in European security
discussions and cooperation and for exerting
influence. Russia even influences NATO de-
cisions, as shown in the Alliance’s readiness
to not enlarge its membership at this time

because of Moscow’s
concerns. However, Rus-
sia shows a real prefer-
ence for strengthening
CSCE and giving it a
more operational capa-
bility. NACC in the Rus-
sian view should then

become a military arm of CSCE, indepen-
dent of NATO, which would diminish the
Alliance as the most effective anchor of Eu-
ropean stability. 

Russia has decided to join PFP. Although
the foreign and defense ministers initially
voiced support, a majority of the factions in
the Duma seemed to be opposed. There has
been a tendency to propose the entire CIS as
partners, accompanied by efforts to change
the program’s direction and content. By
joining PFP, in whatever form, Russia has a
chance to fashion a relationship with NATO
and its member states in accordance with its
own policy objectives. 

Military Answers
To meet security challenges the Russian

military has outlined a comprehensive pro-
gram of reform for the armed forces which
extends beyond the year 2000. The reform
aims to reorganize, reduce, and modernize
the military in stages. A defense law sets the
end strength of in-place forces at 1 percent
of the population, that is at 1.5 million men
and women in the armed forces.

The foundation of military policy and
planning is found in “Basic Provisions of the
Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation”
which was approved by the Federation Secu-
rity Council and President Yeltsin in Novem-
ber 1993. Main portions of the document
have appeared in the Russian press. Since
Moscow perceives no particular state as an

enemy, force structure as well as deployment
and employment planning adhere to a con-
cept of strategic defense, with no fixed front-
lines or firm echeloning of forces. Both
ground and air forces are structured into
covering, mobile reaction, and strategic re-
serve forces. Covering forces are also to be
highly mobile in view of limited personnel
and the vast length of Russian borders, de-
signed to mount initial defenses and holding
operations until mobile reaction forces de-
ploy. The strategic reserves form the back-
bone for mobilization and reconstitution of
additional forces in larger-scale contingen-
cies. This concept is similar to NATO’s new
force structure in the framework of the
Strategic Concept. There are also Russian for-
mations for peace operations and “other
troops” (both border forces and the Ministry
of the Interior’s troops).

Russia has yet to withdraw all forces
from the former Soviet republics. It must be
expected that bilateral treaties, which
among other things regulate stationing
troops in neighboring countries, mean that
Russia will maintain forces in former re-
publics. This would allow for the deploy-
ment of Russian troops on borders of neigh-
boring states, thereby conducting a kind of
“forward defense” outside of its national
frontiers. Such a situation is observable in
the Transcaucasus and in parts of Central
Asia. In geostrategic terms, however, this
would represent a remarkable overstretch of
the planned end strength of Russian in-place
forces. Defense Minister Grachev’s intention
to increase end strength by 600,000 to more
than two million, a plan obviously sup-
ported by the President, may be a response
to such prospects. 

All military reform must contend with
the adverse conditions which prevail in the
Russian Federation. The armed forces inher-
ited a plethora of problems with the Soviet
Union’s break-up. Troop withdrawals from
Afghanistan, Hungary, former Czechoslo-
vakia, Poland, East Germany, Baltic states,
and Mongolia have led to dramatic housing
shortages for officers, noncommissioned of-
ficers, and military dependents. While num-
bers vary some 400,000 military personnel
and their families may be living in tents,
containers, and other inadequate quarters.

G e n s c h e l
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MISSION:
To support U.S. interests throughout the area of 

responsibility, provide combat-ready forces to NATO, and
support other CINCs as directed by the National Com-
mand Authorities. The other missions of EUCOM include
theater-wide management and control of intelligence
activities; evacuation of noncombatants in the event of
war; ensuring that U.S. forces maintain the capability,
personnel, and equipment to carry out assigned mis-
sions; management of the security assistance programs;
and carrying out all other missions assigned.

BACKGROUND:
In the early 1950s, the Secretary of Defense and

JCS recognized the need for a joint command in Europe
to centralize peacetime control of the Armed Forces in

the theater. The United States and NATO had previ-
ously agreed that the American general who served

as Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)
should exercise control over U.S. military com-

mands in Europe. Accordingly JCS created a
unified command, U.S. European Com-

mand (EUCOM), on August 1, 1952,
and instructed Army, Navy, and Air

Force commanders to report to the U.S. Commander in
Chief, Europe (CINCEUR). GEN Matthew Ridgway, USA,
the first CINCEUR, established headquarters in Frankfurt
as a temporary measure. It was relocated to Camp des
Loges in the Forest of St. Germain-en-Laye in 1954. 
The headquarters remained there until 1967, when it 
relocated to Patch Barracks, Stuttgart-Vaihingen, as a
result of General De Gaulle’s request that all foreign
headquarters be removed from France. In peacetime,
EUCOM forces come under four component commands:
U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR) with headquarters in 
Heidelberg; U.S. Navy, Europe (USNAVEUR)—including

U.S. Fleet Marine Force, 
Europe—with the commander in
Naples and headquarters in 
London; U.S. Air Forces, Europe
(USAFE), at Ramstein AFB; and
Special Operations Command,
Europe (SOCEUR), in Stuttgart-
Vaihingen. In time of war, combat
forces fight within the NATO com-
mand structure. The Navy and Air
Force component commanders
also serve as commanders of 
Allied Forces South (AFSOUTH),
and Allied Air Forces Central 

Europe (AIRCENT), respectively, both of which are NATO
major subordinate commands. 
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Increases in salaries and pensions do not
match exploding prices in markets, and sol-
diers often have to wait several months to be
paid at all. 

Severe shortages of infrastructure exist.
Areas where the Soviet “First Strategic Eche-
lon” was deployed had the best infrastruc-
ture, but those areas are in non-Soviet for-
mer WTO countries, especially Belarus and
Ukraine, that are now independent. Units
which have not been disbanded must be
crowded into substandard facilities, particu-
larly in the western parts of Russia where
they are not needed strategically which, in
turn, raises security concerns among Russia’s
neighbors. Furthermore, while there are too
many officers and NCOs, there is a dramatic
lack of conscripts. Draft exemptions have re-
cently been tightened, but several hundred
thousand young men per year do not show
up to perform their military service. 

Modernization programs are stretched
or canceled for lack of funding. No new
combatant ship has been laid on keel for
two years. On the other hand armament in-
dustries are still producing weapon systems
with state subsidies to pay the workforce,
while the state cannot procure systems for
its own forces and tries to increase arms ex-
ports to markets which are already saturated.
These conditions inhibit reform and impact
negatively on morale, unit cohesion, readi-
ness, and self-esteem.

Despite these difficulties the military
has generally been obedient to its political
masters. The provisions of nuclear and con-
ventional arms control treaties are being reli-
ably implemented. New military doctrine ac-
knowledges a changing political situation.
Withdrawal of forces stationed outside Rus-
sia has been in accord with treaties and
stated plans; the pull-out from Germany will
be completed this summer and Russia now
has a similar undertaking for Latvia. The
forces remaining in Estonia will also go
home, although they are bargaining chips in
a delicate political situation.

So far the Russian military leadership
has not taken sides in internal political
struggles and has thus contributed to the
avoidance of large scale civil unrest. The
storming of the parliament last October on
orders of President Yeltsin, however, brought
the military to the brink of engagement in
domestic strife. Yeltsin states in his recently
published memoirs that the army initially
refused to obey his orders and stormed the
White House only after an officer had been
shot dead by a sniper. It is questionable
whether such revelations strengthen the mil-
itary’s loyalty to their President. If as re-
ported many members of the military voted
for Vladimir Zhirinovsky in parliamentary
elections last December, it suggests that the
loyalty of the armed forces to the political
leadership could be strained when it may be
most needed. 

Ambiguous Signals 
The West is attempting to recognize Rus-

sia’s legitimate security interests, fears of iso-
lation and encirclement by unfriendly
forces, and wish to be respected as a large
nation. It is meanwhile a truism that Euro-
pean security cannot be safeguarded against
or without Russia. This certainly is the posi-
tion that NATO has followed stringently
since the London summit in 1990. In de-
manding an acknowledgement of its inter-
ests, Russia also persistently asks that the
West understand certain trends in Russian
public opinion, particularly in the wake of
success by Zhirinovsky’s nationalists in the
Duma elections. But such recognition re-
quires an understanding, in turn, on the
part of Russia for the security interests of its
neighbors, especially the small, new states.
Russia needs to accept another truism, that
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European security cannot be safeguarded ex-
clusively on its terms either. Such an under-
standing is currently lacking. 

The West tends to forget that Russia it-
self fell victim to suppression by the Soviet
regime. Countries that have suffered under
communist dictatorships need time to de-
velop trust in the new Russia and to forget
that the language of the Soviet empire was
Russian. This applies to the Baltic states as
much as it does to the non-Soviet former
WTO members. The more Russia claims to be
a great power entitled to special treatment,
the more it disregards the impact that its be-
havior has on its immediate neighbors which
is detrimental to regional stability. A growing
number of Russian political figures not only
shows little comprehension of this problem
but, on the contrary, conveys ambiguous sig-
nals to neighbors, both near and far.

There is not only a lack of clearcut op-
position to nationalistic, imperialistic, and
old-style communist rhetoric used by new
extremist factions in the State Duma, but an
increasing similarity between statements by
Russian officials, President Yeltsin and For-
eign Minister Kozyrev included, and those of
Zhirinovsky. Assertions like those of Kozyrev
that the Baltic states were engaged in “eth-
nic cleansing” of Russian minorities—or
“apartheid” as Defense Minister Grachev put
it—are particularly brazen. Related to this as-
sertion is a claim that the so-called “Near
Abroad” constitutes a sphere of geostrategic
importance and, accordingly, is of vital in-
terest to Moscow, a condition that would
even legitimize stationing Russian forces in
those countries. 

Another ambiguous signal is the strong
resistance to any eastward expansion of
NATO. According to a study by the Foreign
Intelligence Service in December 1993, en-
largement would bring “the largest military
grouping” within immediate proximity of
Russia’s borders, impinging negatively on its
security interests. Such assessments reveal a
deplorable lack of knowledge about NATO’s
true nature and constitute remnants of out-
dated thinking about confrontation and con-
flict. The height of adversarial rhetoric came
when NATO’s resolve to launch air strikes
against artillery positions around Sarajevo at
the request of the Security Council was la-
beled by Zhirinovsky as a step toward World
War III. This language, of course, was never

used by government officials. It is only fair to
state that declaratory foreign policy is often
aimed at appeasing extremist political group-
ings within Russia, while actual conduct of
foreign and defense policy vis-à-vis NATO
and Russia’s neighbors is generally more co-
operative and less confrontational. Neverthe-
less, against the historical backdrop of com-
munist domination and threats, any
imperialistic or confrontational rhetoric res-
onates badly in the minds of former victims.
Addressing such issues disingenuously does
not contribute to mutual security and trust,
but rather shows a lack of reliability and ra-
tionality on the part of a self-perceived global
power, especially one with a huge nuclear
weapons stockpile.

NATO’s Expansion
It is worthwhile examining Russian fears

of formal extension of NATO membership
into Central Europe in more detail. As was to
be expected, the NATO summit in January
1994 did not embark on immediate enlarge-
ment. But the heads of government stated
that NATO is not a closed shop and that
eventual extension was in the cards. The re-
maining issues involve the time-frame and
candidates for membership. These questions
remained not only because of Russian fears
of isolation and the rise of new divisions in
Europe, but because the United States was
concerned over endangering the fragile rela-
tionship between the powers, notably in nu-
clear arms reduction. Also, there are NATO
members—particularly in southern Europe—
who fear enlargement because the assistance
they have received from the richer allies may
be redirected to new allies in the east. 

Also bearing on the eventual expansion
of NATO and related Russian apprehensions
is the status of the Visegrad countries—
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hun-
gary—which are the most likely to be con-
sidered first as candidates for full NATO
membership. Political, economic, and mili-
tary reforms in the Visegrad group are well
advanced, and those states form a geopoliti-
cal entity. They have no direct borders with
Russia, have associate status within the Euro-
pean Union, and are members of the Coun-
cil of Europe. Compared to their neighbors
to the West, however, their democratic insti-
tutions and political culture remain fragile.

G e n s c h e l
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NATO membership would serve to enhance
internal stability and speed the adoption of
a democratic culture. The Visegrad states see
themselves in a security vacuum and instinc-
tively distrust a reinvigorated Russia, feelings
that are destabilizing and are fertile ground
for extremist political agitation. NATO mem-
bership, which implies alliance with the
United States, could militate against this in-
security, dampen anti-Russian phobia, and
provide a sense of belonging. The latter is a
psychological factor and more important
than extended nuclear deterrence or station-
ing NATO forces in Central Europe. At the
same time, membership in the Alliance
would incline the Visegrad states to resolve
outstanding disputes over such issues as mi-
norities or borders. NATO’s record provides
ample evidence of its potential to democra-
tize, pacify, and lead—over and above deter-
rence and collective security. To extend these
qualities to the Visegrad group would stabi-
lize Central Europe, something in which
Russia should have a clear interest. With en-
largement Russia would have in its immedi-
ate vicinity a cooperative, defensive alliance

of democratic states
whose history corrobo-
rates a peace-generating
and peace-maintaining
character that Russia al-
ready enjoys. Moscow
should welcome such a
development. Democra-

cies are safe neighbors—they rarely attack
others—so Russia could have stability on its
western borders and turn its energies to-
wards regions and risks that President
Yeltsin, in his letters of September 1993 to
Western heads of government, described as
almost exclusively stemming from the area
to the south. 

Russia will participate in PFP, but
whether this alleviates its concerns remains
to be seen. Russia wants to be treated as the
equal of NATO in political and strategic
terms. Thus an increased relationship be-
tween the Alliance and the countries of Cen-
tral Europe should be accompanied by a dif-
ferentiated approach to dealing with Russia
in recognition of its global status. Moscow
needs to be fully involved in the process but
without a veto on decisions which in the
final analysis must be based on NATO’s in-
terests. An eventual extension of NATO

membership will doubtless require a revision
of the Reduction of Conventional Forces in
Europe (CFE) Treaty. 

Peace Operations
Related to the Russian attitude toward

the “Near Abroad” are peace operations in
former Soviet republics. Crises and conflicts
in Central Asia (Tajikistan), Moldova, and
Transcaucasus have resulted in extensive
peacekeeping and peace-enforcing opera-
tions conducted either unilaterally by Rus-
sian national troops or by the Russian mili-
tary in cooperation with indigenous forces.
Moscow apparently decided that peace oper-
ations in former Soviet republics are its re-
sponsibility, critical to its security interests.
Russia does not see a role for NATO or other
Western participants in these operations. On
the other hand, Moscow has asked for a for-
mal blessing and even funding from the
United Nations or CSCE. And the West has
not shown an inclination to participate in
these operations, particularly not with
troops. Here Russian and Western attitudes
are complementary. The result could be re-
garded as a certain sub-regional division of
labor in peace operations between Russia
and the West. As long as such operations are
carried out on the basis of CSCE consensus
with participants applying common rules,
this kind of differentiation is unproblematic
and possibly unavoidable. However, to pro-
vide for a commonality of principles and
their application, observers should be de-
ployed at a minimum. A broad multina-
tional mix of forces under a unified com-
mand would, of course, be preferable. 

NATO and WEU—with conceptual sup-
port of the NACC—are about to create ap-
propriate force and command structure ele-
ments called combined joint task forces
(CJTFs) to do just that. This should make
collective action by NATO possible, or by the
entire WEU using NATO assets, but in either
case with possible participation by CIS or in-
dividual CEE countries or other members of
CSCE. The NACC Ad Hoc Group on Peace-
keeping has already developed guidelines for
the common planning, exercising, and con-
duct of peace operations. In the future CIS
could provide for similar cooperative peace
support guidelines.
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A like-minded readiness by NATO, WEU,
and CIS to mount peace operations under ei-
ther U.N. or CSCE mandate with variable
forms of mutual participation would en-
hance confidence on the part of nations
prone to internal conflict and the possible
subjects of future peace operations. This
would reenforce U.N. and CSCE credibility
since they could employ effective organiza-
tions without forsaking political direction
and control. This, in turn, would militate

against suspicions that international organi-
zations or individual nations could use
peace support operations to expand or se-
cure their own spheres of influence at the
expense of others. 

A Lack of Clarity 
To better understand Russian security

policy and its military dimension, some
questions need to be answered. These ques-
tions are based partly on Russian military
doctrine and partly on developments within
the Federation. Military doctrine sees dan-
gers in cases of “undermining of strategic
stability” and “destruction of the existing
power balance.” This raises the question of
the Russian criteria for strategic stability and
the balance of power. If there are military
“dangers” and “threats” there must be, by
implication, military response options.
What are the military reactions to an “ex-
pansion of military alliances” if this refers to

NATO or WEU, and expansion follows the
sovereign will of a state and consensus of al-
liance members? What are the military reac-
tions to “suppression of rights and liberties
of citizens of the Russian Federation living
in foreign states?”

This doctrine foresees using force in
cases of internal danger to the Federation’s
security. What are the thresholds above
which military formations will be used in-
side the Federation? Will deployment be

conducted under the leadership of
the armed forces or police? Which
state organ has authority over such
deployments? Does the force struc-
ture of covering, mobile, and reserve
forces also apply to the navy? What
is Russia’s future maritime role?

In the PFP program what will
constitute the special relationship
with NATO that Moscow envisages
in recognition of its status as a
global power? How would it differ
from the non-special role that the
United States, as a global power,
played as a member of the Alliance?

How, in terms of manpower and
capital resources, can far-reaching
and expensive military reforms be
completed given the severe eco-
nomic difficulties and drastic claims
of other segments of the Russian
government for a bigger slice of the

pie? (The present struggle between the de-
fense minister and, for instance, the agricul-
ture minister about a higher share of the
1994 budget sounds terribly familiar to the
Western ear.) 

Russia hopes to increase its exports of
military hardware. Military doctrine justifies
this as necessary to support reform and the
labor force in defense industries. President
Yeltsin announced a planned increase of
arms exports from $2 billion in 1993 to $49
billion in 1994. Are such plans in concert
with the planned conversion of defense in-
dustries? And if Iran, as it now appears, is a
recipient of a large amount of this Russian
hardware, does this not strengthen those
forces which Russia fears on its southern
borders? Should not the experience of arm-
ing Iraq provide a reason for caution? 
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Defense Minister Grachev, supported by
President Yeltsin, requested a revision of
parts of the CFE treaty because certain provi-
sions allegedly were negotiated under strate-
gic conditions that differ completely from
the present situation. In particular the “flank
rule,” limiting forces in both the Leningrad
and North Caucasus military districts, sup-
posedly inhibits peace operations on Russia’s
southern borders. The Western parties to the
treaty have developed a comprehensive set
of questions for Moscow on the reasons for
and background to this request. (For in-
stance, why are heavy weapons limited by
the treaty needed for peace operations?) An-
swers to these questions are important in
light of the central role which this arms con-
trol treaty and its implementation have for

security and stability in Europe. 

Collective Security
In an effort to allay Russian

apprehensions vis-à-vis NATO, a
specific treaty of cooperation
and peaceful relations and, if
necessary, even nonaggression
between NATO and Russia or

CIS could be made part of the treaty net-
work. It could act as an institutional linch-
pin to recognize the particular role of Russia
and NATO as the two main centers of grav-
ity in Europe. Such a treaty could very well
be the main result of the Russian-NATO PFP. 

Looking at the former Yugoslavia indi-
cates that the system of interlocking institu-
tions has not worked successfully. However,
when the crisis broke out the system had
barely existed at all. But meanwhile a pat-
tern is emerging which indicates how the in-
terplay of actors and regulations could work,
if there is the political will to make it work
and to do so early enough. The pattern is ex-
emplified by the Croat-Bosnian Muslim
agreement signed in March 1994 in Wash-
ington and by subsequent events in and
around Sarajevo.

In December 1993 the German and
French foreign ministers, Jupé and Kinkel,
advanced an initiative to retain Bosnia-
Herzegovina as home for three separate enti-
ties. The bilateral initiative was received posi-
tively by the EU which pledged multi-
national support. At that time Washington
was still reluctant to become involved in set-

tling the imbroglio in Bosnia. But NATO had
already declared that in event of agreement
on the Bosnian peace plan, it would provide
military support for its implementation. In
this the United States indicated a willingness
to participate. Indeed, the continuing siege
of Sarajevo by Bosnian Serbs brought about a
stronger U.S. engagement in the NATO
framework, as seen at the NATO summit in
January 1994 when intra-Alliance cohesion
and resolve were beefed up.

The turning point came on February 5,
1994, with the shelling of the Sarajevo mar-
ketplace which took a terrible toll in lives.
NATO issued an ultimatum to carry out air
strikes, based on Security Council resolution
836 of June 1993, which represented a credi-
ble threat of internationally legitimized use
of force. What followed was the close coop-
eration between NATO and the U.N. Secre-
tary General and the delegation of release
authority to the Secretary General’s repre-
sentative in theater to ensure U.N. legiti-
macy in the actual use of force. The Bosnian
Serbs abided by the demands of the ultima-
tum and withdrew their heavy weapons. The
shoot-down of four Bosnian-Serb aircraft
demonstrated the resolve and capability of
NATO to apply force, thus creating a degree
of deterrence and increasing the credibility
of future threats to use force. 

Russia had not insisted on a further Se-
curity Council resolution before implement-
ing the NATO ultimatum but launched an
anti-ultimatum propaganda campaign aimed
primarily at strong domestic misgivings vis-
à-vis the use of force in general and by
NATO in particular. At the same time, how-
ever, Moscow exerted a strong influence on
the Serb side to react rationally, making use
of its special relationship with Serbia. For the
first time a kind of political balance was de-
veloping in former Yugoslavia, with America
and Russia engaged on the Croat-Bosnian
and Serbian sides, respectively, in support of
a peace plan which included all warring par-
ties. This engagement has been underpinned
by the threat that force ultimately might be
used if the agreement is breached.

Developments in and around the town of
Gorazde following the events in Sarajevo ini-
tially seemed to offer little hope that the pat-
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tern will be effective elsewhere. But, although
very late and only after heavy civilian losses,
a similar combination of threatened force and
diplomatic activity, with strong Russian in-
volvement, induced the retreat of Bosnian
Serbs from the town. It certainly was helpful
that Russia’s special envoy for Bosnia-Herze-
govina, Vitaliy Churkin, finally succumbed to
the same frustrations that Western negotia-
tors had experienced in the face of Serb cyni-
cism. Russia is now involved in multilateral
peacekeeping and peace-enforcing in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, and has abandoned its un-
founded accusations that NATO is a war-
mongering organization. Russia has openly
conceded that under certain conditions en-
forcement operations are needed to manage
crises and contain conflicts. Foreign Minister
Kozyrev has explicitly agreed that for the mo-
ment NATO is the only agent that can exer-
cise such force effectively.

Nobody can yet be sure how long the re-
cent chain of successes will hold. But with
every success the interplay will become more
subtle and the actors more experienced.
There is increasing probability that action
will be taken in time rather than too late, as
has been the case so far. Mutual trust and
confidence among participants in operations
will grow as the deterrent impact on warring
factions increases. So the disaster in Bosnia-
Herzegovina may have a positive result in

the closer involvement of Russia in
multinational peacekeeping. Poli-
cymakers in Moscow may under-
stand that cooperating in peace
operations does not diminish its
status, not even in the “Near
Abroad,” but rather improves the
prospect for success. In the newly
established “contact group,” Rus-
sian diplomats now sit at the ne-
gotiating table with American,
U.N., and EU representatives. Rus-
sia’s request for recognition of its
role as an equal partner has been
fulfilled, at least in the important
arena of European security. Closer
involvement of Russia on an equal
footing in containing the conflict
in Bosnia-Herzegovina and in find-
ing a political solution eventually
may also improve the prospects for

successful implementation of the peace plan
that finally emerges. Its implementation will
need underpinning by strong and effective
peacekeeping forces. To accomplish this mis-
sion, fighter aircraft will no longer suffice.
Ground troops in numbers much greater
than present levels will be required. Without
Russian formations, sufficient numbers will
hardly be possible. 

It remains to be seen whether the present
political leadership in Moscow is willing and
able to explain its role in Bosnia-Herzegovina
in a balanced way domestically, portraying it
as a success which serves Russia’s security in-
terests as well as its desire for recognition as a
great power. As noted, the prevailing mood in
Russia is introspective, self-pitying, and anti-
Western. However, the emerging pattern of
cooperation between the United Nations, the
West, and Russia in Bosnia-Herzegovina may
be a harbinger of Russia’s future international
role. If collective security in Europe is to re-
main an illusion, cooperative security should
be an attainable goal. Russia will continue to
be different from the West in many respects;
but it should never again be antagonistic to
the West. To encourage and sustain a con-
structive role for Russia in European security
is a crucial task for Russian and Western lead-
ers alike. JFQ
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NATO has grappled with a Europe
in transformation since the revo-
lutions of 1989 and has reached
out to countries of the former

Warsaw Pact since its July 1990 declaration.
The Alliance had to decide how to ac-
commodate the East after the November
1991 Rome summit adopted a new strategy
to replace the doctrine of Flexible Response
which dated from the late 1960s. The sum-
mit also began to deal with the challenges of
the post-Cold War era by establishing the
North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC)
to address Europe’s eastern security issues.

While NACC had laudable goals, its lim-
itations were obvious. The disintegration of
the Soviet Union in late 1991 and the deci-
sion to include former republics as new

members meant that rather than the antici-
pated five non-Soviet Warsaw Pact states and
the Soviet Union, NACC would have
twenty-plus new members. The great diver-
sity among NACC partners (for instance, be-
tween Poland and Uzbekistan) led to de-
mands for differentiation and membership
in the Alliance by many NACC members.
Thus, despite well-intended goals, demands
placed on NACC by cooperation partners
made the organization’s lack of preparation
evident. NATO’s most recent response came
in January 1994 when the North Atlantic
Council (NAC) adopted the Partnership for
Peace (PFP) program.
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The Track Record
NATO responses to developments in the

East—first to former Warsaw Pact members
and second to new states emerging from the
disintegrated Soviet Union—have been ex-
traordinary and insufficient. The institu-
tional response has been extraordinary in
that many new initiatives have been taken
in a short time. They have been insufficient
in that events moved so quickly that NATO’s
responses have not kept up with regional
expectations.

London Declaration. Only months after
the revolutions of 1989, NATO extended a
“hand of friendship” to the East at the Lon-

don summit in July
1990. NATO asked the
six members of the
Warsaw Pact—Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, Bulgaria, Roma-

nia, and the Soviet Union—to address the
NAC in Brussels and enter into regular diplo-
matic liaison to share ideas and intensify
military contacts in an era of historic
change.1 That summer newly appointed liai-
son ambassadors from the Warsaw Pact par-
ticipated in briefings at NATO headquarters. 

East German Absorption. The transforma-
tion of East Germany from a key Warsaw
Pact member to part of a unified Germany
in NATO was unexpected and rapid. The So-
viet position on the security framework for
Germany underwent mercurial changes.
While Mikhail Gorbachev refused to accept a
Germany-in-NATO framework in a meeting
with George Bush in June 1990, his conces-
sion to Helmut Kohl the following month
indicated that he had little choice in the
matter. In reality the Soviets ceded control
when the former German Democratic Re-
public (GDR) failed to stabilize its situation
as a reformed communist state in late 1989;
de facto unification occurred with the eco-
nomic and monetary union of the two Ger-
man states. The Soviets also decoupled poli-
tical unification from security issues in
conceding that all-German elections could

occur irrespective of the two-plus-four agree-
ment of September 1990.2 With unification
in October 1990, Germany’s five new eastern
Laender (the former GDR states) enjoyed pro-
tection under article 5 of the NATO treaty:
“an armed attack against one . . . shall be
considered an attack against . . . all.” This
expansion eastward by the Alliance occurred
without the need for a new protocol of
association as employed on the accession of
Greece and Turkey in 1951.

Copenhagen NAC. NATO took another
step at the Copenhagen NAC session on
June 6 and 7, 1991 when the allies agreed to
implement a broad set of further initiatives
“to intensify . . . [NATO’s] program of mili-
tary contacts at various levels”3 with Central
and East European (CEE) states. CEE contacts
would be intensified with NATO headquar-
ters, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE), and major NATO com-
mands; in addition, NATO would invite mil-
itary officers from CEE to its training facili-
ties for special programs on civilian
oversight of defense. Experts would meet to
discuss security policy issues, military strat-
egy and doctrine, arms control, and conver-
sion of defense industry to civilian purposes.
NATO invited CEE experts to participate in
“Third Dimension” scientific and environ-
mental programs and exchange views in
areas such as air space management. NATO
information programs also were expanded to
the CEE region.

NAC Ministerial. NATO treated all former
Warsaw Pact countries alike until August 21,
1991. During the attempted coup in
Moscow, a NAC ministerial statement differ-
entiated the Soviet Union from other former
Warsaw Pact states in suspending liaison
“pending a clarification in that country.”
The statement also noted:

We expect the Soviet Union to respect the integrity
and security of all states in Europe. As a token of soli-
darity with the new democracies of Central and Eastern
Europe, we will develop ways of further strengthening
our contribution toward the political and economic re-
form process within these countries. Our diplomatic li-
aison arrangements with the Central and Eastern Euro-
pean democracies now take on added significance.4

Rome Declaration. At a summit in Rome
in November 1991, NATO approved broaden-
ing its activities with the Soviet Union and
CEE to include meetings with NAC at the
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ministerial level in NACC, NAC at ambas-
sadorial level, NATO subordinate committees
(including the political and economic com-
mittees), and the Military Committee and
other NATO military authorities.5

North Atlantic Cooperation Council.6 In De-
cember 1991 the foreign ministers of “former
adversaries” (including Latvia, Lithuania, and
Estonia) met at the inauguration of NACC to
adopt a “Statement on Dialogue, Partnership,

and Cooperation”
which endorsed an-
nual ministerial level
NACC meetings, bi-
monthly NAC meet-
ings with liaison am-

bassadors beginning in February 1992, other
NACC meetings as circumstances warrant,
and regular meetings of the political, eco-
nomic, and military committees with liaison
partners on security and related issues.

Activities snowballed during 1992. At a
meeting in February at ambassadorial level
NACC adopted a “Work Plan for Dialogue,
Partnership, and Cooperation.” An extraor-
dinary meeting in March 1992—which ex-
tended membership to 35 states (including
former Soviet republics except Georgia)—en-
dorsed an approach to planning, conversion,
economics, technology, societal challenges,
information dissemination, policy planning
consultations, and air traffic management.7

NACC defense ministers (with Georgia
but less France) met for the first time in
April and decided to convene a meeting of
NACC chiefs of defense staffs (CHODS), a
high-level seminar on civilian control of the
armed forces, and workshops on restructur-
ing and environmental clean-up of military
installations.

Out of Area Peacekeeping
In addition to creating NACC, the Rome

summit in 1991 adopted a new strategic
concept to replace Flexible Response. This
concept moved NATO’s military emphasis
away from massive mobilization toward en-
hanced crisis management and peacekeeping
operations.

Oslo NAC. In June 1992 NAC foreign
ministers convened in Oslo and agreed “to
support, on a case-by-case basis in accordance
with their own procedures, peacekeeping ac-
tivities under the responsibility of CSCE

(Council on Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope).” 8 NATO moved “out of area” immedi-
ately after, and with the Western European
Union (WEU) dispatched naval units to the
Adriatic to enforce a U.N. embargo. Many
NACC members saw this as a chance to
broaden cooperation with NATO, and their
foreign ministers attached “particular impor-
tance to enhancing the CSCE’s operational
and institutional capacity to contribute to
conflict prevention, crisis management, and
the peaceful settlement of disputes [and ex-
pressed willingness] to contribute.” 9

A NAC ministerial meeting in December
1992 made a parallel offer to the United Na-
tions, noting its readiness “to support peace-
keeping operations under the authority of
the U.N. Security Council.” 10 NACC indi-
cated that NATO and cooperation partners
would share their experiences with one an-
other and with CSCE in the areas of plan-
ning and preparing for peacekeeping mis-
sions and would consider combined training
and exercises. It also approved a work plan
with specific provisions on peacekeeping
and created a NACC ad hoc group on coop-
eration in peacekeeping to discuss political
and conceptual principles and practical mea-
sures for cooperation. 

Closer cooperation and confidence
among NACC partners was evident in Febru-
ary 1993 when the military committee met
for the first time in a cooperation session.
When NACC defense ministers met in late
March they recognized the importance “of
the ability to act in a cooperative frame-
work” in peacekeeping tasks and “ensure(d)
that a high priority be given this work.” 11 In
April, under U.N. resolution 816, NATO
began no-fly zone enforcement operations
over Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the military
committee met with CHODS to discuss pos-
sible NATO intervention in Bosnia should a
peaceful solution fail. 

Athens NAC. A NAC ministerial commu-
nique in June 1993 noted the development
of a “common understanding on conceptual
approaches to peacekeeping [and] enhanc-
ing of cooperation in this field” 12 with coop-
eration partners. The Athens NACC in June
adopted the ad hoc group’s detailed Report
on Cooperation in Peacekeeping 13 and
agreed to accelerate the program, including
sharing experience on peacekeeping plan-
ning, training, and logistics.14 As a result of
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this session, Prague hosted a high-level semi-
nar on the conceptual and doctrinal aspects
of peacekeeping.15

On balance NATO has been responsive in
a short time; but is it enough? The CEE states
believe that more than meetings are needed
to secure European peace. Because NACC ex-
panded to 36 members rapidly, it is in danger
of being “neutralized” as a security institu-
tion. How should NATO respond? What roles
should NATO and NACC play in a crisis?
These questions are raised particularly by the
four Visegrad states—Poland, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, and Hungary—which express a de-
sire for a differentiated role in NATO. They
want criteria and time-lines on becoming Al-
liance members and they agree to accept
NATO security responsibilities. 

The Brussels Summit: A Watershed?
Although it took NATO almost a quarter

of a century to adopt a strategic doctrine to re-
place Flexible Response, one can argue that

NATO needs another new strategic concept be-
cause of the disintegration of the Soviet
Union, efforts by Russia to reassert influence
over the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS), and insecurities in Central Eu-
rope. In addition to evolving more flexible
force structures, NATO’s strategic tasks aside
from NACC should include policies that:

▼ Legitimize democratic leaders in the new
states in Europe, and by doing so, help to pro-
mote their political, military, economic, and so-
cial programs.

▼ Urge sub-regional transparency and coop-
eration (such as the Visegrad states, Baltics, and
Balkans) to discourage ethnic tension and conflict
as well as regional arms races. NATO should pre-
vent divergent security perceptions from arising
in CEE subregions in order to prevent nascent
fault lines in Ukraine from developing into fis-
sures such as in the former Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia. Likewise, it should work to prevent
the Czech-Slovak, Hungarian-Ukraine, and Pol-
ish-Ukraine/Belarus borders from becoming a
new East-West dividing line, which is more likely
to occur with need to control emigration.16
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▼ Promote psychological security by deep-
ening ties with major Western structures—NATO–
NACC, European Union (EU), WEU, and CSCE—
and engage Russia and Ukraine in European insti-
tutions.

Whether the January 1994 NATO Brus-
sels summit actually was a watershed remains
to be seen. It attempted to fuse a flexible
force structure for peacekeeping—the so-
called combined joint task force (CJTF)—and
NATO’s need to stabilize the East through
PFP. To support a European Security and De-
fense Identity (ESDI) and strengthen the Eu-
ropean pillar of the Alliance through WEU,
the summit agreed that in future contingen-
cies “NATO and WEU will consult . . .
through joint Council meetings . . . [and]
stand ready to make collective assets of the
Alliance available . . . for WEU operations.” 17

As a result the summit endorsed CJTF in
order to facilitate contingency operations, in-
cluding peacekeeping conducted with partici-
pating nations from outside the Alliance.

Though the summit did not accede to
Central Europe’s desire for immediate mem-
bership, PFP did establish NATO’s long-term
commitment to expansion, leaving vague

both the criteria and timelines.18 Under NAC
authority, active PFP participation is deemed
a necessary but insufficient condition for
joining NATO. Partner states will engage in
the activities of political and military bodies
at NATO headquarters as well as a Partner-
ship Coordination Cell (PCC) at Mons to
“work in concrete ways towards trans-
parency in defense budgeting, promoting
democratic control of defense ministries,
joint planning, joint military exercises, and
creating an ability to operate with NATO
forces in . . . peacekeeping, search and res-
cue, and humanitarian operations. . . .” 19

While the goals of CJTF and PFP are ex-
plicit and can be seen as hedging against
possible future problems in the East, their
implementation might have immediate, un-
witting, and unwanted regional implica-
tions. PFP could undermine CEE sub-re-
gional cooperation by turning local actors
into competitors; it could also erode domes-
tic support for the region’s democratic re-
formers, fragile civil-military relations, and
sub-regional security perceptions and
expectations.

A Growing Network of Institutions

CSCE Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (1972)

NACC North Atlantic Cooperation Council (1991)

PFP Partnership for Peace (1994)

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization (1949)

EU European Union, formerly the European Community (1957) 4

WEU Western European Union (1954) 7

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States (1991)
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Sub-Regional Cooperation. In January
1990 Czechoslovakia’s President Vaclav
Havel visited Hungary and Poland and
called on both to coordinate their “return to
Europe.” Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hun-
gary met in Visegrad, Hungary, in February
1991 and created the so-called Visegrad tri-
angle 20 to demonstrate the ability of the
three to overcome historical differences and
deal with their impending withdrawal from
the Warsaw Pact, the exit of Soviet forces,
and the regional security vacuum as well as
to coordinate their eventual “return to Eu-
rope.” This was to be achieved through insti-
tutions like the European Community (EC)
and NATO.21

In October 1991 a second Visegrad sum-
mit in Krakow, Poland, issued a declaration
which openly welcomed the Genscher-Baker
statement on broadening NATO and stressed
their desire to join EC.22 Indeed since then
the Visegrad states have signed agreements
of association.23 Hence, EC plays essential
economic and political roles in stabilizing
the Visegrad group. These countries have
also made NATO membership a priority. At a
third summit in Prague in May 1992 they

emphasized that NATO and a sustained U.S.
presence were of the utmost importance for
European security and declared the group’s
desire to be full members of the Alliance.24

NATO enjoys great prestige and influence
with these countries because it commits
America and Canada to maintaining the sta-
bility of Europe. At the same time NATO is
the only organization that has requisite
bases, communications, equipment, and
forces to defend Europe. 

Between February 1991 and May 1992
the Visegrad triangle held a total of three
summits, three meetings of defense minis-
ters, two of foreign ministers, and two each
at the deputy defense and foreign minister
level. These sessions dealt with economic,
political, and military matters and involved
the triangle’s Eastern security policy and ef-
forts to integrate into EC and NATO. This
healthy development toward sub-regional
cooperation started to unravel following the
June 1992 Czechoslovak elections which led
to the “velvet divorce” in January 1993. The
separation of the Czech and Slovak Feder-
ated Republic into the Czech Republic and
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Slovakia did more than draw a new state
boundary at the Moravian-Slovak border.
Both the psychological and regional security
implications have been much larger: the
new borders caused the Czech Republic to
turn westward, weakened the Visegrad

group, and created conditions for potentially
isolating Slovakia, resulting in renewed ten-
sions with Hungary and reverberations that
extend to Ukraine. 

The January 1994 NATO summit de-
layed the decision to admit the Visegrad
states. Rather than encouraging forms of
sub-regional cooperation and stability, the
PFP program adopted by the summit has
had the unfortunate effect of transforming
former regional partners into competitors.
By stressing willingness and ability to coop-
erate in Alliance military activities, PFP re-
wards those partners who are prepared to get
closer militarily to the Alliance first. 

The CEE response to PFP varies and re-
flects unrealistic expectations, misunder-
standings, and cleavage within the region.
For example, Romania and Bulgaria initially
greeted PFP with enthusiasm and relief be-
cause it closed off the immediate entry of
the Visegrad states into NATO. Formerly
fearing that they would be left behind, PFP
established a “level playing field” in what
has now become the race to join NATO. In
the Visegrad group, PFP legitimizes the
Czech Republic’s goal to achieve NATO
membership first, rewards competition over
cooperation, and undermines any further

prospects for the group’s development. In
the Baltic, similar competition has resulted.

In order to circumvent the negative con-
sequences of bilateral PFP–NATO agreements
and sub-regional competition, NATO should
encourage partners to cooperate with their
neighbors to minimize the disadvantages of
competition and to achieve common goals.
It must work to ensure that each agreement
remains transparent to neighbors. 

Though PFP agreements are bilateral,
overall NATO-partnership projects should be
crafted and developed along sub-regional
lines to encourage Visegrad, Balkan, and
Baltic common efforts. For issues such as con-
trol of air space, PFP projects can be devel-
oped on a sub-regional basis; for issues such
as environmental emergencies, the projects
could be designed for broader cooperation. 

Democratic Reformers. PFP initially repre-
sented an effort to placate Russia and to sup-
port Yeltsin and Russian “reformers,” but it
has the undesirable consequence of under-
mining political support for CEE democratic
reformers and, correspondingly, American
and Western credibility in the region. This
has occurred because Russians and Central
Europeans perceive security as a zero-sum
game, a situation which has evolved not just
from the experience of the 1945 Yalta Treaty
and forty years of the Cold War, but also from
Yeltsin’s so-called “secret letter” to American,
German, British, and French leaders con-
demning NATO’s expansion. When Yeltsin
expressed alarm over admitting East European
countries to NATO, proposing instead that
“relations between Russia and NATO be sev-
eral degrees warmer than the relations be-
tween the Alliance and Eastern Europe . . .
[and that Russia and NATO together] offer
[Eastern Europe] security guarantees,” 25 he
gave the zero-sum formula reality. In effect,
Central and East Europeans see Yeltsin’s pro-
posal as a “Yalta-2” formula for condominium
over Central and Eastern Europe.

As Henry Kissinger noted: “No reason-
able observer can imagine that Poland, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, or Slovakia could
ever mount a military threat against Russia,
either singly or in combination. The coun-
tries of Eastern Europe are terrified, not
threatening.” 26 To the extent that Central
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and East Europeans perceive PFP as an indi-
cation of the West succumbing to Russian
pressure, the West will lose credibility and
influence.

PFP also has significant implications for
domestic politics. For as long as the countries
of CEE see the West as supporting economic

and political platforms to “re-
turn to Europe,” electoral
support for democratic re-
formers will continue. One
message of the Autumn 1993
Polish elections that returned
post-communists to power
was that the Suchocka
government could not

demonstrate successful integration into West-
ern institutions, not just NATO but also EU.
The same applies to the May 1994 elections
in Hungary.

If PFP is to meet Central Europe’s inter-
national and domestic needs, it must muster
enough political and financial power to visi-
bly strengthen the platforms of democratic
reformers. PFP will otherwise postpone a de-
cision that NATO has avoided—whether to
grant membership to Central Europe. As all
new democracies in the East are at risk, the
NATO summit may have lost valuable time
by not bolstering reform-minded leaders. If
PFP fails to generate visible programs,
NATO’s prestige, influence, and support may
be lost on future CEE leaders and their soci-
eties. For such projects to succeed, however,
financial resources will be necessary.

Civil-Military Relations. Because PFP seeks
to develop military cooperation which will
ultimately lead to participation in CJTF, po-
litical participation is secondary. By stressing
military rather than political forms of coop-
eration, PFP requires the military to develop
partnerships with unintended consequences.
First, PFP favors states with strong military
traditions and institutions (it is easier for
Poland to allocate defense resources than
Lithuania). Second, civilian control over the
military is a new experiment for partners
and is tenuous at best. By pushing the mili-
tary to the fore, PFP jars Central Europe’s
civilian efforts to control the military. Thus,
rather than stressing common values and de-
veloping the political pillar of partner coop-
eration, PFP has elevated the role of the mili-
tary in domestic affairs and promoted the
military pillar in Alliance cooperation.

To mollify the negative impact of PFP it
will be necessary to emphasize its political
content. Hence, not only should contact
among foreign and defense ministers con-
tinue, but partner summits should be con-
vened. PFP member states should participate
on Alliance committees, and programs
should be developed to encourage sub-re-
gional cooperation. 

Security Perception—Ideals and Reality. At
best, PFP tends to hedge against the possible
contingency of Russia turning sour. At worst,
it perpetuates an ideal which Central Euro-
peans perceive as an illusion—a Europe that
may no longer exist. In the wake of the 1989
revolutions, budding democratic institutions
led to euphoria and an idealized image of a
“unified” Europe. By making the criteria and
time-lines for NATO admission vague, PFP
perpetuates an idealized image of an undi-
vided democratic Europe and ignores the re-
alities facing Central and East Europeans. 

Central Europeans already see a divided
Europe, believing that democratic reform
has failed in most of the former Soviet
Union, that various forms of authoritarian
rule are likely to remain for the foreseeable
future, that Russia is pursuing an imperial
foreign policy which threatens security, and
that their democratic governments are all at
risk. For these reasons and others, PFP could
fail if it is not carefully implemented. If PFP
fails to enhance sub-regional cooperation
and stability, provide visible programs which
strengthen democratic reformers, bolster
civilian control over the military, and en-
hance psychological and physical security,
then NATO likely will be forced to take a po-
sition on membership—probably sooner
rather than later. 

One drawback of expansion in a crisis
scenario is that NATO would lose the poten-
tial deterrent effect provided by early expan-
sion (for instance, preventing crises from oc-
curring in the first place). Those who argue
against expansion claim that it will precipi-
tate the rise of nationalists in Moscow and
thus are blind to the deterrent effect of Rus-
sian threats and expansion. The split is be-
tween those who see NATO expansion as a
catalyst for Russian “lawlessness” and others
who see it as a deterrent against Russian
expansion.27
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Strategic Implications of Expansion
Any NATO expansion has significant

sub-regional and strategic implications. PFP
extends NATO’s article 4 right of security
consultations (but not article 5 security guar-
antees) to all willing NACC members and
non-NACC neutrals who sign “partnership”
agreements with NATO. For an unspecified
period a partner would channel defense ef-
forts in participation with NATO into a
broad range of multilateral missions such as
search and rescue, peacekeeping, and crisis
management. Then when a partner is able to
contribute to NATO force goals and has
demonstrated adherence to democratic val-
ues, it can become a full NATO member and
acquire the article 5 guarantee. 

By stressing the above factors, the PFP
approach tends to ignore specific criteria for
NATO admission, the time needed to
achieve those standards, and the strategic
and stability impact of the sequencing of
CEE members. If criteria for admission were
clear, they could provide standards for elec-
torates to judge performance and legitimize
the programs of regional leaders. Sequencing
membership is also likely to significantly im-
pact on continuing cooperation with
neighboring states excluded from the initial
round of expansion. For this reason, when
NATO does decide to expand it should con-
sider admitting blocs of states (for example,
the Visegrad group, Bulgaria/Romania in the
Balkans, or the three Baltics) to limit
destabilization.

Three variables will affect regional and
sub-regional stability during expansion: the
number of members admitted; timing admis-
sions, either simultaneous or step-by-step;
and, if step-by-step, the sequence. In other
words, the order of admission may inadver-
tently undermine CEE stability. Simultane-
ously admitting the Visegrad members, for ex-
ample, encourages and rewards multilateral
sub-regional cooperation over competition.
Multilateral cooperation is better than bilat-
eral because of peer pressure in moderating
cleavages. The inclusion of Slovakia (with
Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic) is
important because of its central location. Slo-
vakia is the only Visegrad state to border on
all others and is therefore crucial in develop-
ing the group as a strategically defensible bloc.
The timing of admission should be simultane-
ous. Sequencing acceptance of those countries

over a long period is likely to exacerbate dif-
ferences and ethnic tension,28 undermine co-
operation, and alienate precisely those mem-
bers who we most want to moderate.

Overall, U.S. bilateral and multilateral
PFP policy should consciously encourage
Visegrad sub-regional cooperation. It should
guard against policies that inadvertently di-
vide the group and turn them into competi-
tors. Also, American policy should ensure
that other Western institutions (such as EU
and WEU) support these goals.

What if NATO decides to admit only
Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic?
Without Slovakia, geostrategic problems
would emerge. First, this would result in Slo-
vakia’s alienation from the West; the Slovak-
Czech border fault line would become a fis-
sure, with reverberations to Ukraine. Second,
assuming that Austria has not joined NATO,
Hungary would not share a border with any
NATO member and would become a NATO
“island.” 29 Third, because Hungary has Tri-
anon treaty-related issues with three neigh-
bors—namely, Vojvodina (Serbia), Romania,
and Slovakia—ethnic divisiveness would be
exacerbated. Since Bucharest and Bratislava
would likely fear Budapest’s future “black-
ball,” sub-regional competition and tension
could result. 

And if NATO admits only Poland and
the Czech Republic? While some might make
a case for accepting them since they are eth-
nically homogenous and would address Ger-
many’s first line of eastern security, it would
alienate Hungary and isolate Slovakia. Also,
NATO would likely lose leverage in moderat-
ing ethnic issues among those states and Ro-
mania. Any sub-regional Visegrad coopera-
tion would be destroyed and local
competition heightened. And if NATO de-
cides against expansion? The result could be
sub-regional cooperation of a new kind. If
PFP is unsuccessful in moderating the skepti-
cism of CEE leaders, and their expectations
for a “return to Europe” remain unfulfilled,
PFP could be perceived as another Western
“betrayal” of the region like those of 1938,
1948, 1956, and 1968. Western-oriented lead-
ers would be undermined, thereby setting
the stage for a return of post-communist or,
even worse, right-wing nationalist leaders. 
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If EU trade barriers continue to have
negative impact on the economies of CEE,
and NATO increasingly becomes irrelevant
to regional security interests, Western rejec-
tion and the fear of both Germany and Rus-
sia may lead to a new kind of cooperation.
When Central and East Europeans think of a
Europe without NATO, three alternatives
come to mind: first, cooperating with Ger-
many and France to form a triple alliance
which would mean German dominance; sec-
ond, maintaining Atlantic linkages by coop-
erating with America and Britain; and third,
seeking entente with Russia and, in striking
the best possible deal with Moscow, accept-
ing “Finlandization with a human face.” 

The June 1994 NATO summit which ap-
proved PFP may prove to be a watershed.
Despite its limitations, if PFP receives ade-
quate resources and is implemented prop-
erly, it will reinvigorate the Alliance and fos-
ter a new European security architecture. But
if PFP is not launched properly, it could well
undermine European security and unravel
NATO as well. JFQ
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force concept, which
is traditionally used
for ad hoc coalitions
as a modus operandi of
a standing alliance.
NATO’s forte has been
robust, highly inte-
grated but static mili-
tary structures with a
fixed mission. The
task force concept is
characteristic of short-
term, quick-reaction
contingency forces
created and deployed
for a specific crisis. If
successful, the NATO
CJTF will be a hybrid
capability that com-
bines the best at-
tributes of both coali-
tion and Alliance
forces: rapid flexible
crisis response and a
trained, ready multi-
national force backed
by an in-place infras-
tructure. CJTF will be
a stand-by capability

for conducting peacekeeping and peace-en-
forcement operations. It will be a multina-
tional force, seasoned by regular exercises
and trained in common procedures, ready to
respond in time of crisis. 

NATO’s immediate peacetime missions
have changed even though at its core it re-
mains an alliance for collective defense. The
two-hour reaction criteria for corps-sized for-
mations to meet a Soviet attack and the layer
cake static defense on Western Europe’s bor-
ders are gone. NATO has responded to the
out-of-area or out-of-business challenge to its
existence with a determined reply that it will
stay in business. For the Armed Forces some
aspects of the CJTF concept will be familiar
while others will not. Grafting a rapid re-
sponse asset to the consensus-driven NATO
Alliance will not be easy. It is one thing to
develop concepts and doctrine for one na-
tion and quite another to deploy the forces
of 16 nations. Success depends upon innova-
tive thinking and a serious commitment to
adapt. As CJTF begins to acquire form and
substance, it is worth examining the concept
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N ATO is modifying its decades-old
integrated military structure to
create rapid deployment com-
bined joint task forces (CJTFs).

For Americans the task force concept is
scarcely new—it was a staple of U.S. doctrine
even before the Goldwater-Nichols DOD Re-
organization Act directed that greater em-
phasis be given to joint and combined war-
fare. Other NATO members have also used
the concept in such places as Zaire (1991),
the Persian Gulf (1991), and Falklands
(1982). In fact, NATO itself relied on joint
and combined doctrine for collective de-
fense throughout the Cold War. 

Why is the CJTF initiative news? What
is unique—unprecedented in military doc-
trine—is NATO’s bid to incorporate the task
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and its implications for U.S. doctrine, force
structure, and operations planning.

NATO Adapts
CJTF is the latest in a series of NATO

adaptations as the Alliance struggles to keep
up with changes and remain relevant in a
vastly different security environment. On
balance, NATO has sustained admirable mo-
mentum in its commitment to transform.
Broadly speaking, there are three main ob-
jectives in the fashioning of a new NATO.
First, the Alliance is adjusting its structure to
new missions and priorities. The most im-
portant mission is managing crisis. If NATO
cannot do that it cannot meet the needs of
its members. Crisis management calls for
smaller multinational forces with the flexi-
bility for contingencies over a wide geo-
graphical area. Second, the Alliance is ex-
tending security and stability beyond
NATO’s borders, especially to the new
democracies of the East where crises are
most likely to occur. Third, NATO has ac-
ceded to the wishes of its European members
to develop a collective defense capability of
their own known as the European Security
and Defense Identity (ESDI). The CJTF con-
cept addresses all three objectives.

NATO has already taken a number of
steps since the end of the Cold War to fur-
ther these objectives. Each step has been
part of the evolutionary process essential to
change in a consensus-driven institution.
The nature of each action lays the founda-
tion for further steps. As the January 1994
summit approached, forces and headquarters

had been reduced, but the command struc-
ture and crisis management system re-
mained essentially as designed for collective
defense under article 5 of the North Atlantic
Treaty. Meanwhile, planning for peace oper-
ations in Bosnia-Herzegovina already
pointed to the need for readily deployable
forces for out-of-area missions. Moreover,
more progress was demanded on reaching
out to the East and on ESDI. 

In October 1993 the United States pro-
posed the CJTF concept as a means of estab-
lishing a genuine European military capabil-
ity that was “separable but not separate”
from NATO’s integrated military structure.
At the same time, CJTFs serve the purpose of
projecting security and stability to the East
by giving NATO the flexible military struc-
ture to address tasks such as peace opera-
tions. NATO heads of state approved the
CJTF initiative at their summit meeting in
January 1994.1

Defining CJTF
Joint doctrine describes a task force as a

temporary force for carrying out a specific
mission and as primarily operational (versus
strategic or tactical) in nature. JTFs involve
components from two or more services
while combined task forces include forces
from two or more nations.2 Although U.S.
doctrine does not define a CJTF per se, its
character can be easily derived from these
building blocks. 

An immediate issue is to agree on defini-
tions since an unambiguous lexicon is essen-
tial to a solid conceptual framework.3 NATO
has yet to arrive at a definition of CJTF.
However, in light of the NATO summit lan-
guage on CJTF and related U.S. doctrine, a
CJTF can be described as a multinational,
multiservice task force consisting of NATO
and possibly non-NATO forces capable of
rapid deployment to conduct limited dura-
tion peace operations beyond NATO’s bor-
ders, under the control of the NATO military
structure, the Western European Union
(WEU), or even a coalition of states. 

Since early 1994 work on CJTF has been
progressing on three levels. First, at the Mili-
tary Committee (MC) level and above, polit-
ical aspects of definitions, terms of reference,
and oversight are being resolved. Pre-
dictably, the resolution of such issues is
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by Desert Storm. Although not optimal and
far short of the vision of what CJTF will pro-
vide, NATO members and other potential
CJTF contributing states can provide suitable
forces. Ultimately, CJTFs will offer a much
greater opportunity for success than ad hoc
coalitions.

Command and Control
The conceptual underpinnings of CJTF

C2 are few but important: first, it must sup-
port the three main objectives of the NATO
transformation process outlined above; sec-
ond, it must ensure that collective defense re-
quirements can take priority if they arise;
third, it must preserve both the transatlantic
nature of the Alliance and the single inte-
grated military structure; and finally, it must
be done with minimum added cost. This
means that CJTFs must be formed as separa-
ble—but not separate—parts of NATO’s inte-
grated military structure, and that they rely
upon the resources of selected Major Subordi-
nate Commands (MSCs). 

Whatever C2 concept is ultimately ap-
proved, it must provide for timely responses
to crises beyond NATO borders, ensure
smooth coordination between the Alliance
and WEU, and be able to accommodate staff
participation by non-NATO nations (espe-
cially Central and East European) both dur-
ing pre-deployment planning and task force
operations. 

The functional requirements of CJTF
headquarters include assimilating and dis-
seminating intelligence; receiving and com-
mitting forces; and maintaining communi-
cations among subordinate, higher, and
“lateral” elements such as humanitarian
agencies, local civil authorities, or even
other militaries. The conduct of logistical
sustainment and the management and con-
trol of airspace are other tasks that must be
designed into CJTF headquarters. 

Present plans call for CJTF headquarters
staffs to be created in selected ACE and
ACLANT MSCs and built around the per-
sonnel and equipment tables of the host
MSC. An MSC might also task subordinate
commands to provide assets for CJTF head-
quarters and receive added resources from
other MSCs. When not involved in opera-
tions, the designated CJTF commander, a
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moving slowly as representatives of 16 na-
tions seek agreement. Second, at the Major
NATO Command (MNC) level, a tri-MNC
working group under the executive agency
of the Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(SACEUR) has completed a draft operational
concept for CJTF command and control

(C 2).4 The draft is now
being considered by Allied
military and political au-
thorities. Meanwhile, Al-
lied Command Europe
(ACE) and Allied Com-
mand Atlantic (ACLANT)

have begun to study procedures, training,
and equipment requirements. The aim is to
agree on a CJTF concept as soon as possible,
and conceivably conduct an initial exercise
evaluation in 1995. In meeting these objec-
tives the development of a C2 concept is the
most pressing requirement.

The composition and designation of po-
tential CJTF forces is the third level of work,
but for practical reasons that process is less
pressing. If a crisis erupts, forces can be cob-
bled together in ad hoc CJTFs, as illustrated
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general or flag officer from the host MSC,
will direct a small nucleus staff with re-
sponsibility for CJTF administration, opera-
tional planning, training, and exercises. 

Which of NATO’s eight MSCs will host a
CJTF headquarters staff has not been de-
cided. NATO must always consider more
than just military factors in command ar-
rangements. For both political and geo-
graphic reasons ACE may form a CJTF capa-
bility in all three of its MSCs: Allied Forces
Northwest Europe (AFNORTHWEST), Allied
Forces Central Europe (AFCENT), and Allied
Forces Southern Europe (AFSOUTH).
ACLANT might create only one or two CJTF
headquarters under Striking Fleet Atlantic
(STRIKEFLTLANT) or Eastern Atlantic (EAST-
LANT) commands. Both ACE and ACLANT
will develop capabilities for any type of
CJTF, consistent with the flexible intent of
the concept: land-based, sea-based, or sea-
based deploying ashore.

No response times have been agreed
upon for deploying lead CJTF elements; but

typically once a mis-
sion has received po-
litical approval an
immediate military
response is expected.
Thus an initial de-
ployment timeline,
of probably less than
one month, will be a
factor in concept de-
velopment. When
alerted for either an
exercise or actual
contingency opera-
tion, CJTF headquar-
ters will come up to
full strength by draw-
ing on the assets of
the host MSC as well
as other staffs. The
CJTF headquarters
primary staffs will
have trained as a
close working team
and remain generally
constant from one

operation to the next. However, the actual
headquarters size will be tailored to the size
of the operation and the requirement for
special staffs. A fully augmented CJTF could

be quite large and provide C2 for large multi-
national forces drawn from all services and
many outside agencies. Conversely, a much
smaller CJTF might be deployed to provide
C2 for a small contingent of only land and
air forces. 

Task force lines of command must lead
back to the MNC responsible for article 5 de-
fense in the region concerned since a CJTF
operation could escalate into a defense of Al-
liance territory or forces. For WEU-led CJTFs,
procedures to recall a force to NATO control
must be developed and exercised since, even
for WEU states, territorial defense is consid-
ered to be, first and foremost, a mission for
NATO. Once deployed, a CJTF could report
either directly to a regional MNC or through
an MSC, depending on the mission. One fac-
tor is whether the CJTF is land-based or sea-
based. The benefits of an intervening head-
quarters generally increase for land-based
operations while maritime forces tend to op-
erate over greater distances without addi-
tional C2 echelons. 

The CJTF will operate under agreed-on
NATO standing operating procedures (SOPs)
and standardization agreements (STANAGS).
Non-NATO nations engaging in CJTF opera-
tions must be proficient in these procedures
to successfully participate in contingencies.
When a headquarters is activated national
approval to allow all assigned personnel to
deploy—irrespective of a nation’s decision to
contribute forces—will be needed to avoid
degrading command and staff functions on
the brink of deployment.5 In addition to the
NATO staff, non-NATO nations contributing
forces to a CJTF will augment the headquar-
ters with essential liaisons and staffs. 

Since CJTFs can anticipate extended de-
ployments, a personnel rotation plan will be
needed for continuity in staff skills and op-
erational tempo. As a point of reference,
U.N. peacekeeping forces generally follow a
six-month rotation plan. How long a CJTF
must be prepared to operate remains unre-
solved. Historically, peace operations tend to
endure, thus it is possible that a CJTF will
have to operate (perhaps in a hostile envi-
ronment) for extended periods. 

CJTF Missions
An important consideration in develop-

ing the C2 concept is the limited purpose of
CJTF employment, that is, to conduct peace
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operations outside the NATO area as defined
in article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty.
Peace operations (so-called non-article 5 op-
erations) are described in NATO’s MC 327,
“NATO Military Planning for Peace Support
Operations,” and include conflict preven-
tion, peacekeeping, humanitarian aid, and

peace enforcement. The mis-
sions of CJTFs will fall into
those four categories. Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Eu-
rope (SHAPE) has drafted sepa-
rate military doctrine for peace
operations, excluding peace en-

forcement which is regarded as being ade-
quately addressed in existing NATO and na-
tional military doctrine.

The geographical areas in which NATO
may agree to deploy a CJTF is first of all a
political question, although military capa-
bilities and limitations are important. In
contemplating the area in which a CJTF
may be deployed, it can be assumed that
any mission will aim to protect an Alliance
interest. Likely interests include preserva-
tion of peace in the lands and waters imme-
diately adjacent to NATO territory. Such se-
curity interests might also extend to distant

areas where conflict could threaten
European security and stability.

Missions for a CJTF under WEU
were outlined in the Petersberg Decla-
ration and are akin to NATO’s MC
327, and include humanitarian relief,
rescue operations, and peacekeeping.6

Also, an implied mission for CJTF
planners is providing an increased
reservoir of personnel experienced in
crisis response. Many short warning
missions such as noncombatant evac-
uation, disaster relief, and search and
rescue, which may have to be exe-
cuted by ad hoc coalition forces,
should benefit from NATO’s CJTF ini-
tiative and program training.

CJTFs under NATO
To make CJTFs adaptable to the

inclusion of non-NATO forces as well
as to employment under WEU, the tri-
MNC planners considered three CJTF
employment possibilities: a pure
NATO CJTF, a NATO-plus CJTF that
would include some non-NATO states,
and a European-led/WEU CJTF. A CJTF

headquarters could be deployed under any
of these options, depending upon the politi-
cal decision for employment and the nations
involved.

A pure NATO CJTF could involve forces
from up to 15 NATO members,7 though
even if NATO agrees to act some allies may
not be willing or able to contribute forces.
In some (perhaps most) scenarios the Al-
liance hopes to be joined by cooperation
partner states, that is, those nations which
have opted to join NATO’s PFP program and
have subsequently reached an agreement to
provide forces for a NATO-plus version of
CJTF. Theoretically, PFP is open to all 53
members of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); practically
speaking, however, many smaller states are
incapable of CJTF participation.

If NATO members agree, a CJTF head-
quarters and support could be provided to
WEU which plans to solicit force contribu-
tions from its members, associates, and part-
ners, 23 nations in all. In this last option,
NATO military elements would probably as-
sume a support role.
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Since CJTF forces must be ready
on short notice, the forces which
nations might offer to a CJTF are
likely to be NATO reaction forces,
particularly the ACE Rapid Reaction
Corps (ARRC); the ARRC Multina-
tional Division, Central (MND–C); 8

or Standing Naval Forces, Atlantic
(STANAVFORLANT) and Mediter-
ranean (STANAVFORMED). 

CJTF-designated forces will have
to be focused on peace operations
and engage in significantly new
training and exercise regimens.
Some of the greatest challenges for
NATO forces may come from strate-
gic deployment and sustainment re-
quirements. Units heretofore accus-
tomed to a single mission close to
fixed support bases will find them-
selves in scenarios more closely related to
those of XVIII Airborne Corps.

NATO-Plus Contingencies
The potential for including forces of co-

operation partner states in CJTFs is an im-
portant variation of the concept. Many sce-
narios suggest that crises will erupt in their
geographic regions, and by themselves the
cooperation partners have little hope of
meeting demands of major crises. So plan-
ning, training, and exercising with NATO is
an important prerequisite for participation
in CJTFs. 

The way in which cooperation partners
will be exposed to NATO practices is through
the other major initiative of the January
1994 summit, the Partnership for Peace
(PFP). Under PFP’s military cooperation pro-
gram, partner militaries will be exposed to
NATO procedures, standards, and schools,
and participate in NATO exercises, especially
for peacekeeping. In crises, skills honed
under the PFP program can be used in CJTF
operations, effectively extending the stabiliz-
ing role of NATO into the regions of partner
states. Even if not actually called on to de-
ploy, the planning and capability developed
under PFP and CJTF exercises will lend a
considerable sense of security to the partner
states as military-to-military contacts deepen
and the pool of personnel with NATO-part-
ner experience grows. 

Initially there will be significant prob-
lems to overcome, especially language barri-
ers (the official NATO languages are French
and English, but the working language in the
NATO military structure is English). There
will also be doctrinal differences in all man-
ner of military operations. In the short term
equipment incompatibility will not be fatal
because NATO has long managed a wide vari-
ety of different items in all its major and not-
so-major lines. However, to succeed in fast-
moving contingency operations NATO must
revive standardization and interoperability,
especially in command and control. Some lo-
gistics standards, such as those for fuel and
ammunition, must also be given more prior-
ity. These concerns aside, the capability exists
today to operate together in a crisis just as
was done in Desert Storm.

WEU-Led Operations
The offer to provide CJTFs to WEU cre-

ates different operational challenges, partic-
ularly in command and control. NATO will
provide a CJTF headquarters to WEU with
the approval of the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) on a case-by-case basis. WEU has re-
cently provided NATO with a concept paper
outlining operational requirements for a
CJTF but has yet to participate with NATO
officially on concept development. The lack
of direct coordination notwithstanding,
some observations can be made on how a
CJTF might operate under WEU and what
the challenges will be.
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Once a decision is taken in NAC to pro-
vide a CJTF to WEU, NATO will choose a
CJTF headquarters element from one of its
MSCs and prepare it for deployment. Dur-
ing the stand-up process, the CJTF head-

quarters will be mission and force
tailored. At an appropriate point,
control of the CJTF will be trans-
ferred to WEU. Along with the
CJTF headquarters, NATO will pro-
vide support assets to sustain it.
The forces will likely come from

WEU member states who maintain forces
answerable to WEU (referred to as FAWEU).

Besides contributions by 10 member states,
forces may also be offered by the WEU’s as-
sociate members or associate partners.9 In
addition, the United States has agreed to
support WEU operations with unique assets.

The size of a WEU-controlled operation,
and hence composition of the CJTF head-
quarters and forces deployed, is expected to
be smaller than NATO-led operations. This is
based on the assumption that if a crisis is
large enough to concern all of the Allies (not
just European members), NATO would direct
the operation. Another factor is that, while
WEU missions are basically the same as
NATO’s, WEU is only in the initial throes of
adapting to a new role and lacks a perma-
nent military C2 structure.

In developing NATO WEU agreements
on CJTF, a central issue is identifying the role
of SACEUR or Supreme Allied Commander
Atlantic (SACLANT). One view is that either
SACEUR or SACLANT could be designated as
the “supporting CINC” to the WEU opera-
tional commander for the provision of NATO
resources as well as for whatever U.S. assets
are provided. This view is an extension of
U.S. doctrinal relationships and will have to
stand the test of Alliance scrutiny, particu-
larly on the political side. Another concern is
the adequacy of the political-military struc-
ture directing a WEU-led CJTF operation. The
union has no structure to parallel the NATO
Military Committee, International Military
Staff (IMS), or MNCs. WEU is studying this
problem but will not create a duplicative
structure. Instead, it may strengthen its oper-
ational headquarters or have the state pro-
viding the headquarters be the intermediary
between the WEU Council and the CJTF
commands.10

Logistical Support
CJTF logistical support will be one of

the greatest challenges for an alliance that
has known only interior lines of communi-
cation, fixed bases, and a wealth of host na-
tion support. NATO’s infrastructure, logistics
planning, and support must meet rapid de-
ployments, long and potentially unsecured
lines of communication, and bare base oper-
ations. While NATO will likely adhere to its
longstanding principle of national responsi-
bility for supplies and services as the pri-
mary means for CJTF support, there will be
unique transport and distribution require-
ments. Depending on the operational envi-
ronment and the size of the task force, logis-
tics coordination might be handled by either
the headquarters logistics staff or, in more
demanding situations, designation of a sepa-
rate combined-joint logistics command.

There will also be special logistical needs
for headquarters and support elements as-
signed directly from NATO. Providing sup-
plies and services to these elements will be a
responsibility of the logistics coordination
staff or center. When a CJTF is chopped to
WEU for a European-led operation, NATO’s
logistics concepts and infrastructure system
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will follow and provide the same standard of
support as if the CJTF were NATO-led. A
comprehensive CJTF concept will have to
provide for self-sustainment, a concept not
often considered by Alliance planners accus-
tomed to the availability of extensive host
nation support. In most crises such support
will be unavailable, and in humanitarian aid
operations the CJTF cannot rely upon the
limited resources which might be available
for the population in need of assistance.

Communications and Information
Another major challenge will be to cre-

ate the necessary communications and in-
formation system architecture to support a
radical new operational concept. A deployed
CJTF headquarters must be able to commu-
nicate not only through traditional rear-
ward, lateral, and forward military linkages,
but with local governmental, nongovern-
mental, and international agencies. The ab-
sence of deployable long-range, multiple-
user systems has been identified as a critical
shortcoming.

Lack of interoperable systems is a sec-
ond critical deficiency. Though the NATO
Integrated Communications System (NICS)
is sophisticated, it is essentially fixed-based
and not deployable. Nor is NICS designed
for connectivity with non-NATO forces
(such as East European partners). Absent also
are any operational level NATO–WEU links.

In the near- to mid-term at least CJTFs
will be heavily dependent on the United
States and other national assets for strategic
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and operational support in communications
and intelligence. In this regard, satellites will
be particularly helpful in extending existing
NICS networks to deployed CJTFs, either
afloat or ashore. Some Europeans have voiced
the goal of eventually acquiring their own
communications and intelligence capabilities,
at least for WEU. Current levels of defense
spending, however, militate against the quick
replacement of these national capabilities.

Operational Capability
Like any new undertaking, CJTF is far

from an operational reality. There are
formidable hurdles to negotiate before the
concept’s minimum requirements are met.
National doctrines on techniques such as
transferring a sea-based headquarters ashore,
defining the C 2 linkages between com-
mands, or airspace control must be honed
by the Alliance and adapted for multina-
tional uses. One bright spot is the existence
of numerous STANAGS, refined over forty
years for collective defense operations,
which will be a valuable reservoir for further
cooperation and new procedures.

Other questions, such as the division of
labor among MNC, MSC, and a CJTF during
operations, the degree of interoperability of
on-hand communications and intelligence,
training and exercise requirements and their
costs, and the need for a detailed assessment
of deployments and movement require-
ments of a CJTF, are virgin territory for
NATO military planners. Fortunately, NATO
military staffs have already begun to tackle
these issues. 

A particularly important issue for NATO
is the impact of nondeploying CJTF head-
quarters personnel should nations exercise
their prerogatives not to provide personnel
assigned to a CJTF headquarters. Answers to
these questions will require a firm grasp not
only of the aims of the CJTF initiative, but
also the multinational political and military
context in which solutions must be devised.
Some issues will require more time to solve,
among them the dearth of English-speaking
commanders and staff officers in East Euro-
pean militaries. No doubt language will be a
barrier to interoperability for some time to
come. On the institutional side, a long-term
investment will be needed to develop the
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modalities of close WEU-NATO cooperation
in crisis response. These two organizations
are just beginning to establish the trans-

parency and reciprocity necessary
for effective coordination.

Regardless of the intent to
avoid costs, some expense will be
unavoidable, such as capital in-
vestment in CJTF-specific equip-
ment, training and exercises, and
operations and maintenance. The
call to dedicate resources to CJTF

will run up against the recent tide of defense
spending cuts, which still has momentum. 

Well begun is half done the old adage
goes. CJTF project officers within NATO and
WEU have achieved much in spite of slow
progress on political issues. Member states
know that unless NATO can solve crises that
threaten their interests, the Alliance will
wither and die even as security problems
multiply. They also know that Central and
East Europe—where most of the instability
that could re-kindle threats along NATO’s
borders is found—must be drawn closer to
NATO to achieve a permanent peace in Eu-
rope. They know, too, that the fledgling
ESDI of the European Union needs room to
develop. That will lead to a greater balance
in the North American-European partner-
ship which many hope will keep NATO
strong. CJTF, more than any other initiative
since the Cold War, offers hope that these
objectives can be achieved.

It is no surprise that CJTF faces many
challenges before becoming operational, par-
ticularly with regard to C2, logistics, and com-
munications. Nonetheless, both ACE and
ACLANT have the capability to respond to
crisis now. This is most evident in the de-
tailed planning that has gone into peace op-
erations in the former Yugoslavia. The final
CJTF concept may, in fact, reflect much of
what is being learned daily by AFSOUTH in
Deny Flight and Sharp Guard. If and when
NATO is called on to perform peacekeeping
duty there, it will deploy essentially a NATO-
led combined joint task force. What this por-
tends for the future of the Alliance is a com-
pletely new NATO capability that addresses

the security concerns of its members and
partners while preserving the nature of the
most successful alliance for security and de-
fense in history. That’s worth pursuing. JFQ

N O T E S

1 See NATO Declaration of Heads of State and Gov-
ernment at the North Atlantic Council meeting in Brus-
sels, January 10–11, 1994, paragraph 9.

2 See Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, JCS Pub 1 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1987), pp. 76, 200–02, and 367; and
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Pub 3–0, Doctrine for Joint Op-
erations (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1993), p. II–15.

3 Competing definitions dog the broad doctrine of
peace support operations, a NATO term which is identi-
cal to the U.S. term “peace operations.” More confusion
surrounds the category of “peacemaking,” which in
both U.N. and NATO parlance is a strictly diplomatic
undertaking while WEU gives it the meaning that the
United Nations and NATO reserve for “peace enforce-
ment” which involves combat operations. The meaning
of peace enforcement can also be misleading; the best
examples are said to be the Korean and Gulf Wars.

4 CJTF work was begun by NATO’s three MNCs:
ACE, ACLANT, and CINCHAN. But in July 1994 Allied
Command Channel was phased out, leaving only Allied
Command Europe and Allied Command Atlantic. Work
continues in a bi-MNC working group. 

5 Nations with representatives assigned to CJTF
headquarters staff positions will be asked to agree to de-
ploying them even if they do not provide forces. How-
ever, the nature of a voluntary alliance is that deploying
either forces and individual personnel remains a na-
tional prerogative.

6 The Petersberg Declaration (June 1992) imple-
mented the Maastricht Declaration which sought to
have WEU develop a defense identity for the European
Union. In creating a military planning staff, the declara-
tion assigned the task of contingency planning for these
missions.

7 The sixteenth nation, Iceland, has no military forces.
8 MND–C is operational and currently includes Bel-

gian, German, Dutch, and British forces.
9 In addition to ten members, there are two associ-

ate members and nine associate partners. For a list of
WEU member countries see the chart on pp. 40–41 of
this issue of JFQ.

10 WEU C2 at the operational level is ad hoc, with po-
litical authorities designating an operational comman-
der/headquarters and a force commander, usually based
upon national contributions; see WEU CM (93) 7, “Or-
ganization and Operation of WEU in Time of Crisis”.

J F Q  F O R U M
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T oday’s military leadership is
charged with three broad and in-
terrelated missions. One is the suc-
cessful stewardship of a capable

military. We must maintain a ready force
with superior warfighting capabilities as force
structure and budgets get smaller and, be-
cause of changes in the world, as operational
demands evolve. This latter dynamic is
closely linked to a second mission: vigorous
engagement. Since America is a world power

committed to democratic engagement and
enlargement, the Armed Forces will continue
to contribute to U.S. policies through their
presence, and thus must be prepared to con-
duct a range of operations from peacekeep-
ing and peacemaking to major combat. Fi-
nally, the military is charged with assisting
the President and the Secretary of Defense in
building future capabilities, particularly in
developing what is known as leading edge
warfare.

These missions are both challenging and
dynamic. Each requires dealing with revolu-
tions. Changes in the international system
and the demise of a bipolar world are clearly
revolutionary, demanding a constant review
of what is meant by vigorous engagement in
an uncertain world. But our stewardship of

JROC:
Harnessing 
the Revolution 
in Military Affairs
By W I L L I A M  A.  O W E N S

Admiral William A. Owens, USN, is Vice Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff. He previously served as
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Resources,
Warfare Requirements and Assessments, and has
commanded the Sixth Fleet and NATO Naval
Striking and Support Forces Southern Europe.

Combat Camera Imagery (Mark A. Borosch)
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Building a joint military capability to
harness the RMA will not be easy. History re-
veals a tendency for the services to diverge
rather than coalesce during periods of rela-
tive fiscal austerity. That is, each service
tends to put planning priority on assuring
and protecting core competencies at the ex-
pense of those capabilities that support and
facilitate operations of the other services. It
is easier to be joint in word and deed in
times of fiscal largess; parochialism is
stronger when budgets draw down. The Na-
tion cannot afford and will not benefit from
adhering to this traditional pattern.

Among other duties, the Goldwater-
Nichols Department of Defense Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1986 made the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) and Vice Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (VCJCS) ad-
vocates for a joint military perspective. To
accomplish this task the law calls on VCJCS
to chair a special council on military require-
ments—the Joint Requirements Oversight
Council (JROC)—and CJCS to submit alter-
native program recommendations and bud-
get proposals to the Secretary of Defense.
JROC has emerged as a principal forum in
which senior military leaders (VCJCS and
the service vice chiefs) address requirements
from a joint perspective. These are then
taken to CJCS for review and approval. The
document in which CJCS alternatives to ser-
vice POMs are presented is known as the
Chairman’s Program Assessment (CPA). 

Until recently JROC and CPA have not
been closely associated. JROC, focusing on
initial stages of the acquisition process, has
not been seen as an integral part of the pro-
gramming process, and neither JROC nor
CPA have been exercised with the full au-
thority vested in CJCS and VCJCS by Gold-
water-Nichols. Now when it is critical that
the synergism of a joint approach move to
the fore in military planning and program-
ming, the legal authority exists. Indeed, the
law requires it.

Current changes in the process revolve
largely around JROC and CPA. Briefly, we have
expanded the scope and significance of JROC
discussions and linked them to CPA which, in
turn, will fulfill its congressionally mandated
destiny to articulate the joint, collective posi-
tion of the services with respect to joint re-
quirements and readiness. This is an impor-
tant evolution insofar as the overall process
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the Armed Forces also faces another revolu-
tion. We must manage the largest decline in
military resources since World War II as we
maintain the flexibility to meet the de-
mands of vigorous engagement. And build-
ing the force of the future requires harness-
ing the revolution in military affairs (RMA)
brought about by technological leaps in
surveillance, command and control, and
longer range precision guided munitions.

In some ways this is our most challeng-
ing mission. We have a good notion, based
upon extensive experience, of what steward-

ship of a capable military
means. Having been vigor-
ously engaged in world affairs
for decades, we have a sense of
what the Armed Forces can
and can’t do in support of U.S.
policy. Building a military for
the future—while meeting the
demands of two other basic
missions—is different. We

have planned for almost half a century to
cope with a world that no longer exists and
are accustomed to taking our cues from the
threat posed by another superpower. Now,
planning processes adopted to deal with that
threat are not sufficient to shape the joint
military power which the future may re-
quire. It is here, in extending America’s lead-
ing edge of military capabilities, that past ex-
perience may be the least helpful and the
need to alter the old ways of doing things
may be the greatest.

J O I N T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  

JROC has emerged as a 
principal forum in which 
senior military leaders 
address requirements 
from a joint perspective

Joint Warfighting Capability Assessments

Participants Joint Services OSD CINCs Defense Others
Staff Agencies

Sponsors

J-8 Strike

J-8 Ground Maneuver

J-4 Strategic Mobility and its Protection

J-7 Air Superiority

J-5 Deter/Counterproliferation of WMD

J-6/J-3 Command and Control and Information Warfare

J-2 Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance

J-5 Overseas Presence

J-3/J-1 Joint Readiness
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inside the Pentagon is concerned since it can
provide the Secretary of Defense with a single,
authoritative military view of key issues,
rather than what has often happened in the
past: no consolidated joint military view was
articulated, or on occasion a cacophony of dif-
ferent and competing views emerged.

Moving JROC into a more central posi-
tion required major changes in staffing and
analytical support. We have created nine as-
sessment areas, charged separate elements of
the Joint Staff with coordinating each assess-
ment, and invited participation from a wide
range of agencies and research organizations
in each assessment. As the accompanying di-
agram suggests, we see the assessment pro-
cess in terms of a matrix and have set it up
to achieve things that matrix organizations
facilitate. Matrices compel interaction across
organizations; they engage people who do
not normally talk to each other and enhance
a horizontal flow of ideas. When this hap-
pens new insights, innovation, and intellec-
tual synergy often spark conceptual break-
throughs and leaps in problem-solving. 

The assessment process will support the
expanded JROC in two ways. It will address
the issues that are of particular importance
to JROC, responding to its guidance and ini-
tiative. But the process will also act as an in-
novation engine, seeking to discover and
propose to JROC the ways in which the ca-
pabilities of the various services can be inte-

grated to provide more joint,
synergistic solutions to military
problems. 

One primary result of this
interaction between the assess-
ment process and JROC is the
formulation of a draft CPA.
JROC, largely through the as-

sessment process, helped CJCS formulate rec-
ommendations for the Secretary of Defense
on obtaining better joint warfighting capabil-
ities for the FY96–FY01 defense program than
could be found in the sum of service POMs.
The CPA, or “Chairman’s Program,” repre-
sents the corporate advice of the Nation’s
military leaders (as distinguished from a
compilation of programs advanced by each
service). It was discussed in detail by JROC
members and the CINCs; the JROC boarded
an aircraft, flew to unified commands, and

there engaged in systematic, in-depth discus-
sions with CINCs and their staffs. While this
step was supported by extensive contact be-
tween the Joint Staff and the staffs of the
CINCs during the assessment process, its
essence was face-to-face exchanges at the
four-star level. 

The results of this process—including
any adjustments in the draft CPA—went to
CJCS in early September. CJCS then for-
warded the CPA to the Secretary of Defense
for consideration in program and budget de-
cisions. This sequence will become a normal
part of PPBS. (The next step will be com-
pleted in February/March 1995 to influence
service POMs for the FY 97 defense pro-
posal.) The assessment process and opera-
tion of JROC will be a continuous undertak-
ing—not a one-time effort.

The changes implied in expanding JROC
are significant. JROC will not be simply an-
other military committee in which the
members participate strictly as representa-
tives of their services, making decisions and
recommendations that reflect the lowest
common denominator or sum of service re-
quirements. The JROC members cannot, of
course, be expected to divorce themselves
entirely from service positions. Yet collec-
tively, JROC with the CINCs constitutes a
repository of profound military insight and
experience, and the rank of its members per-
mits JROC to act as a corporate body, capa-
ble of developing consensus views that tran-
scend individual service perspectives.

Articulating this joint perspective at the
upper levels of military leadership has the
potential of bringing about change in a new
era. It is a fundamental part of our response
to the revolution in military affairs that con-
fronts us today. JFQ

O w e n s
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A N N O U N C E M E N T

There is considerable speculation that we may be
entering a signal period in military affairs—one in
which a major transition between regimes of warfare

will occur. A similar transition took place in the 1920s and
30s when the development of doctrine for land, sea, and
air warfare resulted in profound changes in how wars are
fought. The militaries which were unable to accurately
interpret the changes invested unwisely in weaponry and
equipment, and in some cases sustained catastrophic
losses on the battlefield.

Dramatic technological changes that have been under-
way since World War II could lead to another revolution
in warfare in the coming decades. Indeed, the stunning
victory of coalition forces in the Persian Gulf War offered
a glimpse of the military potential that the technologies
of this emerging revolution might hold. As in the inter-
war years, the key to achieving the next revolution in mil-
itary affairs (RMA) will not be found in technology itself,
but rather in the adoption of new operational concepts
and organizations that fully exploit technologies. Being
the first and best at the intellectual task of articulating
these concepts may be critical to the future success of the
American military.

The RMA Essay Contest
To encourage innovative thinking on how the Armed

Forces can remain at the forefront in the conduct of war,
JFQ is pleased to announce the first annual “Essay Contest
on the Revolution in Military Affairs” sponsored by the
National Defense University Foundation, Inc.

The contest solicits innovative concepts for operational
doctrine and organizations by which the Armed Forces
can exploit existing and emerging technologies. Essays
that most rigorously address one or more of the following
questions will be considered for a cash award:

• The essence of an RMA is found in the magnitude of
change compared with preexisting warfighting capabilities.
How might emerging technologies—and the integration of
such technologies—result in a revolution in conducting war-
fare in the coming decades? What will be the key measures
of that change?

• Exploiting new and emerging technologies is depen-
dent on the development of innovative operational concepts
and organizational structures. What specific doctrinal con-
cepts and organizations will be required to fully realize the
revolutionary potential of critical military technologies?

• How might an adversary use emerging technologies in
innovative ways to gain significant military leverage against
U.S. systems and doctrine?

Entrants can learn more about thinking on RMA from
the following articles which have appeared in the litera-
ture: Paul Bracken, “The Military After Next,” The Wash-
ington Quarterly, vol. 16, no. 4 (Autumn 1993); Antulio J.
Echevarria and John M. Shaw, “The New Military Revolu-
tion: Post-Industrial Change,” Parameters, vol. 22, no. 4
(Winter 1992–93); James R. FitzSimonds and Jan M. van
Tol, “Revolutions in Military Affairs,” Joint Force Quarterly,
no. 4 (Spring 1994); and Vladimir I. Slipchenko, “A Rus-
sian Analysis of Warfare Leading to the Sixth Genera-
tion,” Field Artillery (October 1993). 

Contest Prizes
Winners will be awarded prizes of $2,000, $1,000, and
$500 for the three best essays. In addition, a special prize
of $500 will be awarded for the best essay submitted by 
either an officer candidate or a commissioned officer in
the rank of major/lieutenant commander or below (or
equivalent grades). A selection of academic and scholarly
books dealing with various aspects of military affairs and
innovation will also be presented to each winner.

1. Entrants may be military per-
sonnel or civilians (from the
public or the private sector) and
of any nationality. Essays writ-
ten by individual authors or
groups of authors are eligible.
2. Entries must be original and
not previously published (nor
under consideration for publica-
tion elsewhere). Essays that orig-
inate from work carried out at
intermediate and senior colleges
(staff and war colleges), service
schools, and other academic in-
stitutions are eligible.

3. Entries must not exceed
5,000 words in length and must
be submitted typewritten, dou-
ble-spaced, and in triplicate.
They should include a word-
count at the end. Documenta-
tion may follow any standard
academic form of citation, but
endnotes rather than footnotes
are preferred.
4. Entries must be submitted
with (1) a letter clearly indicat-
ing that the essay is a contest
entry together with the author’s
name, social security account
number (or passport number in

the case of non-U.S. entrants),
mailing address, telephone num-
ber, and FAX number (if avail-
able); (2) a cover sheet contain-
ing the contestant’s full name
and essay title; (3) a summary of
the essay which is no more than
200 words; and (4) a brief bio-
graphical sketch of the author.
5. Entries must be mailed to 
the following address (facsimile
copies will not be accepted):
RMA Essay Contest, Joint Force
Quarterly, ATTN: NDU–NSS–JFQ,
Washington, D.C. 20319–6000.

6. Entries must be postmarked
no later than August 31, 1995 to
be considered in the 1994–95
contest.
7. JFQ will hold first rights to
the publication of all entries.
The prize-winning as well as
other essays entered may be
published in JFQ.
8. Winners’ names will appear
in JFQ and the prizes will be pre-
sented by the President of the
National Defense University at
an appropriate ceremony in
Washington, D.C.

CONTEST RULES

JOINT FORCE QUARTERLY

Essay Contest on the 
Revolution in Military Affairs
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The inaugural issue of Joint Force
Quarterly contained an article by
James Winnefeld and Dana John-
son on unity of control in air op-

erations in the Persian Gulf War. The au-
thors advanced two initiatives to promote
success: ongoing detailed planning and
training for large-scale operations and

preparing a cadre joint air staff to be quickly
expanded in a conflict. While their first ini-
tiative has been accepted and is being insti-
tutionalized through joint doctrine, the sec-
ond has not been adequately addressed.
Much attention has been given to joint air
operations since Desert Storm. Exercises
have been conducted at all levels within the

Unity of Control
Joint Air Operations
in the Gulf—Part Two
By M I C H A E L  A.  N E L S O N and D O U G L A S  J.  K A T Z

Today U.S. Central Command is working toward better control of joint air operations, a concern that was
raised by James Winnefeld and Dana Johnson in an article (“Unity of Control: Joint Air Operations in the
Gulf”) which appeared in the inaugural issue of JFQ. Taking advantage of one of the two longest standing
joint task forces, a “cadre joint air staff” is in training—a cadre that can be rapidly expanded in a contin-
gency. Joint Task Force-Southwest Asia is demonstrating through its efforts how to establish and conduct 
operations in any joint task force. The lesson is to build on the mission, the unique capabilities of each 
service, and the many skills brought to a joint staff by the personnel who represent the various participants.
Unity of control has arrived.
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on USS Independence
during Operation
Southern Watch.
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services and unified commands to imple-
ment joint doctrine for air operations and to
orient staffs on the emerging concept. The
exercises have been relatively brief and in-
variably involved new procedures and doc-
trine on each occasion. No matter how well
planned, they have achieved only limited
success in building a trained cadre staff. 

Southwest Asia 
There is an operation in southwest Asia

which trains multiple service and command
staff personnel for air operations as part of
long-standing joint combat operations. Joint
Task Force Southwest Asia (JTF–SWA) was
formed in August 1992 to conduct Operation

Southern Watch in accor-
dance with U.N. Security
Council resolutions 687
and 688. JTF–SWA is
often associated with en-
forcing the no-fly zone

below the 32d parallel in Iraq under resolu-
tion 688 which calls for the fair treatment of
Iraqi minorities, including Shias in the
marshes, and a no-fly zone to monitor Iraq’s
compliance. But equally significant has been
resolution 687 with its provisions on
weapons of mass destruction, where JTF–SWA
planned and, if directed, would conduct a
campaign against Iraqi targets as a means of
compelling compliance.

Given the preponderance of Air Force
assets, and with a command and control
structure in place in the region, Central
Command Air Forces (CENTAF) was tasked
to command, staff, and start-up JTF opera-
tions. Further, recognizing the unique avail-
ability and nearly equal tactical force level,
Navy Central Command (NAVCENT) was
tasked to provide a deputy commander plus
key staff members. Ultimately the staff
reached a strength of about 200, comprised
predominantly of Air Force personnel, but
with Army and Navy as well as Royal Air

Force (RAF) and French air force members in
planning and executive positions. The assets
provided to the JTF commander consist of a
large Air Force composite wing, an almost
continuous carrier air wing and air defense-
capable Navy cruisers, Army Patriot missile
batteries, detachments from the RAF and
French air force, and Tomahawk-capable
ships. This makes JTF–SWA a model for joint
and combined operations.

Working with the Commander in Chief,
U.S. Central Command (CINCCENT) and the
NAVCENT commander, the CENTAF com-
mander formed a headquarters with a classic
operations structure—J-1 to J-6, less J-5—in-
cluding a J-3 staff almost identical to that of
the Joint Forces Air Component Commander
(JFACC) in Desert Storm, a difference being
size (the JTF–SWA staff has about 200 people
versus JFACC which had over 1,000 in 1991).
This was done to allow a rapid expansion for
continuous combat operations and allow
long-term operations with an accepted struc-
ture. At the same time, and more impor-
tantly, JFACC duties and procedures used in
the Gulf War were also reinstituted, namely,
a single Air Tasking Order (ATO) for every fly-
ing operation, a single Airspace Control
Order (ACO), responsibility for Area Air De-
fense, operation of a Joint Rescue Control
Center, responsibility as interdiction coordi-
nator, and ATO execution. 

Within the JTF staff, the two major direc-
torates for conducting Southern Watch are J-2
and J-3. In addition to being the largest, J-2
and J-3 are jointly staffed. The J-2 director is
an Air Force colonel and the deputy a Navy
captain. Five to eight other Navy personnel
work in J-2 functional areas. The chief of col-
lection management is an RAF officer and the
ground analysis cell is made up of a British
army major and three U.S. Army NCOs. Inte-
grated in the Joint Intelligence Center (JIC)
are support teams from national intelligence
agencies. A continuous intelligence watch of-
fers excellent interplay among the services
with functional teams providing analysis to
the commander on Iraqi operations and polit-
ical activities. J–3 has the greatest combina-
tion of assigned personnel and is the largest
part of the staff. Of the 65 assigned or at-
tached personnel, 10 are from the Navy, in-
cluding a captain as deputy. The Navy also
furnishes members of long range plans (LRP)
staff, today’s equivalent of the Black Hole,

J O I N T  A I R  O P E R A T I O N S

Lieutenant General Michael A. Nelson, USAF, is
commander, 9th Air Force and U.S. Central
Command Air Forces; he previously served as
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Operations, at
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force. Vice Admiral
Douglas J. Katz, USN, has twice commanded the
USS America Battle Group in the Persian Gulf, the
first deployment during Operation Desert Storm.

exercises have achieved only
limited success in building a
trained cadre staff
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and the guidance, apportionment,
and targeting (GAT) staff. 

With everyone in desert cam-
ouflage uniforms, it is often diffi-
cult to distinguish whether the
GAT briefer is an Army or Navy
officer. Indeed they are inter-
changeable after one week in
GAT. Other contributions include
four Army personnel for the air
defense cell and representatives
from the RAF and French air
force. The balance of J-3 is com-
prised of Air Force personnel, in-
cluding a colonel who is the di-
rector. Because both CENTAF and
NAVCENT as component com-
mands have responsibility for

their respective forces, J-1 and J-4 support
the JTF–SWA staff and also assist the services
in monitoring personnel and logistics. J-6
has a small staff which depends on Navy

and Air Force personnel to support commu-
nications equipment in the AOR. J-1, J-4,
and J-6 are all staffed by Air Force personnel.

The entire JTF staff, including the com-
mander (an Air Force major general) and the
deputy (a Navy rear admiral, lower half),
serve on 90-day tours. By the end of 1993,
over a thousand personnel had gained joint
experience on the JTF–SWA staff under this
assignment policy. Among that number is a
total force mix which includes members of
the Air National Guard and Reserve as well as
active duty leaders who subsequently had sig-
nificant operational tours. Within the Navy
three carrier battle group commanders have
been deputy JTF commanders. The Air Force
has sent its best operationally-oriented major
generals and colonels. For example, the com-
manders of both the Air Warfare Center at
Eglin Air Force Base and the Weapons and

N e l s o n  a n d  K a t z

JTF–SWA Significant Events

August 27, 1992: First sortie flown.

December 27, 1992: MiG–25
downed by F–16.

December 1992–January 1993:
Iraq positions surface-to-air
missiles below 32d parallel.

January 13, 1993: Coalition air
attack against surface-to-air
missiles.

January 17, 1993: Tomahawk strike
on nuclear facility.

January 18, 1993: Air strikes
against surface-to-air missiles.

April 18, 1993: F–4G fires HARM at
anti-aircraft radar.

June 26, 1993: Tomahawk
retaliatory strike against
intelligence headquarters.

June 29, 1993: F–4G fires HARM at
anti-aircraft radar.

July 24–29, 1993: F–4G/EA–6Bs
fire HARMs at anti-aircraft radar.

F–15 taxiing into 
its slot.

U.S. Air Force (Steve M. Martin)
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Tactics Center at Nellis Air Force Base have re-
cently commanded JTF–SWA.

No-Fly Zone
A true measure of success is relevance to

the real world. JTF–SWA has been enforcing
the Southern No-Fly Zone and conducted
strikes in 1993 while executing a strong ex-
ercise program that routinely prepares joint
and combined forces for combat operations.
This success is due to the leadership of
CINCCENT, his principal component com-
manders, and daily cooperation among the
component staffs. However, because of its
austere size and continuous turnover, the
JTF depends on CENTAF and NAVCENT
staffs to resolve numerous issues and provide
continuity to ongoing operations. For exam-
ple, NAVCENT strike cell serves as executive
agent for Tomahawk cruise missile planning,
including maintaining target data bases and
concept of employment. In addition, JTF J-2
and NAVCENT N-2 work very closely to
maximize intelligence support from collec-
tion resources in theater. 

J-2 draws intelligence from all sources,
including Air Force RC–135s, to develop a
fused picture of the situation. Daily watch-
to-watch coordination allows complemen-
tary analysis and reporting from a full range

of expertise. The N-2 staff relies on J-2 for in-
depth Iraqi air and air defense analysis
which, in turn, is drawn from various
sources including CENTAF A-2, while J-2
uses N-2 Iranian air and Arabian Gulf mar-
itime analysis. Other major agencies and as-
sets provide liaison officers with mission ex-
pertise as well as direct links to specialized
services which respond to mission tasking.
These capabilities facilitate an exchange of
critical ideas that ultimately enhance the
warfighting expertise of the entire JTF staff.

Together with these formal arrange-
ments, informal staff relationships maintain
continuity in JTF operations while training
junior officers. The composite air wing and
carrier air wing—major suppliers of combat
assets—also provide JTF duty officers with a
knowledge of tactical systems, unit prefer-
ences, and manpower for surge operations.
At the same time these captains/lieutenants
and majors/lieutenant commanders learn
how JTFs operate, ATOs are built, and indi-
vidual services contribute to a joint effort.
The information that they take back to their
respective units contributes to jointness. Fur-
thermore, at all levels, especially in the GAT
division, there are daily discussions on the
scope and scale of operations, including car-
rier port visits, unit rotation, training, spe-
cial exercises, and even holidays. The period
under discussion routinely covers a 60-day
period up to 48 hours prior to publishing an
ATO for a given day. Not only is the com-
mander’s guidance met through this infor-
mal process, but adequate time is available
to approve changes as units maintain full
combat capability. This process is another of
the practical lessons learned from the opera-
tion, especially given the thousands of per-
sonnel who have supported Southern
Watch. Finally, daily exchanges among the
JTF commander, his deputy, and the staff
provide additional, albeit indirect, training
of everyone involved in the operation.

While acknowledging that JTF–SWA is
in fact building a cadre joint air staff, one
might ask what is being taught. First, every
service and all personnel must accomplish a
single mission. The JTF commander and staff
use the best assets given the tasks, capabili-
ties, and political constraints. Second, since
people make an organization, the services
must assign their “best and brightest” to this
difficult temporary duty task. An excellent

J O I N T  A I R  O P E R A T I O N S

JTF–SWA

J-1 Personnel

Navy
CTF

Air Force 
Composite Wing

U.S. Army 
Patriot Batteries British Forces French Forces

J-3 Operations

J-2 Intelligence

J-4 Logistics

J-6 Communications

CINCCENT
MacDill AFB
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example is the Navy’s selection of the
deputy J-3. For the first five rotations the
Navy almost always assigned newly identi-
fied vice carrier air wing commanders to the
position who subsequently returned to their
wings and deployed to the Arabian Gulf
within six months. Each of these officers
had a unique opportunity to come to under-
stand the JTF mission and provide critical in-

formation to their wing
commander, ship’s cap-
tain, and carrier group
commander. The Navy
is reaping dividends
from this assignment
policy. JTF staff officers

experience first-hand the need to blend spe-
cific service strengths to achieve a mission.
In Southern Watch, for instance, the Air
Force has larger airborne warning and con-
trol system (AWACS) and tanker assets, while
the Navy has more high-speed antiradiation
missile (HARM) and Suppression of Enemy
Air Defenses (SEAD) assets. The capabilities
of both services are needed to accomplish
the mission and neither could go it alone in
a large scale or surge operation. Such a bal-
ancing of service strengths is a major benefit
of joint operations and a valuable lesson for
future leaders.

Two areas in which JTF–SWA could be
improved are generally apparent to those in-
volved. First, while the United States and its

coalition partners have greatly enhanced
their communications (ATOs are no longer
hand carried to outlying bases or ships at
sea), the system is not yet seamless for all
the players. Part of the problem is in the
long-term, temporary nature of the opera-
tion, and another is the catch-up work
which has gone on since 1986. J-6 and its
service counterparts daily learn more about
the issue and develop ways to make the sys-
tems work better. Another part of the com-
munications problem is the distance be-
tween southwest Asia and the United States,
something faced by operations conducted
throughout the world (that is, there are fi-
nite assets and bandwidths for use in each
AOR). Second, all forces involved in
JTF–SWA must assign quality people. There
is a great temptation to reduce the level of
expertise sent to one of several competing
operations but the services must remain
committed to assigning the best to ensure
readiness for joint operations.

The success of JTF–SWA and Operation
Southern Watch can be measured in various
ways aside from daily enforcement of the no-
fly zone. When Iraq did threaten coalition
forces in the no-fly zone an Air Force F–16
shot down a MiG. When called on to execute
a strike, positive action was taken by air forces
tasked by JTF. Finally, two highly successful
Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (TLAM)
strikes demonstrated the depth of the coali-
tion’s resolve in ensuring that Iraq lives by
the terms of U.N. disarmament agreements.
Each day JTF elements vigilantly and stead-
fastly continue to enforce the no-fly zone.
There is every reason to believe that this suc-
cess will continue for as long as JTF–SWA re-
mains active. But enforcement of the no-fly
zone and offensive strikes are just two indica-
tors of success. The ultimate value of the op-
eration will come from knowledge and expe-
rience that personnel have gained from
participation. Whether they serve as cadre
joint air staff or unit and force commanders,
their ability to think and work jointly for the
execution of the mission will be a major por-
tion of the final success of JTF–SWA. JFQ

N e l s o n  a n d  K a t z

the services must assign their
“best and brightest” to this
difficult temporary duty task
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T here is unanimity that the Armed
Forces will fight as a joint team in
the future. Each of the services
has come a long way to make

joint force a reality, but real difficulties re-
main in the area of command and control. It
is time to take off the doctrinal blinders and
look harder for the solutions. One concern is

command and control of
joint air operations. The ca-
pabilities, flexibility, and
multi-service character of
aviation make a Joint Force
Air Component Comman-

der (JFACC) important to most joint opera-
tions. Some say that a JFACC’s actual respon-
sibilities make the role more that of a
coordinator. Regardless, there is likely to be a
JFACC in most large joint operations. What
then is the problem? Why do many dissent
in reviewing joint doctrine on this subject?
Why are CINCs unable to agree on a con-
cept? The answer lies in understanding the

needs of joint commanders at all levels and
building the proper dynamics into joint de-
cisionmaking and tasking processes. 

To gain some insight into possible solu-
tions, one must first understand that we
simply do not fight in a functionally central-
ized fashion. This is evidenced by the Army-
Air Force AirLand Battle concept and the
Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) con-
cept. Neither concept is about organization;
rather they involve teamwork and combined
arms philosophies. The Navy’s surface, sub-
surface, and aerospace systems are tightly
woven into a combined arms warfighting ca-
pability. Service commanders must master a
range of joint and component fires to decide
a battle and shape the next one. It follows
that commanders must have adequate au-
thority to direct actions necessary to accom-
plish their missions.

We do not wage functional fights, but we
demand functional excellence. That search
for excellence requires striking a balance be-
tween centralized, sub-optimized, functional
efficiency and decentralized authority that
subordinate commanders need in order to
succeed. The JFACC identity crisis, the coordi-
nator versus the commander, is nothing more
than different views of that balance. 

Everyone agrees that a JFACC is indis-
pensable. But instead of fashioning the orga-
nization desired, we appear to be forcing ex-
isting, unwieldy processes to work. For
various reasons, there is little innovative
thinking about procedures and processes
that could solve legitimate warfighting con-
cerns. It is time to stop arguing and to start

Colonel J.L. Whitlow, USMC, is Chief of Staff,
Marine Forces Europe. He previously served as
Director, Joint/Combined Doctrine Division, Naval
Doctrine Command, and was Chief of Plans for 
the Air Force JFACC during Ocean Venture ’92.

we do not wage functional
fights, but we demand 
functional excellence

JFACC
Who’s
in Charge?
By J. L. W H I T L O W

Combat Camera Imagery (Marv Lynchard)
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looking at the specific areas where progress
can be achieved, namely, apportionment,
targeting, a concept for a purple JFACC, and
a vision of the future.

Apportionment
What passes for apportionment guid-

ance is not guidance at all. It is interesting to
note that the apportionment process found
in joint doctrine to produce guidance was
not used in Operation Desert Storm. How
should the process work? What’s wrong with
the methodology? What kind of process can
be proposed that provides guidance from a
joint force commander (JFC)? At present the
process goes something like this:

▼ the JFACC proposes apportionment to the
JFC by percentage and/or priority that should be
devoted to various air operations and/or geo-
graphic areas

▼ the JFC approves apportionment which is
usually specified in terms of percentages allotted
between anti-air warfare (AAW), close air support
(CAS), and air interdiction (AI)

▼ the JFACC then develops air tasking or-
ders (ATOs) and attack target lists using assets ap-
portioned to AI.

At face value this seems to be a reason-
able process, but it does not really produce
guidance in a JTF environment. It is fraught
with several problems, including percentages.

Percentages Don’t Work. First, when deter-
mining the percentage of air assets to task
for the CAS, AAW, or AI role, the decision is
mostly a function of the force list, and not
of how a JFC wants to fight the war. In other
words, many aircraft are only employed in a
certain role. Hence, attempts to provide
guidance in terms of a percentage are often
nothing more than an approximation of the
make-up of the force list, and not guidance
on warfighting. But to arrive at percentages a
JFACC must almost write the ATO in ad-
vance and, to get requisite information,
make preliminary decisions on targeting pri-
orities and the allocation of assets which
may or may not be in agreement with a JFC.
When such effort goes into an ATO, it is
very difficult to change without completely
rewriting the plan, and a complete mindset
change by JFACC planners. Finally, percent-
ages are a very poor way for a JFC to articu-
late guidance. For example, while he may

have a “gut feel” that CAS should have a
high priority, he is very unlikely to disagree
with the percentage of total sorties dedicated
to it. The important thing to a JFC is not
whether there is 23 percent or 33 percent
CAS, but whether attack aircraft are available
when ground commanders need them. A
JFC should state guidance and priorities in
terms of how he wants the war fought and
leave percentages to analysts.

Guidance. Most real JFC guidance for an
air war will probably be off-line and not
about percentages among AAW, CAS, and AI.
A JFC knows that airspace must be defended
by AAW and CAS must be provided as
needed. A JFC’s on-line guidance should rec-
ognize the relatively constant requirements
for AAW and CAS. This leaves AI. JFC guid-
ance will better influence the total air war ef-
fort if a “main effort” is designated (the
most important thing the force is attempt-
ing to accomplish that day) and associated
priorities within the AI category are pro-
vided. For example, early in a campaign
when a JFC believes the force should focus
on an enemy’s air capability, the priority is
offensive counter air (OCA). In a new phase
strategic targets may be more important and
AI—theater air interdiction—is the focus. As
an operation matures the ability to maneu-
ver on the ground will be a priority and the
focus will be shifted to shaping the battle-
field or battlefield air interdiction (BAI). 

A primary factor in any sequence similar
to the one described above will be a JFC’s
sense of phasing. By not forcing the appor-
tionment process to give a JFC a meaningful
way to provide guidance appropriate for
each phase, the system abdicates that re-
sponsibility to a JFACC. In the fog of war,
when decisions are less than obvious, this
process failure pits one component against
others for priority and provides for little
more than a source of additional friction.
The remaining question to be answered is
how the guidance for joint force air opera-
tions should be changed.

Givens, Main Effort, and Priorities. Forget
percentages, neither component comman-
ders nor a JFACC need to be preoccupied
with arbitrary percentages as aviation plans
are transformed into an ATO. Instead one
should adopt a different way of thinking
about the air effort, and thus a different ap-
proach to articulating JFC guidance.

W h i t l o w
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Defensive AAW should be a given. If
threatened by enemy air, a joint force must
provide sufficient assets and a viable plan to
protect them. If the threat is real, there is no

higher priority. There is no need for
percentages; a JFACC must ensure
success.

CAS should be a given. Is it that
simple? The answer is yes—from the
perspective of JFC guidance. If forces
are heavily engaged on the battle-
field and need CAS, the world’s su-
perpower should be able to provide

it. While guidance is simple, planning and
conduct are not. Dedicating a percentage of
the force to CAS will not ensure success or
comfort a commander. There must be a vi-
able plan. Ground force commanders and a
JFACC must have a common understanding
of the following points:

CAS flow plan

▼ scheduled—capability (not numbers) syn-
chronized with ground scheme

▼ alert—prepared to surge with unexpected
▼ divert—based on specified parameters

CAS command/control/communication structure

▼ viable, in place, and understood
▼ as uniform as it can be made, yet allow-

ing each of the services to fight the way they are
organized, trained, and equipped

Divert criteria

▼ consciously decide what authority a
JFACC has to divert dual role aircraft from or be-
tween interdiction missions

▼ consciously decide what missions are not
to be diverted unless directed by higher authority

Apportionment guidance should be provided for
AI under two rubrics:

▼ main effort—the most important task now
being accomplished by the entire force

▼ priority—for air interdiction among OCA
(such as airfield strikes), AI (strategic targets), and
BAI (targets in ground commander’s AO).

[AI here pertains only to theater-level targets,
which conflicts with the joint definition. Either a
new term is needed for theater targets or an
amended definition for AI as suggested. Also, the
term BAI must be entered in the joint lexicon as
discussed below.]

A predominant relationship exits be-
tween priorities and the shifting phases of a
campaign, for example:

Phase I—create air superiority

▼ main effort JFACC—kill enemy air
power

▼ priorities OCA, AI, BAI

Phase II—shape the theater

▼ main effort JFACC—kill enemy C2

and logistics systems
▼ priorities AI, OCA, BAI

Phase III—shape the battlefield

▼ main effort Army, Marine, or Navy
AOs

▼ priorities BAI, AI, OCA.

As campaign phases blend together,
flexible priorities could optimize air efforts
for the changing nature of the conflict. 

In sum, it is senseless to have a JFACC
accept input, make assumptions, write a
skeleton ATO, apply the force list to it, arrive
at percentages, propose them to a JFC, and
have a JFC feed those percentages back to
the force—calling it apportionment guid-
ance. There is no need to build a “percentage
box” for a JFACC in order to ensure he is
fighting the air war in accordance with JFC
wishes. The onus is on a JFC. 

A JFC must provide a good commander’s
intent to the entire JTF, with all that entails:
a sense of phasing, perceived end state, etc.
As for the air war, he must build a force that
is capable of making air superiority and CAS
a given. Then on a day to day basis, he must
provide air apportionment guidance in terms
of a main effort that applies to the entire JTF,
and to priorities for air interdiction among
BAI, AI, and OCA. With this type of guid-
ance, a JFACC can fight the theater air war
and ensure unity of effort throughout the the-
ater, with air-capable component comman-
ders focusing on their areas of operation and
providing synergy to the joint campaign. 

Targeting Process-es
The term process-es is not a typo. It is

used to suggest a concept that is frequently
lost in orchestrating joint air operations.
Anyone who works in the world of joint air
operations can recite the targeting cycle by
rote: guidance, target development, weap-
oneering, force application (ATO), force exe-
cution, and combat assessment; then the

if forces are heavily
engaged and need
CAS, the world’s 
superpower should
be able to provide it
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cycle begins again. No one can match the
ability of the Armed Forces in targeting an
enemy strategically or operationally. There
are extraordinary national assets and ad-
vanced technologies that make everything
seem possible. 

Yet when you look closely at the task of
targeting from a complete theater perspec-
tive, you find that this simple cycle is not
carried out at the theater level alone. It is
done on various levels of command
throughout the theater, in various areas of
operation, at various speeds, and with vari-
ous degrees of sophistication. Hence, it is
not a single, simple process at all. When you
envelope all process-es with a very centralized
approach to targeting, it is somewhat akin to
driving a theater’s worth of round pegs into
one small, sub-optimized, square hole.

To resolve this dilemma we must re-
spond not only to interdiction needs of
JFCs—which is done pretty well—but also
corps-level ground force and surface com-
manders. Then we must link process-es at
the right points to prioritize correctly, target
responsively, and allow the services to fight
the way they are organized, trained, and
equipped. Third, we must develop the hard-
ware and software capabilities that will make
this possible.

Bring Back the Concept of Battlefield Air In-
terdiction. The methods of addressing a corps-
level commander’s need for interdiction in
his area of operations (AO) are not very clear.
Marines talk of MAGTF and a need for direct
support sorties which are primarily CAS and

interdiction missions flown within the
MAGTF AO. The term direct support sorties has
been coined basically to frame the argument
about “who’s in charge” of their tasking and
control. Direct support sorties apply to both
CAS and interdiction missions within the
Marine AO.

The Navy’s need to conduct air opera-
tions at sea has long been accepted. But as a
result this need has been widely ignored in
joint air operations, and interest is usually ex-
pressed in terms of how much they can con-
tribute to the joint effort. The notion that the
Navy also has a need for interdiction sorties,
and that the sea and the littoral may be an
area of operations for a naval component com-
mander, has not generally been a joint con-
sideration. This has been true except for oper-
ations within an Amphibious Objective Area
(AOA), a recognized amphibious concept.

A corps commander has no direct way
of obtaining a level of interdiction support
by fixed wing aircraft in an AO. Instead tar-
gets must be nominated to a JFACC or JFC
staff, then compete for priority with theater-
level targets. Perhaps this explains the
Army’s great helicopter capabilities and
Army Attack Missile Systems (ATACMS). At
least the Army has some control over these
capabilities.

Notwithstanding control, something is
missing from the realm of joint warfighting.
Each of the preceding descriptions was about
battlefield air interdiction (BAI), but the con-
cept does not exist in joint doctrine. The
term does not appear in the joint lexicon. In
order to add clarity to the joint air tasking
process, we must promote the concept of bat-
tlefield air interdiction and adopt the term.
JFCs need it to properly influence the battle.

Who’s in Charge of Interdiction? With an
adequate vocabulary it is possible to ask
who’s in charge of targeting various parts of
the battlefield. For theater-level targets JFCs
are obviously in charge and a JFACC is prob-
ably the best placed to coordinate an attack.
JFCs shape the theater and try to deliver the
knockout punch. However, when JFCs assign
missions to subordinate commanders and
give them AOs, those commanders should
be in charge of targeting in their AOs. Yet the
current process compels corps-level com-
manders to nominate targets up the chain to
JFCs for validation and prioritization.

W h i t l o w

Navy F/A–18 Hornet
landing aboard 
USS America.
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What does target validation imply here?
If it means corps-level commanders may not
know what a valid fixed wing target is, then
staffs have an education problem that needs
to be addressed. If it means that only JFC
staffs have adequate information and intelli-
gence to determine if a target is valid, then
information and intelligence systems are in-
adequate and must be fixed. But I suspect
that it means neither of these things; rather,
it is confusion over who’s in charge of this
segment of the battlefield and the victimiza-
tion by a process that does not support com-
manders in their AOs.

And what is target prioritization? I do
not believe that it means a JFC will prioritize
targets in a subordinate commander’s AO.
However, if it implies that BAI targets must
always compete with theater targets for at-
tention, BAI will usually come up short. This
will likely remain true until such time as the
ground war goes to hell in a handbasket, or
the importance of mission success in that
AOs take on theater-level significance. While
this may be an exaggeration, my point is that
we have a clumsy system in place that priori-
tizes aviation-related targets only at JFC-level.
We need a true purple system that prioritizes
theater-level targets for theater commanders,
allows BAI-level targets to be prioritized by

commanders who are in charge of their asso-
ciated AOs, and apportions by prioritizing
under three interdiction categories: theater
air interdiction, battlefield air interdiction,
and offensive counter air.

A Purple JFACC
At first blush it seems that a JFACC

should inherently head a purple organiza-
tion, but there are several reasons why this is
usually not the case. First of all joint doc-
trine embraces the notion of dual hatting. It
is stated that a JFC will “normally designate
a JFACC from the component that has both
the preponderance of air assets in the joint
operations area and the capability to com-
mand and control joint air operations.”
Conflict of interest in a dual hat situation is
inevitable—if not in deed, certainly in per-
ception, which is therefore detrimental to
the joint force. You can argue that a JFC can
augment the JFACC organization with per-
sonnel from other services and make it joint,
or that it is really the only way to organize
since components own all the necessary C2

assets; but you cannot argue that it is purple.
Another factor is that the air tasking

and C2 system used in joint operations is
generally not joint, but Air Force. It was not

Marine F/A–18 at
Aviano Air Base with
Air Force AWACS in
background.
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intended to be joint, but rather to support
an Air Operations Center (AOC), a highly
centralized Air Force C2 system that works
well for a single component. But as a theater
matures, its complexity increases. While
separate AOs are created for various compo-
nents, the system does not allow either hor-
izontal and vertical communication or tar-
geting dynamics. The Computer-Assisted
Force Management System—employed in
Desert Shield/Desert Storm—as well as the
Contingency Tactical Air Control Auto-
mated Planning System (CTAPS) are both

single-host computer sys-
tems that do not support
interactive data base ex-
change or off-site direct
ATO input. 

Progress is being made
in this area. CTAPS has been
designated a joint program

and a lot of effort is going into developing
follow-on versions of its software. Work is
also underway on joint requirements for
ATO. Such advances are significant, but doc-
trine must be based on existing capabilities.
Thus we must make the joint air C2 system
purple since it was not designed that way.

What about JFACC organization? Three
CINCs have come up with two different
JFACC concepts that attempt to force joint-
ness on what is basically an Air Force sys-
tem. Both approaches have problems. The
Atlantic/Pacific (LANT/PAC) concept of oper-
ations (CONOPS) comes closer to creating an
organization that is truly purple. I personally
fought hard for this concept, but it has a
down side. Although the internal staffing is
joint, it still maintains a dual hat approach
at the top (that is, the JFACC is normally a
service component commander). And, while
the organization’s line numbers are assigned
to each component to be filled, it is always a
“pickup” game. There are no individuals per-
manently assigned. Thus each operation dif-
fers; the preoperation training burden is
high and not well suited for crisis employ-
ment. Purple? Almost, but it may not meet
our needs.

U.S. European Command (EUCOM), in
contrast, has published a JFACC concept pe-
culiar to that theater. Aware that there may
not be time to assemble a pickup team,
EUCOM augments the Air Force AOC with
liaison officers and weapon system experts

from other services. While it is obvious why
this is done, it is also clearly not an attempt
to create a purple organization.

What is the answer? Is a purple organiza-
tion required? I believe we need an organiza-
tion that can focus on aviation requirements
of all service components. We need an advo-
cate—outside the Beltway—for a truly joint
air C4I system, so as not to create one in the
same agonizing fashion that joint doctrine is
developed. This demands far more than ask-
ing components how many sorties they need
tomorrow. It is a matter of setting up air
space, molding a joint air tasking system,
and establishing an environment in which a
JFC can accomplish the mission and the ser-
vices can fight effectively the way they are
organized, trained, and equipped.

It is time to stand up a purple JFACC in
each theater. The associated operating doc-
trine for each theater, however, has to be
worldwide to facilitate the rapid introduc-
tion of forces. Though it will not be a full-
time job, there should be permanent names
next to every JFACC position and the indi-
viduals concerned should be trained. Doc-
trine must facilitate joint air operations
whether or not a JFACC is dual hatted or
designated from outside of the joint force
components. The structure should be based
on LANT/PAC CONOPS which is well con-
ceived. Its individual members must be ex-
pert and train with each JFACC iteration in
theater. In small operations or at the begin-
ning of campaigns, where it makes sense to
dual hat service component commanders,
such individuals will join appropriate com-
ponent staffs. In large operations, it might
be advisable to stand up a JFACC that is dis-
tinct from all joint force components. The
advent of a purple JFACC will free compo-
nent commanders to focus on their missions
and optimize the things which each compo-
nent does best.

The Vision
The future is one in which the joint air

C4I system is real time and completely inter-
active, not single host; component air C4I sys-
tems are the same or fully interoperable; con-
trolled input is made to ATO from off site and
various sources; all services adopt air tasking
methodologies that are similar to the joint

W h i t l o w

we need an organization
that can focus on aviation
requirements of all service
components
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system; and every air capable component
may host a JFACC or alternately interact effi-
ciently with a JFACC on a real time basis.

A notional scenario under such a system
might see the Navy arriving first on the
scene of a crisis, conducting initial air opera-
tions using an ATO and tasking system com-
patible with the joint air C4I system. The
ATO is initially written on a carrier and then
on a command ship as the Naval Expedi-
tionary Force expands. As units arrive in the-
ater and are brought to bear, the ATO ad-
dress list grows to include them. At some
point a JFC is named and an officer from
within the naval component is designated
JFACC. Then the marines kick in the door
and come ashore. The land AOR starts to ex-
pand. A Marine air command and control
system is created and works well with a
JFACC afloat. Direct support sorties for the
Marines are written into the ATO from forces
ashore, yet they are deconflicted and sup-
ported with tankers by a JFACC afloat. This
could all appear on a single ATO, or applica-
ble sections might be selected. 

In another phase a JFC and his staff
come ashore to coordinate with the Ameri-
can embassy and host nation. A decision is
made to designate the Marine ACE comman-
der as JFACC because of his proximity to a
JFC. JFACC cadre (from the standing theater
JFACC) come ashore. JFACC responsibilities
shift to Marine Allied Command, Europe
(ACE)—which is not a big deal since the
ATO and joint air operations continue.
Naval force direct support sorties now are
written into the ATO from afloat and decon-
flicted ashore. Liaison officers are added to
the JFACC staff as new capabilities and units
arrive in theater.

The theater then expands as the Marines
move out. Army forces are present in theater
and operational. Boundaries are drawn and
separate AOs for land forces unfold. The Air
Force AOC stands up. Marine expeditionary
airfields become operational and ACE relo-
cates with the Marine Expeditionary Force
(MEF) commander. A decision is made to
transfer JFACC responsibilities to the Air
Force component commander. Again, there
is no big deal, the ATO and joint air opera-
tions continue. The big guns are there and
each component focuses on its AO. The test
is that through all this time B–52s operating
from Guam received the ATO and struck the

correct targets for a JFC, oblivious to where
JFACC responsibility rested in any given
phase. Each component contributed to the
joint air effort while fighting the war in its
respective AOR according to its own organi-
zation, training, and equipment.

Who’s in charge? Operationally, anyone
can be. The vision is simple: any component
can supply a JFACC; systems are interactive
and interoperable; components contribute
efficiently to the joint air effort; and compo-
nents fight in terms of their own organiza-
tion, training, and equipment. In reality,
until the next war breaks out, everyone is in
charge. It will take a lot of work to create a
truly joint air C4I system. We must look to
what can be fixed now, like apportionment,
targeting, and organization. But such an ef-
fort will be in vain unless a vision of the fu-
ture is articulated and differences among the
services are turned into joint force advan-
tages. While there is real merit in a rainbow
of service traditions, assets, and capabilities,
that spectrum must be predominantly pur-
ple. This is not that difficult to grasp in con-
cept, but it will take time and tenacity to
achieve in practice. It is worth the effort by
all of us to make it happen. JFQ
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The end of the Cold War is forcing
hard choices in every area of de-
fense, including space architecture.
Proponents of the civilian space

program have been struggling since the
moon race for a raison d’être, unable to iden-
tify one that is technologically feasible and

politically marketable. They envied the
end-all argument that national security
policy justified the military space pro-
gram, although that enviable position
may be about to come to a dead halt.
Declining defense budgets have left the
military searching for a course to

match an aging force structure with emerg-
ing national interests. Space systems have
long been deemed desirable but protractible
capabilities. There is a need for military space
systems—as unequivocally proven by Desert
Storm—but such programs now compete
with traditional hardware and follow-on con-

Joint Space 
Doctrine: 
Catapulting 
into the Future
By G E O R G E  M.  M O O R E,  

V I C  B U D U R A,  and

J O A N  J O H N S O N – F R E E S E

The defense community has been drawn into another, perhaps even tougher contest since the demise of the 
Soviet empire, namely, garnering resources in the face of increased claims by domestic priorities. But threats 
to national security have not vanished; they have just assumed less predictable traits. Despite the past vitality
of the military space program, especially in contrast to civilian programs, fiscal realities may adversely impact
on its future. But information from all sources—including space—may prove to be an effective weapon against
new threats. Information dominance will provide the stimulus for the military space program in the near
term. Maximizing the capabilities of the information weapon, however, requires formulating joint space 
doctrine that has broad support and applicability. This doctrine will provide a significant advantage for the
United States over those nations which employ space assets in a piecemeal fashion.

Summary

[Desert Storm] was the first space war
—Merrill A. McPeak 1

Space Shuttle 
Discovery soaring
aloft with classified
primary payload.

NASA
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ventional weapons systems for the next cen-
tury. The transition from an identifiable
threat to what Les Aspin called several
“largely undeterrable threats,” coupled with
the Clinton administration’s emphasis on
domestic issues, has caused DOD to consider
cutting almost anything high-risk, which in-
cludes most space systems.

As a result require-
ments must be prioritized,
then available funds maxi-
mized to meet them. Joint
space doctrine can provide
priorities by offering a co-
herent vision for employ-
ing space forces that signif-
icantly enhance national
security. Clear goals will
help in determining the
requisite tools (force struc-
ture and equipment) for
this task. Defining goals
and then planning a pro-
curement and deployment
strategy is a keystone of ra-
tional decisionmaking.2

Matching goals, plans, and
tools is a framework well understood but not
always fully utilized in the Pentagon.

Where No Doctrine Has Gone Before
Military doctrine has been traditionally

developed retrospectively, by looking at mis-
takes or successes. Inexperience, however,
necessitates a less traditional process con-
cerning space. This fact does not detract
from the need for a coherent space doctrine
to determine future functions and force
structure with which to carry them out. A
first step in this process is to open a dialogue
on the issue which forms the purpose of this
article, namely, defining overall goals for
military space programs and developing the
operational doctrine to match.

Space activity was prompted initially by
the desire to employ U.S. technological su-
periority and enhance national security, but
there appear to be no clear goals to bring
that about. A coherent doctrine for the near

term should focus on infor-
mation from space forces in
support of terrestrial strategic

deterrent options, as offensive space-based
weapons are prohibited by treaty. So unless a
determined effort is made to set complemen-
tary goals for military and civilian space ef-
forts into the 21st century and develop the
technology efficiently, there is a risk that the
United States may face its next major con-
flict with only a slight improvement in the
capabilities which it enjoyed in Desert Storm
as well as see a major loss of civilian space
momentum. 

After the Gulf War there was near unani-
mous agreement that space-based systems
greatly increased the overall effectiveness of
coalition forces. Even so, the systems did not
come close to achieving their full potential.
The Armed Forces have systems that collect
and relay data worldwide at speeds approach-
ing real-time. The dissemination of this data,
however, relies on an array of processing and
communications equipment along with eval-
uation personnel in a less than optimum pro-
cess. A way to improve on the Desert Storm
experience is to introduce the concept of in-
formation dominance as the primary goal of

J O I N T  S P A C E  D O C T R I N E
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joint space war-
fare doctrine. 

Information
d o m i n a n c e ,
namely, the abil-
ity to optimize
surveillance, re-
c o n n a i s s a n c e ,

and data correlation to determine illegal or
belligerent intent on the part of an interna-
tional actor, is an appropriate application of
near-term space assets. This capability would
provide the Nation with the closest thing to

conventional deter-
rence across the opera-
tional spectrum, from
competition in peace-
time to open warfare,
since the atomic bomb

and would significantly enhance global sta-
bility in the face of many “largely unde-
terrable threats.” In fact, information domi-
nance has the potential of becoming the
deterrence strategy of the future.

Access to Space
The plain truth is that cost-control of

critical national security space programs has
not been a major factor. The resulting tech-
nology and hardware have therefore been far
from cost-effective. With the exception of
Saturn V and the Space Shuttle, civil launch-
ers are examples of technology first devel-
oped for weapons programs. Subsequently,
as budgets tighten, launchers increasingly

seem dysfunctional in the civil sector, where
the Federal Government is not the sole cus-
tomer and profit is the principle motivator.

Military space systems involve leading
edge technology and are high-cost and high-
risk. If their output is quickly and accurately
provided to decisionmakers and operating
forces, the pay-off is extremely high. In the
space arena, where $1 billion is normally the
ante for a seat at the table, it is crucial to
have a game plan to meet the multi-billion
dollar requirements.

The cost of space launch requires a large
share of annual military operating budgets.
Multi-mission spacecraft optimize employ-
ment of today’s expendable launch vehicles.
Spacecraft size and weight limitations, and
thus multi-functionality, are often deter-
mined by launch limitations. As one Air
Force officer stated, “The shuttle program
spends $5 billion a year to launch eight
times. The military is spending the same
amount on Atlas, Delta, and Titan. We are
being bled to death by the shuttle and
Titan.” 3 This raises the critical question fac-
ing anyone attempting to develop a coher-
ent space doctrine, military or civilian:
When will we solve the dual issues of rapid
access to space and reducing cost-per-pound-
to-orbit? Indeed, this issue has three parts:
cost, timely response, and sufficient volume
to support national security requirements.

military space systems involve
leading edge technology and
are high-cost and high-risk 
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Doctrine—Past and Present
Joint doctrine is authoritative, not direc-

tive. If joint doctrine conflicts with service
doctrine, joint doctrine takes precedence un-
less the Chairman provides more current or
specific guidance.4 The history of early space
doctrine reflects the growing appreciation of
the functionality of space forces in modern
conflict but is focused on the present rather
than the future.

The initial discussion on anything re-
sembling space doctrine took place in the
Eisenhower administration when the Soviet
Union and United States vied to be the first
to launch an orbiting satellite. In August
1955 the Stewart Committee was tasked by
DOD to choose a satellite program for use
with Eisenhower’s Open Skies space policy.
The Naval Research Laboratory’s Project
Vanguard was chosen due to the nature of
its scientific research and the fact that it
would have no impact on military space ef-
forts. On October 4, 1957 the Soviets
stunned the world by launching Sputnik I
with their new SS–6 intercontinental ballis-
tic missile. The general consensus within the
national security community was that Sput-
nik was not a military threat. Equally impor-
tant, with the lack of worldwide objection to
overflight, Sputnik I literally wrote overflight
into international law. Because of American
interest in monitoring Soviet military activ-
ity, the legality of satellite overflight was in
fact as much or more a national concern as
being the first in space. Americans perceived
that they were behind the Soviets in missile
technology; and Sputnik opened the door to
the largest single burst of technological ex-
pansion this Nation had ever experienced.
No price was too high to re-establish techno-
logical superiority. The age of the eye-in-the-
sky was rushed into existence.

Like the right to conduct satellite over-
flights, a good deal of space law is construed
either on convention, which remains un-
challenged internationally, or treaties. The
overarching principles come from the U.N.
Charter. The United States operates on the
premise that any activity pursued in the na-
tional interest is permitted save for those
specifically prohibited by the U.N. Charter
or the treaties to which it is a signatory such
as the Antiballistic Missile Treaty of 1972.

Another significant factor in discussing
joint space doctrine is its interaction with
treaties and international law. Treaties, un-
less specifically stated otherwise, regulate
peacetime interaction between the signato-
ries. This is especially appropriate to the dis-
cussion of what technological and hardware
capabilities are required for the spin-up
phase of impending or suspected hostilities.
Quick response, capable, multi-function sys-
tems are highly desirable in such situations. 

Joint space doctrine is still being devel-
oped. A proposed document draws on
lessons from Desert Storm, “the first space
war.” While no American weapons were em-
ployed in space during the Gulf War, infor-
mation provided by and passed over space
systems greatly contributed to the speedy
and overwhelming success of coalition
forces. Joint Pub 3–14 addresses the func-
tions of military space capabilities: force en-
hancement, force application, space control,
and space support. Each function is given
equal time in the publication in order to ex-
plain its purpose, but all are directed toward
supporting the terrestrial warfighting com-
munity.

Focusing on support for the warfighter
can lead one to assume that the joint process
has decided on force enhancement as the
most politically acceptable and attainable
function around which to structure space
operations. In other words, because systems
like antisatellite weapons or Brilliant Pebbles
are not currently appropriate to the global
threat, then space support (launch and satel-
lite control) and force enhancement of ter-
restrial systems become the only true func-
tions. This may be an appropriate approach
to military space forces for the next few
decades but at some point an enemy will de-
velop technology to neutralize our space
sensors. Now national security depends on
having the technology to counter enemy
countermeasures against deterrence. The
continuation of a technological lead is es-
sential to responding to, and controlling,
the early stages of a conflict. 

Developing a New Joint Doctrine
There is a consensus among the services

that space is important though it is not clear
why. What can space do for the joint
warfighter? The interesting dichotomy until

J O I N T  S P A C E  D O C T R I N E
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Desert Storm was that, in general, the Air
Force and Navy manned systems while the
Army and Marine Corps armed men. As
lethality increased in the Gulf War with the
M1–A1 Abrams tank and advanced heli-
copter armed with precision guided missiles
able to kill armor and weapons systems out-
side engagement ranges, even the Army and

Marine Corps found them-
selves manning systems of
tremendous versatility and de-
structive power. Now the chal-
lenge is for joint forces to di-
rect and focus this lethality

with such precision that even the threat of
its application serves as a real deterrent to all
rational opponents.

More consideration must be given to
what if any limitations are imposed on space
doctrine. Such limitations are primarily tech-
nical and legal. How much one can do in
space technically will be limited by access. But
legally the United States cannot limit access to
space by any nation, much as it cannot keep
another country’s ships off the seas or planes
out of the air. In times of war such limitations
succumb to national security imperatives; but
in peace they are a real consideration. The ex-
ploration of technology to support space
based weapons is prudent and necessary.

Given those limitations the only realistic
near-term goal is deterrence. In a time of
“largely undeterrable threats” and “fantastic
opportunities, greatly disguised as unsolvable
problems,” 5 space offers the best chance of

beating the odds. The Armed Forces should
have a goal of utilizing space to provide the
best timely information on global events to
prevent brush fires from becoming infernos.
By definition irrational actors act irrationally
and manipulation for advantageous position
will always occur; but knowing that the
United States can monitor and respond with
immediate and lethal force will decrease the
attractiveness of such actions. With a goal es-
tablished in a joint space doctrine, a plan
can be developed to achieve information
dominance in any conflict situation.

In addition to documenting past experi-
ence, doctrine should also point to the fu-
ture. A good example is the doctrine of day-
light strategic bombing which developed
ahead of its actual use in combat but drove
technological developments that enabled
the effective use of airpower during World
War II. Likewise, we need joint doctrine that
clearly defines space control and force appli-
cation to support the evolution of space sys-
tems from a pure supporting role into a
menu of joint space force options whose
stated purpose is to ensure overall U.S. space
superiority. All the services look to the near
future when space systems will achieve in-
formation dominance over their respective
battlespace. Information dominance goes a
step beyond mere force enhancement of our
capabilities since it implies some measure of
control over an enemy’s ability to use space
systems to generate and transmit informa-
tion to its national leadership. 

Joint space doctrine should emphasize
space power just as Joint Pub 3–05 stresses
air and space power. For the first time the
new National Military Strategy addresses
space in terms of space power. This concept
of power requires that joint doctrine go be-
yond force enhancement and space support
to advocate doctrinal tenets that not only
identify basic thoughts and operational con-
cepts with respect to terrestrial and space
warfare, but support multi-use military, com-
mercial, scientific, and environmental re-
search activities in space in the absence of
conflict. Joint doctrine should avoid service
roles and missions and establish doctrinal
goals for future space forces.

M o o r e ,  e t  a l .
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Dual Use
Developing joint doctrine must also

consider those pragmatic realities to which
the services may be driven by economic con-
straints. Hardware acquisition is a case in
point. One way to keep acquisition costs
down is to design dual-use (civilian and mil-
itary) sensors among commercial and civil-
ian research applications to meet everyday
nonmilitary requirements and, at the same
time, be ready with secure, highly capable,
on-orbit general purpose sensors for military
use in crises. This Civilian Orbiting Reserve
Force (CORF) could well be made available
under much the same criteria as the Civilian
Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF). There are many
studies on the shelf dealing with the use of
commercial communications satellites (SAT-
COM) in this manner. In fact, DOD bought
all the commercial SATCOM capacity avail-
able and used it in an ad hoc way to ramp
up the through-put to support Desert Storm
communications requirements. This was also
true for weather support because the Defense
Meteorological Satellite System (DMSP) and
the National Oceanographic and Atmo-
spheric Agency (NOAA) satellites are basi-
cally the same. In addition, the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) is viewed by many as a
planetary utility rather than a predomi-
nantly U.S. military navigation system. This
all points to the fact that the distinction be-
tween military and civilian space systems is
rapidly disappearing and that structures and
doctrines need to be adjusted.

The final ingredient of a true space doc-
trine is an explicit statement by the national
leadership that space is no longer a sanctu-
ary but rather the high ground of a global in-
fonet which can be used for civil or military
purposes. The disestablishment of the Na-
tional Space Council has created a vacuum
by removing a forum in which the national
security community and the civil sector can
discuss the space puzzle. Until this happens,
a true joint space doctrine will not evolve
since the requisite political support for suc-
cessful implementation is not available.

Joint doctrine should blend force capa-
bilities in a way that makes the whole larger
than the sum of its parts. The elements of
joint space doctrine are clear. Information
dominance is essential to support deterrence
and provide both a rationale and goal for a
near-term military space program. Assured
access to space is necessary for other activi-
ties. Just as we have placed more emphasis
on CONUS-based forces and reserves, we
must stress space transportation which sup-
ports a burst of activity when national secu-
rity is threatened. The ability to develop and
exploit space technology must also mature so
that we can oppose countermeasures to the
information dominance network. A realiza-
tion of the impact of dual use of space tech-
nologies should drive decisions on what can
be shared and what must remain exclusively
in the military sphere. Finally, in the event
that weapons in space are required to aug-
ment the sensor network for defense there
must be doctrinal support and the political
will for their development and deployment.

A joint space doctrine that considers
these elements will not only direct the
Armed Forces, it will also give the Nation a
global advantage over countries which use
space systems, military or civilian, on an ad
hoc basis, without maximizing their effi-
ciency or effectiveness. JFQ
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T he early 1990s have witnessed po-
litical, military, and technological
change which at times has seemed
dizzying in scope and scale. The

Soviet nemesis that loomed on the interna-
tional scene for more than four decades has
collapsed in political and economic disarray.
The Russian phoenix arising from the ashes is
enigmatic and unpredictable. Former states of

the Warsaw Pact actively seek membership in
NATO, partly in fear of a resurgent, virulently
nationalistic, and potentially expansionist
Russia. In the Persian Gulf a U.S.-led coalition
waged what some described as the first high-
tech conflict, one that was quarantined by
American seapower, dominated by American
airpower, and terminated by American armor.
Military technology and concepts that 

The opportunity exists to shift military planning away from the global war envisioned only a few years ago
to ragged little conflicts that appear to be the biggest threats today. Operational analyses, field exercises, and
wargames teach important lessons, with wargaming in particular helping create cross-service awareness. But
enthusiasts must resist an overreliance on games—wargamers have been known to be dazzled by mechanical
aspects of seemingly realistic combat situations and in the process to largely overlook the players. The best 
designed games may closely approximate reality while poor ones mislead and can exact a high price in lives
as occurred at Guadalcanal following flawed wargaming at the Naval War College during the 1930s. As
wargames continue to play an inevitable part in planning future contingencies, participants must avoid
being beguiled by high-tech gadgetry and focus on the human agents who make decisions in wartime.

Summary

Future Directions for
WARGAMING
By P E T E R  P.  P E R L A

Wargaming at the 
Air University.

U.S. Air Force
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received a baptism of fire in Desert Storm—
the Tomahawk cruise missile, Joint Surveil-
lance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS),
and Joint Force Air Component Commander
(JFACC)—promise to lead the Armed Forces
into uncharted waters.

To deal with constant change in the
geopolitical and military environment, poli-
cymakers, strategists, analysts, and operators
are all looking for means to overcome the
clouds of uncertainty that obscure the future.

As defense budgets decrease, it
becomes more critical than ever
to identify new technological,
operational, and political direc-
tions that will become most
profitable to pursue. The ser-
vices can no longer go their

own way in research, development, and ac-
quisition. As truly integrated joint operations
become the norm rather than the exception
to the rule, the Armed Forces must find the
tools to help them fit together seamlessly—
doctrinally, technically, and operationally.

In a quest for such tools, many turn to
wargaming. Because of its nature and long
history, wargaming may seem an alchemist’s

stone that can transform uncertainty into
prophecy, indecision into insight. From the
potentialities of futuristic technologies to
the possible implications of ancient ani-
mosities, wargaming tantalizes us with the
apparent power to reveal hidden truths and
uncover paths that ought be followed.

But wargaming is not a panacea. It is
only one tool—albeit a powerful one—
among many that we can employ to explore
a changing world. When used appropriately
it can contribute to an understanding of
where we are and where we should go. In
particular, it can help build truly joint forces
from the capabilities of various service com-
ponents. Misused or overused, wargaming
can dangerously lead us to self-fulfilling
prophecies and the delusions of self-pro-
claimed messiahs.

What is Wargaming?
To understand both the potential and

the pitfalls of wargaming, one must under-
stand what it is. Often the term is applied to
any combat model, from computer simula-
tions to field training exercises. But such a
wide definition renders the term meaning-
less. More precisely, a wargame is a model or
simulation of war conducted without ma-
neuvering actual forces, and with a sequence
of events that affects—and is affected by—
decisions of the players who represent op-
posing sides. 

Wargaming is focused on the dynamics
of war and on the interplay of human deci-
sions and possible outcomes of those deci-
sions. Its value lies in the unique ability to
illuminate the effects of the human factor in
warfare. By nature wargames seek to explore
messy, unquantifiable questions that the
physical sciences and operations analysis
must ignore. Learning what a game has to
teach requires exercising qualitative disci-
plines associated with good analytical his-
tory, not quantitative techniques more often
associated with science and operations re-
search. Wargames teach us what we did not
know that we did not know. And given all of
today’s uncertainties and questions, such a
tool is invaluable. Indeed the potential value
of wargaming manifests itself as a tool for
education and training, a device to help de-
velop and explore new concepts and opera-
tional plans, and an aid to explaining new
concepts and ideas. 

W A R G A M I N G  
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Used in training and education war-
games make the participants translate their
knowledge of strategy, tactics, or command
and control into an ability to carry out their
mission more effectively or understand real-
ity more dynamically. For example, a
prospective JFACC might be aware of the
need to balance resources for air defense
against those committed to projecting offen-
sive airpower. By placing students in a
wargaming situation in which they must ac-
tually manage the balance when faced with
an active and aggressive opponent, instruc-
tors can demonstrate the problems associ-
ated with command as well as enable the
students to discover the consequences of
success or failure.

An exploratory tool, wargaming pro-
vides players and analysts, observers and
participants, with new insights which can

lead to further investigation of the validity
and sources of their views. Wargaming com-
pels participants to look at reality from dif-
ferent perspectives and to fundamentally
change the way in which that reality is per-
ceived. If the initial design of a game incor-
porates well known critical factors into the
models and procedures, the play and the is-
sues raised can lead to the discovery of other

factors which may have
been previously unsus-
pected or undervalued.

By allowing human
decisions to influence
events made under the
press of time and on the
basis of imperfect or in-
complete information,
and by incorporating the
caprice of randomness
and luck, gaming comes
closer than other intellec-
tual exercises to illumi-
nating the dynamics of
warfare. By illustrating
the effect of these un-
quantifiable factors in
concrete terms, wargam-
ing also helps to illumi-
nate the sources of that
dynamism.

In the final analysis,
as an explanatory device,

wargames can effectively relate historical,
operational, and analytical insights. The lat-
est intelligence about operational doctrines
and strategic or tactical options of potential
adversaries can present commanders with
new problems and challenges to find feasible
solutions. Wargames can vividly portray the
operational implications of advanced
weapon systems by forcing the players to
deal with the opportunities and difficulties
presented, rather than by simply providing
numerical estimates of limited technical pa-
rameters. Wargames also recreate constraints
of knowledge and capability under which
commanders have had to operate in the
past, giving players and researchers a fresh
look at why things happened as they did.
Such insights help offset the distortion and
intellectual arrogance that too often accom-
pany the gift of 20–20 hindsight.

Participants in wargames are not pas-
sive. The interaction of participants with the
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scenario, systems, and each other provides
opportunities to develop new insights. The
insights can, in turn, prompt more detailed
historical, operational, quantitative, and sci-
entific analyses with results which can be in-
corporated into follow-on games. Such shar-
ing, testing, and revising of knowledge and
understanding is fundamental to the pro-
ductive use of wargaming. It is also one of
the reasons that wargaming can be effective
in building an interservice appreciation of
the full range of capabilities and vulnerabili-
ties of a joint force.

Some Cautionary Notes
The power of wargaming to communi-

cate and convince is also a potential danger.
Gaming can be an effective way of building
consensus on key ideas or factors in the
minds of participants. They attempt to cre-
ate the illusion of reality, and good games
succeed. This illusion is a powerful and at

times insidious influence,
especially on those with
limited operational expe-
rience. A poorly designed
game, for example, might
provide an unrealistic
quantity and quality of

information to the players. It could thus give
a false picture of the value of a weapons sys-
tem that relies on just such unattainable in-
formation to be effective.

Wargaming, as other approaches to
study and analysis, may intentionally or un-
intentionally advocate particular ideas or
programs which falsely color the events or

decisions made in a
game. Such problems
may lead to self-fulfilling
prophecies. Designers of
wargames have great
power to inform—or ma-
nipulate. Players and
others involved in games
must be aware of this
danger. They deserve and
should demand an expla-
nation of why events run
counter to experience or
expectation. They must
be allowed, in fact en-
couraged, to be skeptical
and question the validity
of any insight derived

from a game until the source of the insight
is adequately explained. If the reasons which
underlie an insight appear artificial, the in-
sight may be false and the system may need
correction. On the other hand, surprising re-
sults can often lead to an important concep-
tual breakthrough. The key to distinguishing
between them is in understanding how
much of a game’s outcome is driven by arti-
ficial models of reality and how much is
driven by the decisions of the players.

Finally it is important to understand
what a wargame is not. A wargame is not
analysis—at least not in any usual sense. It
does not produce rigorous, quantitative, or
logical dissection of a problem or define pre-
cise measures of effectiveness to compare al-
ternative options. Nor is it real. Despite the
similarities of gaming language and experi-
ence to aspects of actual military operations,
its abstractions are many and often not obvi-
ous to those without real-life combat experi-
ence. And wargames cannot be duplicated,
they cannot be replayed by simply changing
the random numbers (or rolls of the die).
The chance of independent games produc-
ing the same sequence of events and out-
comes is so small as to be negligible.
Wargaming is an exercise in human interac-
tion—and the interplay of human decisions
and simulated outcomes of those decisions
makes it impossible for two games to be the
same. As a result of all these factors,
wargaming is not a panacea for learning

W A R G A M I N G  
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about or solving problems of warfare. Its
forte is the exploration of the role and po-
tential effects of human decisions; other
tools are better suited to investigating the
more technical aspects of reality.

Where is Wargaming?
Wargaming today is in a state of flux.

Classical techniques of the seminar and path
games remain popular. At the other extreme
are technologies associated with virtual real-
ity. Proponents of these newer technologies
proclaim revolutionary breakthroughs in
how we will portray, study, and evaluate mil-
itary activities, breakthroughs that lie just
around the proverbial corner. 

Seminar games, in which the players
meet in one or more groups to discuss their
decisions and evaluate alternatives, continue
to be probably the most frequently em-
ployed type of wargame. Because they rely
to a great extent on the expertise of partici-
pants and not on rigidly constructed mathe-
matical models, seminars are frequently the
technique of choice for political-military

games. Such games have proven invaluable
in exploring issues arising from the political
dissolution of the former communist coun-
tries of Europe. For example, in mid-1993
the Marine Corps Wargaming Center at
Quantico hosted an especially interesting
game that explored various options for re-
solving the Bosnian crisis. In addition, the

Navy continues to use seminar games to ex-
plore programmatic issues in a newly re-
vived series of Program Objective Memoran-
dum (POM) wargames.

One of the more innovative develop-
ments is taking place at the Air University.
While the Air Force Wargaming Center at
Maxwell Air Force Base continues to run sem-
inar and computer-assisted games, war-
gaming is also being used at the intermediate
(or staff college) level to supplement more
traditional readings and course work. Stu-
dents receive a personal computer and soft-
ware package, including computerized plan-
ning aids and game systems with which to
explore lessons learned in operational set-
tings. Last year the Air Command and Staff
College convened a unique conference
which brought together leading designers
and experts in commercial hobby wargaming
to discuss techniques that might improve
military gaming for educational purposes.

Advanced techniques of distributed sim-
ulation coupled with the graphical magic of
virtual reality systems promise wondrous ca-
pabilities. General Paul Gorman and some
other proponents of these systems presented
a dramatic demonstration of their power
and promise to Congress a few years ago.
That demonstration showed that distributed
simulation can link separate tactical-level
simulators from locations scattered across
the country into a single overall combat sit-
uation. These capabilities enable a theater
CINC to watch the operation of an individ-
ual ship, aircraft, or vehicle. It is a techno-
logical marvel, but to what end? In the real
world a CINC seldom if ever can afford to
focus on the operation of individual tactical
elements of a joint force. 

The danger of overemphasizing “gee
whiz” technological capabilities of modern
computers is obvious; yet when applied
properly the techniques of virtual reality and
distributed simulation are extraordinarily
valuable. They can help enormously in
training combat units at the tactical level.
Computerized training can supplement a
more limited use of field exercises to im-
prove the overall quality of unit training
with significant savings. But it is important
to remember that no amount of simulation
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can substitute for experience with actual sys-
tems in actual (not virtual) environments.

On another level virtual reality tech-
niques let analysts and operators recreate and
visualize combat operations in more accurate
and useful ways which is a valuable analyti-
cal and educational tool. The truly spectacu-
lar use of SIMNET to recreate the Battle of 73
Easting in Operation Desert Storm demon-

strates the enormous power of
this technology. It helps us not
only to explain what hap-
pened during an actual opera-
tion or exercise but, more im-
portantly, to determine why
things happened as they did.
In a fuller way than was ever
possible before, we can begin

to understand what decisions forces made,
on the basis of what information, and why
and how that information conformed to or
differed from “ground truth.”

But there should not be any illusions
about the application of virtual reality simu-
lation. The more we attempt to reproduce
the details of actual environments and opera-
tions, the more and more detailed data we
must collect and model. Detailed simulations

can help develop and
teach small unit tactics
and doctrine. They can
help disparate elements of
a joint force learn more
about the environment in
which other elements op-
erate, and demonstrate the
capabilities and vulnerabil-
ities of the different ser-
vices and combat arms.
But virtual reality simula-
tions cannot fully substi-
tute for well-designed and
structured wargames and
exercises of joint com-
mand and control. And it
is on this crucial interface
of joint operations that we
must focus even greater at-
tention in the future.

Command and con-
trol is also the interface
where wargaming—with
its emphasis on human
decisionmaking under the
pressure of time and based

on imperfect or incomplete information—is
most effective. We can find a classic example
of how wargaming contributes to an under-
standing of joint command in the Warrior
Preparation Center at Einsiedlerhof, Ger-
many. U.S. European Command (EUCOM)
and others use the facilities and techniques
of the center to explore issues of joint com-
mand and educate joint staffs on these is-
sues. In Trailblazer ’93, for example, the cen-
ter conducted a wargame to help EUCOM
officers learn to implement the command
and control and the planning functions of a
JFACC staff in settling a confrontation be-
tween continental powers that required U.S.
military intervention. During this game the
players learned the crucial importance of
balancing offensive and defensive air power
when the opposition team launched several
successful air attacks on friendly bases. They
also learned the potential power of an inte-
grated joint force as the JFACC staff man-
aged the flow of information and controlled
and applied the combat assets of the entire
joint force efficiently and effectively. 

W A R G A M I N G  
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The gaming at the Warrior Preparation
Center provides commanders and staffs with
unique opportunities for realistic training
through realistic command problems based
on a realistic combat scenario. Even in this
center, however, the players must adapt to a
system and specialized devices. Not all the
systems and techniques that would be used
in a real confrontation when operating from

actual command centers
are employed. The next
step in moving from situ-
ational to environmental
realism is found in the
Navy’s use of a concept
known as Battle-Force In-
Port Training (BFIT).

In a BFIT exercise naval staffs respond to
wargaming scenarios and developing situa-
tions using the same systems and procedures
employed in actual operations. Typically,
participants man their normal duty stations
ashore and aboard ship and receive the gam-
ing inputs through the actual sensors and
communication systems. Such an approach
to gaming requires careful and specialized
preparation of data to insert into real systems
as opposed to simplified gaming systems. 

When successful BFIT is the most effec-
tive form of wargaming because it allows
players to accomplish real-life functions in a
realistically simulated artificial environment.
Emphasis is put on commanders and their
decisions, not on fancy virtual reality sys-
tems and exotic computer graphics. Technol-
ogy is the servant of the players, helping
them experience a realistic environment at a
level of detail expected during an actual op-
eration. This is the key to a truly great
wargaming system.

Whither Wargaming?
As we come to grasp the realities of a

post-Cold War world, the Armed Forces must
adapt. And, as defense budgets decline, the
possibility that we may have to use force
seems to increase, and the situations in which
we are likely to use force are not those for
which we are best prepared. Instead of mas-
sive battles on the plains of central Europe,
we must prepare for dirty little wars in
Bosnia, Somalia, or other remote locales that
we are unable to identify today. The services
cannot remain introspective as in the past.

Jointness is not a fad—it is a fact of life that is
here to stay.

History has shown that when the ser-
vices work together for prolonged periods (as
they did in the Solomons during World War
II) they appreciate each others’ strengths
and weaknesses and integrate their capabili-
ties to maximize the former and minimize
the latter. In the future, we are unlikely to
have the luxury of time to learn once a con-
flict has begun. The best time to learn these
lessons is peacetime, and the best way to
learn is in carefully integrating operational
analyses, field exercises, and wargames.
Gaming is particularly useful in educating
commanders and staffs about service capa-
bilities and components, and the command
and control necessary to integrate them into
a cohesive joint force.

In the 1930s the Naval War College slid
slowly but surely into a quagmire of self-ful-
filling prophecy. Seduced by the apparent
power of models and enamored of the me-
chanics in apparently realistic representa-
tions of combat, the wargamers at Newport
made the fatal error of emphasizing the sys-
tem and deemphasizing the players. Naval
doctrine that emerged from and reinforced
those flawed wargames severely handicapped
American cruiser and destroyer skippers
when they confronted a clever and deter-
mined opponent who did not play by New-
port’s rules. The Navy atoned for its sins in
the blood of sailors and the treasure of ships
in the nightmarish battles off Guadalcanal.

Once again we face subtle traps; only
today the systems are more powerful, the
temptations more alluring. To avoid a future
butcher’s bill we must learn from the past. If
we use wargaming, as we must, to develop
joint doctrine and educate joint warfighters,
we have to ensure that games focus on play-
ers and their decisions. We cannot afford to
be distracted by exotic bells and whistles or
dazzled by high-tech computer graphics. We
have new and powerful tools just as we had
in the 1930s. We must harness these tools,
not permit them to dictate our purposes. JFQ
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W e are witnessing an astonish-
ing change in modern war.
The volume of space in
which coordinated military

action takes place has greatly expanded,
tending towards the global, while the time
available for decisionmaking has shrunk,
pushing the human operator increasingly
out of the control loop. These tendencies
first became apparent in air operations, but
are now encompassing an increasing range
of land, sea, space, and special operations,

all linked or capable of being linked digitally
as never before. The vital medium of linkage
is software 1 which exists in a seamless and
hidden terrain: logic. Although it underpins
a remarkable and growing range of military
activities, software has been regarded as the
plaything of engineers or an enhancement
to military hardware which lacked anything
of its own worthy of exploitation.

Hidden within weapons systems, and
fully comprehensible only to engineers or
specialists, the growing role of software in
modern warfare is easy to overlook. Yet soft-
ware is more than an engineering tool. It is
an operational entity and weapon in its own
right that needs to be exploited to maxi-
mum effect like any other. It supplants an
increasing range of military functions previ-
ously undertaken by combatants. On the

Software constitutes the digital linkage among land, sea, air, space, and special operations forces, a capability
that will increasingly outdistance human agents who will have to master and use it in wars of the future. It
will power the flow of data, fuse information into images in command centers, analyze intelligence, and
direct weapons against an enemy. Battlespace will expand as the time to make decisions contracts. The
Armed Forces will rely preeminently upon near real-time adjustments to the shifting sands of war, on the
ability to strike at pivotal points in small windows of opportunity. Emerging operational doctrine requires
streamlined and flexible communications software that is highly dependable. Drawing on the seamless
terrain of logic will enable the joint warfighter to perfect the concept of cooperative weaponry.

Summary

The views expressed in this article are the author’s and do not necessarily represent
those of either the Ministry of Defence or Her Majesty’s Government.

SOFTWARE
WARFARE
The Militarization 
of Logic
By P E T E R  C.  E M M E T T
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ground and in the air, from beam-steering
radars to intelligence-gathering platforms,
software drives many increasingly sophisti-
cated sensors with capabilities that would
otherwise be limited or not available. All
types of information flows via the software-
driven nodes of communications networks.
It is fused and transformed into images at
command positions and may be further ana-
lyzed by software. Action against an enemy
is conducted using weapons whose perfor-
mance is also likely to be highly dependent
on software.

With the power and immense potential
of software as the starting point, military
technology is on the threshold of a leap for-
ward comparable with, if not greater than,
revolutions that brought about the mecha-
nization of land forces and development of
airpower. The paradox and inadequacy of
current thinking is this: while matériel that
plays a part in war is fully militarized and
exploited according to its capabilities, the
potential of software is left out of the opera-
tional mainstream. The means of introduc-
ing the military functions of software into
the framework of formal doctrine must now
become our highest operational priority.

Earlier in this century the great task of
military theorists was to reconcile war with
scientific and technological innovation.
That difficult task, born of the senseless
slaughter of World War I, was marked by a
slow acceptance of change.2 Then World War
II, when enemies of civilization effectively
incorporated mechanization into their
warfighting doctrine, brought further catas-
trophe to the world and near total defeat for
the Allies. At the close of the 20th century,
military science has an immense new chal-
lenge equally vital to the performance in
battle of those Western nations to whom
this still matters—the militarization of logic.

Software Military Functions
The whole art of military effectiveness

lies in the ability to move cooperating forces
across a theater of operations in order to
strike at the decisive points, adapting as

rapidly as possible to the ever-changing and
unpredictable fortunes of war. As a process
this can be broken down into three basic ele-
ments: representation of the position, analy-
sis of positional information and direction of
firepower, and action of all types against the
enemy. In essence, war is a cycle of “see,
think, and strike” in which adaptability, in-
telligence, speed, and cooperation are vital
ingredients. Software has now become so
closely involved at all stages in this cycle that
any analysis of software military functions
might examine, as a reasonable starting
point, the degree to which the logical ana-
logues of each vital ingredient can be embod-
ied within software operational doctrine.

Logical Mobility
If the analogue of firepower is process-

ing power, then the analogue of movement
in logical terrain is change—not only in the
information that flows within the terrain,
but also change in its logical features: the
application and content of the programs
fielded. Processing power designed to serve a
particular tactical objective at one time may
thus fail to serve it at another. To be effec-
tive, the required functionality must be
adaptable. It must be logically mobile.

The tendency today is to build ever-in-
creasing sophistication into military soft-
ware. Every major and minor function gets
coded, but the benefits of program sophisti-
cation are negated if it limits adapting pro-
grams in rapidly changing tactical environ-
ments. The relationship between size and
adaptability is not a straightforward one. It
depends on what is being changed, the
number of affected program units, and the
modularity of the code. The general conse-
quences of program size must, however, be
recognized and for every project its specific
impact on defined functional areas must be
assessed in terms of basic tactical criteria.

The Persian Gulf War resulted in emer-
gency programming to meet unexpected
challenges. These included software changes
in thermal imaging and laser designator
pods installed on aircraft by the Royal Air
Force 3 and Firefinder weapon-locating radar
adapted to a Scud missile detection role by
the U.S. Army.4 Such ad hoc program
changes, implemented in time to be put to
tactical use, represent the beginnings of
what will undoubtedly be an important facet
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of future software operational doctrine,
namely, tactical programming. This may be
defined as transforming assets in logical ter-
rain to deal effectively with the challenges of
the moment. As software increasingly pene-
trates the tactical level, so will the need to
exploit the adaptability characteristic of soft-
ware. A compromise will be required be-
tween program sophistication, on one hand,
and adaptability, on the other. Such a com-
promise is comparable with that between ar-
mored firepower and mobility. In this criti-
cal tradeoff software engineering is failing
utterly to serve real military needs.

In the early days of
computer programming the
bulk and limited capacity of
available digital storage tech-
nologies were severe con-
straints on program design
and, hence, on the sophisti-
cation of system require-

ments. It also led programmers to find the
slickest means of horning the required func-
tionality into the available memory space, and
favored efficient but highly obscure languages
and programming techniques. Such programs
were difficult to comprehend, but at least they
were bounded and the implemented function-
ality was reduced to the operationally essen-
tial. With the exponential growth in memory
capacity from the 1960s onwards, program
size simply grew to fill available memory
space. With diverse programming languages
and poor development techniques, the need
arose for programs in standard high-level lan-
guages in a framework of agreed software en-
gineering discipline.5 And as software engi-
neering leapt ahead leaving operational staffs
in a void of subservient incomprehension, it
effectively hijacked the procurement process.

The quantity of software generated for
military equipment today staggers the imagi-
nation. Freed from the bounds of computer
memory size and aided by a growing
plethora of development tools, program-
ming teams routinely churn out lines of
code by the millions or tens of millions. At
the outset of a project, operational staffs are
beguiled into building every conceivable so-
phistication into a project requirement, sup-
ported by a seemingly limitless capacity of

engineers to generate the required code. In
too many cases they are oblivious to devel-
opment risks, maintenance costs, and pro-
gram adaptability. The result is that the ter-
rain of modern combat is filled by
non-adapting dinosaurs—monsters of func-
tionality bloated by excess requirements, the
essential along with the unfiltered trivial.
Such weapons will have no place on the log-
ical battlefield of the future.

The latest rash of problems with the
new generation of software-intensive fighter
aircraft6 should give pause for thought on
the achievements of software engineering in
the cold light of the military balance sheet.
It is not that software cannot bring immense
new capabilities. Rather, it is a question of
placing the untamed power of software
within a doctrinal harness to obtain effective
military benefit from the capabilities. A pri-
mary task of doctrine is thus to impose a
strict review process on the military func-
tions that ought to be trusted to code and
on the total extent of code that may be gen-
erated. The appropriate maxim might be: If
it doesn’t win wars, don’t code it. The cen-
tral aim must be to strike the right balance
between war-fighting capabilities and future
demands to alter those capabilities when the
need arises.

The ideal adaption is one that can be
generated in real-time during the course of
battle. This is the domain of Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) that can be regarded as the ulti-
mate in logical mobility. Though it is un-
likely that software adaption can ever be
uniquely of this form, software operational
doctrine must embrace AI as a key strategic
technology.

Battlefield Real-Time
The speed and complexity of modern

conflict are leading inexorably to trust in a
growing range of functions in the “see,
think, and strike” loop to automated actions
governed by software. A simple example is
the automatic fire mode of guided
weaponry, such as the Patriot anti-missile
system, in which the linkage among sensor,
threat analysis, and fire decision (with op-
tional human override) is fully computer-
ized. On the wider battlefield, if command
and control decisions are to be made in tac-
tically meaningful time, the sophistication
of modern sensors and the vast quantities of

S O F T W A R E  W A R F A R E
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information they generate means that the
battlefield analysis process must itself be in-
creasingly entrusted to software. An im-
mense research effort in this area is already
generating the tools of the future, such as
the “Warbreaker” data base for finding time-
critical targets being developed by the Joint
Intelligence Development Staff.7 Software-in-
tensive weapons thus generate the need for
speed in threat assessment and, as tactical
activity in war speeds up, the requirement
for speed of decision generates the further
need to trust intelligent systems. The human
element will always be present, but it is
being progressively swamped, marginalized,
and obliged to depend on capabilities and
flexibilities written into command and con-
trol software at the outset of a conflict.

Preparation and innate adapt-
ability, achieved by sound doc-
trine, are the keys to future
combat effectiveness.

The greatest changes in
the practice of warfare are
likely yet to come. On the bat-

tlefields of the present era, software is om-
nipresent but exists in each case as a servant
of some well-contained command and con-
trol function. Intercommunication among
software elements may take place, but the
human combatant remains the principal
means of linking the “see, think, and strike”
loop. It is important to recognize the strong

temporal dependency of any
threat and that the more effec-
tively an opponent operates in
logical terrain, the faster the
threat will change. The human
link becomes ever more the
weakest, and inexorably auto-
matic fire modes will replace
slower manual processes as this
becomes technically feasible.
However, this cannot be a lo-
calized development confined
to weapon software in isolation
from other elements on the
battlefield. In order to exploit
the speed characteristic of soft-
ware, there must be direct link-
age and control back to the
command and control position.
Only here can the full picture
be assessed and the most effec-
tive strike modes be identified.

The central aim is, as always, to coordinate
diverse forces to strike most effectively at the
decisive points at moments of vulnerability.

With many competing demands for in-
formation and direction, a mechanism for
resolving conflicts and allocating priorities
will be essential. The analogy with the prob-
lem of real-time control in a multi-tasking
engineering environment—well understood
by the software engineer—is both striking
and perfect. The logical battlefield is
steadily evolving into a single, massive, real-
time system in which human activity repre-
sents a subset of the total process. What is
presently lacking is a battlefield real-time
executive that is able to resolve conflicts
and allocate operational priorities between
competing and ever-changing demands on
military hardware use. This resource must
be able to employ the results of sensing and
analysis to generate continually the opti-
mum instantaneous strike posture for each
weapon. Weapons would be assigned singly
or by group and switched between local and
autonomous control as necessary. The ob-
ject would be to direct and coordinate avail-
able firepower at the weakest areas as soon
as the moments of opportunity arose. The ra-
tionale of battle would be embedded in a
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suite of analysis pro-
grams on continual
call to the battlefield
executive. An under-
lying operational
doctrine must be
wedded to battlefield
intelligence here in
order to generate spe-
cific operational di-
rectives. Here as well,
operational flexibility
must be maximized
through program
adaptability. The bat-
tlefield executive sys-
tem would be nested
in higher order exec-
utive programs. At
the highest executive

level would reside the strategic rationale
from which immediate tactical priorities
would be derived.

The exploitation of the software charac-
teristics of speed, intelligence, and adaptabil-
ity can be traced in the future battlefield sys-
tem alluded to above. In the strict sense that
the system would be centrally coordinated, a
type of logical cooperation would exist. But
combatants can also cooperate without re-
course to higher command, an activity with
no logical analogue as yet.

Logical Cooperation
Cooperation among software-driven

weapons is a potent tactical concept. It is the
artillery on the logical battlefield just wait-
ing to be discovered. Totally overlooked in
old ideas about war, it is the most com-

pelling evidence of the need to alter
perceptions of the nature of mod-
ern warfare.

The capabilities and potential of
cooperative weaponry can be illus-
trated by the example of a stand-off
tactical air-to-ground missile. Its re-

quirements and specifications must be con-
sidered in terms of defined targets, for no sin-
gle design could ever cope with the myriad
of possible ground targets. For instance, con-
crete bunkers may be identified as the princi-
pal targets. A requirement to penetrate a
given thickness of concrete will then be spec-
ified and the missile’s body and warhead de-
signed accordingly. Such a weapon will be

less effective in roles outside the design pa-
rameters, such as area destruction of build-
ings or blast attack against scattered ground
targets. By contrast consider the many possi-
ble modes of operation for a group of cooper-
ating air-to-ground missiles. Under the con-
trol of a coordinating software, resource
options would be open to attack in sequence
or simultaneously and at one location or
many. The results of an attack could also be
employed in selecting targets for follow-on
attacks, the selections being made instanta-
neously (real-time) by the directing software.
Simultaneous or closely sequenced attacks on
a single location would tend to be effective
against hardened targets, while sequenced
strikes against buildings could be employed
until a desired effect was achieved. The many
possible combinations could be selected ei-
ther on a self-organizing basis or in response
to directives from a central command and
control position.

Weapons would attack in groups and act
as cohesive entities, adapting to the charac-
teristics of any threat and wrapping them-
selves around it at the weakest points. The
significant benefits of logical cooperation
would be greatly improved flexibility in
weapon design and use, much greater collec-
tive destructive effect, and a potentially
lower detection threshold achieved through
the ability to disperse in defense and swarm
during attack. A low detection threshold
would favor developing small weapons. The
joint applications of logical cooperation are
as diverse as war itself, from air combat to
undersea mine warfare. Its exploitation is
likely when a need arises to apply force with
maximum economy at times and places that
will make an operational difference.

The Operational-Engineering
Relationship

The role of doctrine is to serve as a guide
to action, but software operational doctrine
raises special problems of application be-
cause of the sheer complexity and esoteric
nature of software. To be applied effectively,
the relationship between the operational
and engineering domains of military soft-
ware development has to be clear.

Unbounded software production has led
to project overruns, escalating costs, and
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products that fail to meet design specifica-
tions. These widely recognized problems
have been described as the “software crisis,”
and solutions have repeatedly been sought
using a software engineering approach.
However, the role of the engineer is to de-
liver on a request, not to determine its na-
ture and scale. The crisis stems not uniquely
from bad engineering but ultimately from
inappropriate and anachronistic procure-
ment philosophies that have failed to adapt
to the peculiar difficulties of software devel-
opment. In the military sphere, the way out
of the crisis must be sought through opera-
tional doctrine that, by identifying the mili-
tary functions of software, harnesses and di-
rects the power of software within a
coherent procurement rationale. Software
operational doctrine will take years to estab-
lish but its relationship with software engi-
neering may be simply stated. The purpose
of software engineering is to maintain the
operational capacity to deliver and support
the new or altered functionality requested
by the user, in accordance with operationally

defined criteria. The
role of software op-
erational doctrine is
to determine the
scale, content, and
operational quality
of what ought to be
requested. Thus this
doctrine must not
only be imposed
firmly upon soft-
ware engineering at
all stages of project
development, but it
must also unhesi-
tatingly interfere in

the methodologies employed in software en-
gineering. Software production is an opera-
tional issue.

As an example of the strategic insight
that may be obtained through software oper-
ational doctrine, consider the need to estab-
lish, through doctrine, a set of criteria for
operational quality. Operational quality has
many facets but includes the frequent need
to trust software to carry out its functions re-
liably. Degrees of required reliability are usu-
ally expressed in terms of the safety or mis-
sion criticality of program functions.8 Such

classifications are appropriate when pro-
grams undertake well defined and compart-
mentalized support roles in a weapon or sys-
tem and thus can be segregated effectively
from less critical software. But as the role of
operational software widens and is utilized
more as a weapon in its own right, forging
multiple and fast-changing linkages in fluid
tactical environments, the distinctions be-
tween safety critical and non-safety critical
software will become increasingly meaning-
less. Given the unpredictability of war, the
importance of any single unit of code can-
not be predetermined. This leads to the need
to treat all operational software on the same
basis and to the concomitant demand for
performance reliability that is as near abso-
lute as possible. Only mathematical proof
can deliver such levels of assurance.

Processes by which programs may be
demonstrated to be correct by mathematical
analysis are termed Formal Methods (FM).
These methods take many forms, but an im-
portant one is the capture of informally con-
ceived requirements as a formal, mathemati-
cally describable specification. This is an
intensive manual process that now can only
be done by a limited number of specialists.
Once a formal specification has been de-
fined, however, the code generated may be
analyzed with near absolute rigor, and a
high level of trust may be placed on pro-
gram performance.

Defining a formal specification has an-
other potential benefit that future military
leaders must fully grasp: it is a major step to-
wards automatic code generation.9 It may
take a strong measure of operational aware-
ness to advance the science of FM, just as ar-
mored warfare led to advances in metallurgy
and mechanics, but achieving automatic
code generation would represent a strategic
asset of the highest order. Widespread use of
FM and automatic code generation would
lead to a major shift in the manual effort of
programming (still required in hardware in-
terfaces) towards the equally manual process
of formal requirements capture. The major
strategic gain would be one of greatly en-
hanced logical mobility through the ability
to convert rapidly an informally conceived
but immediate tactical need in a reliable bat-
tlefield program.

E m m e t t
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Automatic code generation would not,
however, mean reducing the personnel re-
quirement for generating military code and
may well increase it. What it would do is
alter radically the pattern of personnel use,
both in operations and support. Opera-
tionally, the two principal roles would be
control over operational program configura-
tion and the continuous definition of infor-
mal software requirements. In the support
area requirements would be captured for-
mally by a team of dedicated specialists and
converted into reliable code for immediate
use in the theater of operations.

The organizational expression of the re-
lationship between software engineer and
combatant must also be a result of software
operational doctrine, born of the need to en-
sure fast and effective cooperation between

the support and operational
areas of software combat.
Viewed in this way the soft-
ware engineer-combatant re-
lationship may be compared
with the well established re-

lationship between field service teams and
armored combat units. Both are concerned
with the maintenance of field mobility,
whether physical or logical.

The Future Battlefield
That software is a weapon in its own

right is the justification and foundation of
software operational doctrine. Winning wars
must be the overriding criterion of all soft-
ware development. There is no room for ex-
cess baggage in software warfare. The lum-
bering monsters of code on the nascent
logical battlefields of today must give way to
lean, adaptable, and communicative soft-
ware that undertakes well-defined functions
in an all-embracing strategic system.

Starting with the military prerequisites
of adaptability, intelligence, speed, and coop-
eration, software operational doctrine has
been considered in terms of logical ana-
logues. Derived concepts of logical mobility,
battlefield real-time, and logical cooperation
have also been identified as a basis for fur-
ther doctrinal development. From doctrine
to practice, through a clearly defined opera-
tional-engineering relationship, arise require-
ments for speed in software development
and absolute trust in operational software.

The idea of cooperative weaponry stems
from considering software as a weapon in its
own right, as opposed to a tool of particular
hardware performance requirements. The
technology for putting logical cooperation
into practice has been available for many
years. The missing ingredient has been sys-
tematic thinking to illuminate the strange
new terrain on which the military of the
next century will undoubtedly operate. The
concept of cooperative weaponry surprised
many when it was introduced in 1992. As the
illumination of this new terrain increases it is
safe to assume that logical cooperation will
not be the last surprise to be found. JFQ
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A mong the detritus of the National
Defense Authorization Act for Fis-
cal Year 1994 can be discovered a
provision establishing the Com-

mission on Roles and Missions of the Armed
Forces. While the call for a blue ribbon panel
to study a politically sensitive problem is a

relatively ho-hum event—al-
beit the time-honored method
of dealing with thorny paro-
chial issues—the military
ought to be alerted to the fact
that this commission might
really do something. As the

pundits are quick to remind us, we live in a
new era, and the commission’s recommenda-
tions may prompt far-reaching changes that
otherwise would not occur. 

Happily for those who cleave to the sta-
tus quo, the roles and missions debate
means turf, and past efforts to make the ser-
vices come to grips with this issue have
yielded predictably limited results. The
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff reports
to Congress on roles and missions every
three years. In February 1993 General Colin
Powell sent his “Report on the Roles, Mis-

sions, and Functions of the Armed Forces of
the United States” as required by the Gold-
water-Nichols DOD Reorganization Act of
1986. The Bottom-Up Review—though not
specifically aimed at roles and functions—
indirectly evaluated areas of suspected over-
lap. Neither of these documents, however,
proposed fundamentally altering the tradi-
tional allocation of roles and missions
among the services. 

But we are reaching a point where con-
gressional frustration with military obsti-
nance—real or perceived—might boil over.
Senator Sam Nunn observed in a speech de-
livered in July 1992 that a thorough review of
service roles, functions, and missions was
needed because of the drastic change in the
international order. The budget deficit and di-
minished threats combine to create high lev-
els of public interest in downsizing (or right-
sizing) the Armed Forces. And a steadily
increasing turnover in Congress will eventu-
ally dilute the traditional “balance of power”
on Capitol Hill that preserved and protected
service-parochial interests during the Cold
War. But the sacred cows may soon be slaugh-
tered and rice bowls shattered—with the im-
petus coming from the all-encompassing re-
view implicit in the mandate of the newly
created Commission on Roles and Missions.

For the commission to have an impact it
must distance itself from previous attempts

Cutting 
Defense
Method Instead of Madness
By D A V I D  F .  T O D D  and R A L P H  M.  H I T C H E N
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to look at roles and missions along the tradi-
tional fractious lines of service components
and showcase systems. It must find a way to
evaluate military forces and capabilities
within a common analytical frame of refer-
ence. Instead of comparing apples and or-
anges, it must compare apples and apples.
One way to do this is by adopting a strategy-
capabilities evaluation methodology. 

Problems, Paradigms, and 
Frames of Reference

Many and probably most evaluations of
roles and missions take on a service versus
service perspective—endeavoring, for in-
stance, to compare similar units or echelons
like divisions, wings, carrier battle groups,
etc. Such a methodology has the reduction-
ist virtue of getting directly to the point,
that is, the all-important questions of turf
and budget, but it clearly lacks intellectual

rigor as well as the thoroughness and rele-
vance demanded by the real world of mili-
tary operations. 

For example, a direct comparison of the
capabilities of heavy bombers versus carrier-
based aircraft is inadequate. Only in a con-
text of how the systems are employed—what
operational tasks each might be called upon
to accomplish—can valid judgments be
made. One way to employ these systems
might be to either disrupt or destroy military
C3 and other high value fixed targets. In this
context the capabilities of bombers and car-
rier-based aircraft is compared in a meaning-
ful sense. But to complete the analytical pro-
cess other systems and forces must be
considered. These include but are not limited
to direct fires from attack helicopters and
Special Operations Forces; indirect fires from
field artillery, multiple launch rocket sys-
tems, and advanced tactical missile systems;
direct action from electronic warfare assets;
strikes from carrier battle groups with F–14,
F/A–18, and A–6 aircraft, surface action
groups with naval fire support and toma-
hawk land attack missiles (TLAM), nuclear-
fuelled submarines with TLAM, and Marine

special warfare assets; and interdiction from a
range of land-based aerial strike assets with
AV–8B, A–10, F–16, F–15E, F/A–18, F–117,
F–111, AC–130, B–52, B–1, B–2 aircraft. With-
out an employment context—in other words,
objectives—and an assessment of available
systems and force elements, comparing
heavy bombers with carrier-based aircraft is
an exercise in futility.

Buzzwords to Methodology
The strategy-capabilities evaluation

methodology is a two-phased process. In the
first step, a strategy versus capability frame-
work is used to correlate military capabilities
through two parallel perspectives. One per-
spective, the strategy process, systematically
extrapolates military tasks from national
goals or interests. Borrowing heavily from
the RAND Corporation’s publicized strategy-
to-tasks framework, the strategy process is a

series of interre-
lated top-down
decisions which
link national
goals and inter-

ests with operational objectives and tasks.
Operational objectives represent agreed on
criteria for the successful prosecution of mil-
itary operations. The service organizational hi-
erarchy parallels the strategy process. It is a
systemic refinement of service roles and
functions, with the ultimate goal of cata-
loging and defining operational capabilities
of force elements available to a commander
in chief. Correlating these analytical
paradigms as illustrated below will, in turn,
result in a strategy versus capability matrix.

Whereas RAND’s strategy-to-tasks frame-
work was designed to evaluate the procure-
ment of weapons systems that would support
theater or campaign operational objectives, a
strategy versus capability matrix will identify
what operational objectives a geographic or
functional CINC must accomplish and com-
pare those with the operational capabilities
that service combat elements bring to the
fight. The significance of all this for the cur-
rent roles and missions debate—and the
work of the newly-created, congressionally-
mandated commission—is that by using the
validated strategy-to-tasks framework, we
have a tool to evaluate the utility of various
force elements and the associated weapon

C U T T I N G  D E F E N S E

Figure out what you don’t do well, and then don’t do it!
—Attributed to Alf, the TV Alien
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systems within a common frame of
reference—a tool that if used prop-
erly will enable us to identify ser-
vice-specific capabilities that may
be redundant. 

The second phase of the strat-
egy-capabilities evaluation method-
ology refines the analytical focus
on suspected redundant capabilities
as opposed to forces, avoiding a tra-
ditionally fatal detour into service
component turf concerns. Deci-
sions on reducing forces will in-
evitably be made, but only after a
detailed evaluation determines whether the
capabilities or forces in question—those that
deliver capabilities we have identified—are
redundant or complementary. Redundant
forces can accomplish the same operational
objectives and tasks as other forces. But
while complementary forces may accom-
plish the same operational objectives and
tasks, they also have unique capabilities that
enable a wide range of applications. 

This phase is the force systems capability
evaluation, a structured process which com-
pares forces suspected of being redundant.
Validated criteria must be used for a thor-
ough comparison of forces to see if they are
either redundant or complementary. Repre-
sentative criteria might include weighing ad-
vantages and disadvantages regarding the
strategy-capability evaluation methodology.
This methodology has a number of advan-
tages that recommend it to the Commission
on Roles and Missions and that could have a

Marine M–1 Abrams.
U.S. Marine Corps

C–17 Globemaster II.
U.S. Air Force (David McLeod)

the strategy-capability methodology
compares similar force capabilities—
not force elements—among the services
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significant influence in debates over defense
in general, and force reductions in particular.
Using this methodology the commission
will have an unassailable analytic device
with which to reach its recommendations.
First, it takes a framework of proven worth
in force planning and acquisition matters—
namely, strategy-to-tasks—and adapts it to
evaluate force structure. Second, it compares
similar force capabilities—not force ele-
ments—among the services. Apples can fi-
nally be compared with apples. Lastly, the
methodology lends itself to establishing ana-
lytically derived common evaluation criteria.

In this way a significant
amount of “gut feel” can be
systematically weeded out of
the process of evaluating force
structure. 

Applying this methodol-
ogy will do more than merely
identify redundant force ca-
pabilities. It will also illumi-
nate the unique contribu-
tions of each force to the
battlefield and the flexibility
of complementary capabili-
ties. Where redundancies are
identified, the commission
might recommend eliminat-
ing some force elements asso-
ciated with those capabilities
or, alternatively, conclude
that the operational tasks as-
sociated with the capabilities
are crucial and justify a de-
gree of redundancy. 

The Unkindest Cut
It appears defense spending will con-

tinue to be cut. Prudent military planners on
the west bank of the Potomac would be
wise, for example, to look seriously at how
to divide a slice of the pie that amounts to
no more than 2 percent of GNP. But the
question now before Congress is not how
much to cut, but what to cut.

We are endorsing a methodology that
will endow the deliberations of the Commis-
sion on Roles and Missions with a serious
degree of analytical rigor. Absent rigor, its
recommendations may result in ill-advised,
across-the-board reductions in the Armed
Forces—with a multitude of proverbial ba-
bies being thrown out with the bath water.
Such actions would clearly jeopardize the
unassailable military superiority which the
Nation enjoys and result in putting goals
and interests at risk. There must be a clear
understanding of what is at stake on both
sides of the River, for it is a lot more than
ships, aircraft, and divisions with historic
lineages. To paraphrase a trendy political ex-
pression, it’s the capabilities, stupid! JFQ
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conflict, but it did not exist ei-
ther strategically or doctri-
nally. In virtually every case it
was the product of initiatives
by mid-level officers who put
aside service parochialism to
confront a common enemy.
There are a number of specific
illustrations which stand out.

The Argentine air force
operated the only tankers in
the inventory. The two KC–
130s were essential to air
strikes against the British fleet
whether carried out by air
force or naval planes. For ex-
ample, Skyhawks (flown by
both services) had at most a
few minutes over their targets
if not refueled in the air. The
Malvinas were barely within
range of the attack aircraft of
either service. In addition,
every mission flown by the
navy’s Exocet-armed Super

Etendards required at least one air-to-air re-
fueling. These planes carried out five at-
tacks, the second of which sank HMS
Sheffield and the fourth Atlantic Conveyor.
The last Super Etendard attack on May 30,
1982, needed a triple refueling to strike over

Argentine
Jointness
and the Malvinas
By R O B E R T  L.  S C H E I N A
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Identity is as basic to an institution as it
is to those who comprise it, and once es-
tablished identity can assume greater
importance than survival itself. This is

particularly true of the military. The Argen-
tine experience in the Malvinas (Falklands)
reveals that military institutions must evolve
in order to succeed and that adherence to in-
stitutional identity can be fatal if main-
tained at all costs. Jointness existed at the
operational and tactical levels within the Ar-
gentine armed forces during the Malvinas

Robert L. Scheina currently holds the George C.
Marshall Chair of Strategy at the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces. He has published
widely on Latin American naval and maritime
affairs, including Latin America: A Naval History,
1810–1987.

HMS Yarmouth training
hoses on HMS Ardent
which burns out of
control after being hit
by Argentine air force
and navy planes.
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500 miles from base and to circle and ap-
proach from the east. Without the air force,
Argentine naval aviation could not have
sunk HMS Sheffield, Atlantic Conveyor, and
HMS Ardent nor have damaged other ships.1

The defense of the airfield at Puerto Ar-
gentina (Port Stanley) was also joint. The air
force contributed search radar; the navy
communication, plotters, and direction per-
sonnel; and the army twin barrel, radar-con-
trolled Oerlikon Contraves 35mm guns. Fol-
lowing an initial attack on May 1 by British

A R G E N T I N E  J O I N T N E S S

Super Etendard with
Exocet missile prior to
attack on the morning
of May 4.
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Close-up view of dam-
age to HMS Sheffield
(note Chaff rocket
launchers which were
part of a system de-
signed to offer protec-
tion from missiles like
Exocets).

U.K. Ministry of Defence

Chronology

April 2 Task Force 40 puts Argentine forces ashore
near Port Stanley; Moody Brooks Barracks and
Government House seized

April 5 British carrier group sails from Portsmouth

April 12 maritime exclusion zone comes into effect
around Falklands

April 14 Argentine fleet leaves Puerto Belgrano

April 21 South Georgia operation begins

April 25 South Georgia recaptured by British forces

April 29 British task force arrives at exclusion zone

April 30 total exclusion zone comes into force

May 1 initial SAS and SBSD landings; first raid on Port
Stanley by Sea Harriers and naval bombardment

May 2 General Belgrano sunk on orders of War
Cabinet with loss of 321 Argentine sailors

May 4 HMS Sheffield sunk; first Sea Harrier shot down

May 7 total exclusion zone extended to 12 miles off
Argentine coast

May 9 trawler Narwhal attacked
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Vulcans and Harriers, the latter had to
change tactics from close-in bombing to less
accurate lob bombing. This was due largely
to the effective Argentine anti-aircraft de-
fenses which were credited with shooting
down five Harriers, plus a few Argentine air-
craft which strayed too close. Importantly,
the defenders kept the airfield partially oper-
ational throughout the entire conflict. The
fact that in spite of British activity an Electra
carrying supplies was able to land on June
14 (the day Port Stanley fell) testifies to the
success of this joint effort.2

Another success that can be attributed
to jointness was the Exocet missile which hit
the destroyer HMS Glamorgan. In April, while
tensions were building over the Argentine
occupation of the Malvinas, the Argentine
navy removed two Exocet missiles and
launchers from the destroyer Santisima
Trinidad. It married these to a jury-rigged fire

control system and then mounted them on
old trailers and christened them Instalación
de Tiro Berreta (a do-it-yourself firing system).
It took an air force C–130 three attempts to
get the system to the Malvinas. Once on the
island, the system was mated to an army
Rasit radar operated by a marine officer. The
first attempt to fire a missile failed, perhaps
due to damage sustained in transit. A second
missile veered sharply to the right because of
a bad connection. On June 12, two days be-
fore the fall of Port Stanley, a third missile
slammed into HMS Glamorgan.3

Other cases of Argentine jointness arose
when air force attack aircraft trained against
navy type 42 destroyers (the same class of
ship found in the British fleet); the air force
and navy shared meager reconnaissance as-
sets; and the air force carried navy Exocets
between Rio Grande and Espora for mainte-
nance. Unfortunately for the Argentine
cause such ad hoc efforts on the operational
and tactical levels were too few and too late,
and could not make up for a lack of joint
strategic planning and doctrine that was
necessary to overcome the inertia fostered
by each service’s institutional identity.

Today, the Argentines are fully aware of
the price that they paid for this lack of joint-
ness. In 1982 the last military junta tasked a
retired army general, Benjamin Rattenbach,
to conduct an investigation of the war effort.
Rattenbach, renowned for his professional-
ism, headed a joint team which produced a
secret report. Eventually, many of the report’s
findings were leaked to the press and, in
1988, a group of veterans published the full
report under the title of Informe Rattenbach: el
drama de Malvinas. The report concluded that
there was a lack of joint training and plan-
ning, and what did exist was purely theoreti-
cal and unable to be (translated) into action.4

S c h e i n a

Super Etendard Attack on HMS Sheffield (May 4, 1982)

Source: Robert L. Scheina, Latin America: A Naval History, 1810–1987 (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1987), p. 267.

May 12 QE2 leaves Southampton with 
5th Brigade on board

May 14 SAS attack on Pebble Island

May 21 San Carlos landing begins. HMS Ardent sunk;
16 Argentine aircraft lost

May 23 Antelope sunk; 7 Argentine aircraft lost

May 25 HMS Coventry and Atlantic Conveyor sunk

May 28 Battle of Goose Green; 5th Brigade trans-ships
from QE2 at South Georgia

May 29 42d Commando lands on Mount Kent

June 1 5th Brigade disembarks at San Carlos

June 2 2d Para leapfrogs to Bluff Cove

June 6 Scots Guards land at Fitzroy; Welsh Guards
embark for same

June 8 Disaster at Fitzroy; HMS Galahad and HMS
Tristam bombed with loss of 51 crewmen

June 11 Battle of Port Stanley begins; Mount Longdon,
Harriet, and Two Sisters

June 12 Battle of Tumbledown and Wireless Ridge

June 14 Argentine forces surrender at Port Stanley

Source: Max Hastings and Simon Jenkins, The Battle for the
Falklands (London: Michael Joseph, 1983), pp.341– 43.
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The architects of the
Malvinas campaign
conferring at Puerto 
Argentina: (from left)
Rear Admiral Carlos
Busser of the marines,
landing force com-
mander; General 
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Marine officer briefing
5th Battalion personnel
with Puerto Argentino
in distance.
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Malvinas Islands
Source: Public Information Secretariat of the Presidency of the Nation, 
Islas Malvinas Argentinas (Buenos Aires, 1982).

A R G E N T I N E  J O I N T N E S S

Skyhawk 305 being
armed for attack on
May 1 (the intended
target of one bomb,
HMS Invincible, has
been enscribed by
deck crew).
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Osvaldo Garcia of the
army, commander of 
V Corps in Patagonia
and theater of opera-
tions; and Rear Admiral
Gualter Allara of the
navy, amphibious force
commander.
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Juan Carlos Murguizur, a lecturer at the
Argentine army staff college, laid bare the
failure of jointness on the strategic level:

The armed forces were divided into watertight
compartments, each service jealously guarding its
rights and privileges, and their compulsory participa-
tion in the to and fro of national politics merely ag-
gravated the situation.

The so-called Estado Mayor de Coordinacion,
or coordination staff, was responsible in theory for
drawing up plans for joint-service operations, but in
practice did very little. In military circles, this organi-
zation was referred to as “the pantheon” since it
served as an elegant burial-place for senior officers
too old for command posting but not yet old enough
to be retired. Plans for joint service operations needed
the approval of all three services; and the troops and
equipment necessary had to be requested from the re-
spective commanders, making it desperately hard to
get around the time-consuming bureaucracy and inter-
service jealousy.5

These findings should not surprise those
who have studied Central and South Amer-
ica, for the history of that region shaped the
identity of its military institutions, one that
can be surrendered only with great difficulty.
As elsewhere, the principal role of the soldier
in Latin America is to defend the nation. But
that role was pursued in ways which differed
significantly from those of the military in the
United States. The armed forces of Latin
America found an identity in defining na-
tionality as well as in defending it.

As Latin American nations gained their
independence (most by 1824), many lacked
a sense of identity. The monarchs of Spain,
Portugal, France, Britain, and Holland had
owned the region, and two of them, the
kings of Spain and Portugal, ruled over the
largest parts. Latin America was a huge area
with isolated pockets of inhabitants. Almost
impassable natural barriers—mountains,
deserts, jungles, and rivers—reinforced this
isolation and contributed to a lack of na-
tional identity. For example, Argentina was
not united as a nation until 1853 even
though it was among the first Spanish
colonies to win independence in the 1800s.
Also, colonial powers frequently fought each
other and had little incentive in defining the
boundaries of their empires. The King of
Spain, who owned perhaps three-fifths of
Latin America, was unconcerned over

S c h e i n a

Malvinas (Falklands) War: 
April 2–June 14, 1982

Sources: Brenda Ralph Lewis, “Unexpected War in the Falklands: Colonial War in the Missile Age,” Strategy and
Tactics, no. 103 (September/October 1985), pp. 37–43; Max Hastings and Simon Jenkins, The Battle for the
Falklands (London: Michael Joseph, 1983), pp. 316–18; and Martin Middlebrook, The Fight for the ‘Malvinas’:
The Argentine Force in the Falklands War (London: Penguin Group, 1989), pp. 282–83.

Exocet MM38 SAM
mounted on trailer in
naval workshops at
Puerto Belgrano prior
to being transported to
the Malvinas.
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Argentine marine op-
erating Rasit radar
loaned to the navy by
the army (at night the
radar set recorded
distance and bearing
of British ships bom-
barding Puerto Argen-
tino; later it was used
for fire control of “do-
it-yourself” Exocet
systems).
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Argentine Armed Forces
Army
10th Infantry Brigade (8,500), 
2d Infantry Brigade (1,300), 
3d Infantry Brigade (1,675)

Navy
1 aircraft carrier, 1 cruiser (sunk), 
6 destroyers, 3 frigates, 2 submarines 
(1 captured), 9 merchant vessels 
(all lost ); naval attack air: 5 Super
Etendards, 8 Skyhawks

Air Force
8 air brigades with A–4P Skyhawks, 
IAI Daggers, Mirage III–E fighters

Losses:

655 killed, 12,700 taken prisoner

British Armed Forces
Army
3d Commando Brigade, 5th Infantry
Brigade (28,000 combat or combat
support troops)

Royal Navy
2 aircraft carriers, 8 destroyers 
(2 sunk), 15 frigates (2 sunk), 1 ice
patrol ship, 8 amphibious ships 
(1 sunk), 12 troop transports (1 sunk);
naval air: 15 squadrons with 171
aircraft and helicopters

Royal Air Force
15 squadrons with Harriers, Vulcans,
Hercules C–130 transports, Chinooks

Losses:

255 killed
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boundaries which subdivided his many pos-
sessions. As a consequence the military of
the region emerged not only as guarantors
of sovereignty but also as creators and
guardians of national identity.

In preserving national identity, many
Latin American military establishments
evolved into closely knit institutions whose
cohesion served to bond a larger but weaker
national identity. But that cohesion within
the military was achieved in part by creat-
ing loyalty to a service and its unique terri-
torially-defined mission, and participating
in an extensive and isolationist social in-
frastructure. The distinctive duties of the
services traditionally found in Latin Amer-
ica—army, navy, air force, and federal po-
lice—reinforce this separateness and territo-
riality. These duties, traditionally implicit or
at times explicit in Latin American constitu-
tions, give the services separate, inviolable
identities. While defending the nation, a
service must act to define nationality. Con-
sequently, one finds many examples in

A R G E N T I N E  J O I N T N E S S

Argentine and British forces, Puerto Argentino (Port Stanley), 1030 hours, June 14

Source: Informe Oficial Ejército Argentino, Conflicto Malvinas, vol. 2., Abreviaturas, Anexos y Fuentes Bibliográficas (Buenos Aires, 1983).

Argentine soldiers,
airmen, and marines
taking cover during
British air raid.

(Carlos F. Ries Centeno)

Tiger Cat SAM battery
launcher near the
Puerto Argentino air-
field (this weapon was
quite old and had 
limited range, and its
missiles did not down
any British planes). (C
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Latin America’s past of a service acting to
define the nation’s political course.

Given this tradition it should not be
surprising that the Argentine army, navy,
and air force fought three wars against the
British in the Malvinas. But one must under-
stand that the Argentine view of service
identity, as established and reinforced by
tradition, is the greatest obstacle to joint ac-
tivity, no matter how desperately circum-
stances press for such an innovation. For
truly effective jointness, new institutional
perspectives must evolve. That unnatural
process takes time, vision, and commitment,
for it must work against the forces of history

and tradition. JFQ

N O T E S

1 Interview with Capitan de
Fragata Jorge Colombo, who
commanded the Super Etendard
squadron (September 15, 1983).

2 Interview with the Argen-
tine navy’s Malvinas analysis
group on September 30, 1983;
interview with Contra Almi-
rante Eduardo Otero, who
commanded Naval Forces Mal-
vinas (September 8, 1982).

3 Interview with Capitan de
Fragata Julio Pérez, who was in
charge of the special detach-
ment responsible for the instal-
lation of the Exocet in the Mal-
vinas (September 9, 1982).

4 Centro Ex-Combatientes
Malvinas—La Plata, Informe Rat-
tenbach: El drama de Malvinas

(Buenos Aires: Ediciones Espáraco, 1988), pp. 204,  274.
5 Juan Carlos Murguizur, “The South Atlantic Con-

flict: An Argentine Point of View,” International Defence
Review, vol. 16, no. 2 (February 1983), pp. 135–36.

S c h e i n a

Photos taken with
pocket camera by 
a senior officer of
General Belgrano
showing (1) main
deck below bridge
as crew pushes life-
raft canister into
water; (2) bow
folded under by 
second torpedo hit
(note “B” turret is
swung starboard to
test maneuverability
without power); and
(3) sea climbing
over main deck on
port side as list 
increases dramati-
cally (note rafts
standing near for-
ward turrets rela-
tively close to sink-
ing vessel).
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General Alexander A. Vandegrift, USMC
(1887–1973)

Commandant of the Marine Corps

VITA

O F  C H I E F S  A N D  C H A I R M E N

Born in Charlottesville, Virginia. Graduated from University of Virginia; commissioned (1909). Attended Marine
Officers’ School, Port Royal, South Carolina. Assigned to Marine barracks, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Participated in capture of Coyotepe, Nicaragua, and occupation of Vera
Cruz, Mexico. Assigned to 1st Brigade and participated in action against
Cacos bandits at LeTrou and Fort Capois, Haiti (1914). Member of Haitian
Constabulary at Port-au-Prince; served with Gendarmerie d’Haiti as
inspector of constabulary (1916–19). Assistant chief of staff, Marine Corps
base, San Diego (1926); operations and training officer, 3d Brigade,
Tientsin, China (1927). Assistant chief coordinator, Bureau of Budget
(1928). Assistant chief of staff, G–1 section, Fleet Marine Force, Quantico.
Commanding officer, Marine detachment, American Embassy, Peiping,
China (1935). Assistant to Major General Commandant, Headquarters
Marine Corps (1940). Detached to 1st Marine Division prior to outbreak of
World War II (1941). First commanding general to leave U.S. shores to
lead 1st Marine Division; reinforced in Solomon Islands (1942). Received
Medal of Honor during defense of Solomons (1942). Assumed command
of 1st Marine Amphibious Corps; commanded landing at Empress Augusta
Bay, Bougainville (1943). Returned to Washington as Commandant-
designate; sworn in as 18th Commandant (1944–46). First Marine Corps
officer on active duty to attain four-star rank (1945). Died at Bethesda,
Maryland.

Portrait of General
Vandegrift by 
Bjorn Egeli.
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HEADQUARTERS, FIRST MARINE AMPHIBIOUS CORPS

IN THE FIELD 15 October, 1943.

MEMORANDUM TO: All Hands.

1. The forward movement of our enemy in the Pacific has been stopped.  More recently he has been

forced to give up, at great cost in men and material, positions of great value to his campaign.  His ships no

longer appear in great force in these waters, his aircraft is becoming more cautious, and many of his sol-

diers and sailors admit they are no match for us.  Nevertheless, he will fight desperately for his last hold in

the Solomons.

2. The First Marine Amphibious Corps, composed of fighting men of the United States and of New

Zealand, has been chosen to drive him completely out of the Solomons.  It will not be an easy task but, as in

the past, our squads can give and take punishment better and longer than his squads.  This we are prepared

to do.  Our supporting air and naval forces are prepared to strike him with vastly greater blows than ever

before.  The first of these blows has already been delivered.

3. It has been my privilege to assume command at this time.  The day is set and we are ready.  Be

alert, and when the enemy appears, shoot calmly, shoot fast, and shoot straight.

A.A. VANDEGRIFT,

Lieutenant General, U.S. Marine Corps,

Commanding.
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The terms roles, missions, and
functions are often used inter-
changeably to refer to a single

concept. To many the terms are vir-
tually synonymous: they all mean
“what the services do.” In one sense
that is true. But they also have finite
and statutory meanings which stem
from what the services do and who
makes the assignments. As Congress
and the services begin what
promises to be an intense and possi-
bly contentious look at roles, mis-
sions, and functions,1 it is helpful to
review the origin and usage of these
terms as well as prospects for reallo-
cating what they signify.

Terms of Art 
Roles date from the National

Security Act of 1947 which set out
the basic purpose of each service.2
The Air Force was to be “organized,
trained, and equipped primarily for
prompt and sustained offensive and
defensive air operations.” 3 Title 10,
U.S. Code, currently contains the
same statement for the Air Force as
well as similar ones for the other
services. Essentially, roles establish
each service’s primacy in its respec-
tive form or arena of war: land, sea,
or air.

Missions date from the Depart-
ment of Defense Reorganization Act
of 1958 which designated comman-
ders of unified and specified com-
mands as combatant commanders
(CINCs) directly responsible to the
President and Secretary of Defense.
The job of carrying out broad opera-
tional missions now belonged to
joint organizations and not to the

services which became in effect force
providers for CINCs. The missions of
the combatant commanders, how-
ever, should not be confused with
those of the individual services.

Functions also date from 1947
when President Truman issued an
executive order on the “Functions of
the Armed Forces.” 4 They include
those various activities, operations,
and capabilities for which the ser-
vices were responsible and for which
they were charged with the “orga-
nizing, training, and equipping” of
forces. The Air Force, for example,
had seven functions:

▼ air operations (including joint
operations)

▼ general air supremacy
▼ local air superiority
▼ strategic air operations (includ-

ing reconnaissance)
▼ airlift and support for airborne

operations
▼ air support for land and naval

forces
▼ air transport.

Less than a year after Truman’s
executive order was issued, the Key
West agreement 5 listed service
functions in greater detail and dis-
tinguished between primary and
collateral functions as illustrated by
the following list of Air Force
functions: 6

primary

▼ gain/maintain air superiority
▼ air defense of the United States
▼ strategic air warfare
▼ interdiction of enemy land

power and communications
▼ close combat and logistical air

support 
▼ intelligence (including tactical

intelligence) and aerial photography
▼ airlift, air transport and 

resupply, and support for airborne and 
amphibious operations

collateral

▼ interdict enemy sea power
▼ antisubmarine warfare and

shipping protection
▼ aerial minelaying.

Air Force operations during
World War II provided notable ex-
amples of each of these functions.

The legal basis for functions is
found in DOD Directive 5100.1
which specifies 17 primary functions,
4 collateral functions, 4 responsibili-
ties concerning space, and 4 responsi-
bilities relating to combat operations
in support of other services which are
assigned to the Air Force (those of the
other services are equally detailed).
The following list summarizes the
functions of the Air Force: 7

primary

▼ air combat operations
▼ air and missile defense and

space control
▼ strategic air and missile 

operations
▼ joint amphibious, space, and

airborne operations
▼ support of the Army—close air

support (CAS), logistics, airlift, resup-
ply, aerial photography, tactical air 
reconnaissance, and interdiction

▼ aerial imagery
▼ space launch and space 

support
▼ aerial tanker operations
▼ air lines of communication
▼ special operations and

psychological operations
▼ electronic warfare

collateral

▼ sea surveillance and antisur-
face ship warfare

▼ antisubmarine warfare
▼ aerial minelaying
▼ aerial refueling in support of

naval campaigns

I N  B R I E F
Roles, Missions, and Functions: 

Terms of Debate
By D A N I E L T.  K U E H L and C H A R L E S  E.  M I L L E R

Daniel T. Kuehl teaches in the School of 
Information Warfare and Strategy, 
Information Resources Management 
College, National Defense University;
Colonel Charles E. Miller, USAF, is chief 
of the Strategic Planning Division at 
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force.
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responsibilities in support of space

▼ organize, train, equip, and 
provide space forces

▼ develop tactics and techniques
for space operations

▼ exercises involving space force
▼ participate with other services

in joint space operations, training, and
exercises

responsibilities in support of combat
operations by other services

▼ amphibious and airborne 
operations and procedures

▼ CAS. 

Institutional Debate 
One result of examining service

functions is an apparent overlap
which commonly is seen as duplica-
tion. For example, the Navy and
Marines are both assigned the func-
tion of prosecuting electronic war-
fare, as are the Army and Air Force.
Each service is therefore authorized
to expend resources and develop
forces to prosecute electronic war-
fare. Even though this is accom-
plished from the relatively unique
perspectives of individual services,
areas of warfare overlap are in-
evitable. The military planner sees
this as a prudent hedge and a provi-
sion of complementary capabilities
to defeat complementary threats;
outside observers probably see it as
typical Pentagon waste. When the
public hears that the F–4G, EF–111,
and EA–6B all perform an electronic
warfare mission, they may assume
that this reveals redundancy that
warrants cutting fat to realize sav-
ings, and usually no explanation,
however elaborate, that the three
aircraft perform significantly differ-
ent parts of the electronic warfare
mission will allay their criticisms.

The complexity of the situation
is exacerbated by lines of authority
which are not as clean as commonly
believed. Congress assigns roles in
the respective arenas of war (that is,
land, sea, and air) while the execu-
tive branch (the President through
the Secretary of Defense) assigns de-
tailed functions and authorizes the
development of forces to carry them
out. But the services do not employ
these forces, CINCs do in order to
accomplish the missions assigned to

them by the President and Secretary
of Defense. This places the human
beings who carry out the functions
and missions in a bit of a quandary
since they are responding to two dif-
ferent lines of authority, one run-
ning to the service secretaries and
military departments and a mission
line running through CINCS to the
Secretary of Defense and President.
To recapitulate: services develop
forces but do not employ them,
while combatant commands, under
joint doctrine, employ forces but do
not develop them. To make matters
worse, the services then overlay this
process with their unique doctrines,
and when services allude to missions
they are almost always referring to
their doctrinal missions, not to
those of combatant commands. 

The current debate on roles and
missions is occurring in an era of
congressionally-driven emphasis on
jointness. The Goldwater-Nichols De-
partment of Defense Reorganization
Act of 1986 requires the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) to re-
view the “assignment of functions (or
roles and missions)” of the Armed
Forces. Two such reviews have been
carried out to date, one by Admiral
William Crowe in 1989 (which was
delivered only two days before his
term expired) and another by Gen-
eral Colin Powell in 1993. Both re-
ports have been criticized for recom-
mending what some consider to be
only marginal changes.8 Crowe stated
that service roles were “fundamen-
tally sound,” but that their functions
should be revised to reflect current
strategy, new technology, and chang-
ing threats to national security. He
made four specific recommendations
within the context of a suggested re-
vision of DOD Directive 5100.1: 9

▼ a report on roles and missions
should be required every two years

▼ reports should delineate 
service functions with greater precision
and clarity

▼ CAS should be a primary 
function of each service

▼ the Air Force should have 
primary responsibility for space 
functions.

General Powell’s final report
visited the following specific
issues: 10

▼ a joint headquarters for U.S.-
based forces

▼ assigning space to STRATCOM
▼ four air forces
▼ best mix of aircraft for 

interdiction
▼ realigning the CAS mission
▼ eliminating/reducing Marine

air wings
▼ consolidating flight training
▼ who should perform combat

search and rescue (CSAR)?
▼ duplication of multi-service

jammer and electronic intelligence
(ELINT) aircraft

▼ further reduction of U.S. 
forward deployments

▼ duplication of Army and 
Marine expeditionary capability

▼ who should perform theater
air defense (TAD)?

▼ further restructuring of intelli-
gence organizations

▼ active and Reserve component
mix.

Congressional Action
This debate now features a con-

gressionally-mandated Commission
on Roles and Missions of the Armed
Forces (see The Joint World in this
issue of JFQ for details). The commis-
sion is the result of new considera-
tions such as the end of the Cold
War, fiscal constraints, and perhaps
most importantly a congressional
perception that the two CJCS reports
were not comprehensive and thus
the Armed Forces need impetus from
outside to reform. Key issues that
the commission will examine are
duplication of effort, improvement
in interoperability and military
effectiveness, gaps in mission cover-
age, and the impact of advanced
technology. The commission’s
charter virtually assures that its rec-
ommendations will be unsettling to
the existing structure of roles, mis-
sions, and functions. Questions that
the commission is likely to take up
include:

▼ do we need two (Army/
Marine) expeditionary ground forces?

▼ how many air forces do we
need?

I N  B R I E F
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▼ does everyone need to perform
CAS as a primary function?

▼ who should defend aerospace
(from ground into space)?

▼ sea-based versus land-based
aerial power projection

▼ duplication of helicopter
forces and capabilities

▼ duplication of other opera-
tional functions (reconnaissance, 
electronic warfare, et al.)

▼ duplication of intelligence
functions

▼ consolidated training, 
logistics, and support services

▼ new post-Cold War missions
such as peace operations, et al.

▼ new functionally-based ser-
vices (special operations, space, et al.).

If Carl Builder is correct in his
analysis that the services possess al-
most human instincts for self-preser-
vation, the evolving roles and mis-
sions debate could be contentious in
a manner unseen since the so-called
“Admirals’ revolt” of 1949. Given
the synergistic influences of an un-
settled and murky geopolitical situa-
tion, a declining budget whose low
point has not been reached, and
threats to institutional relevance and
survival, the upcoming debate has
real potential for becoming a bu-
reaucratic back-alley fight.

Arenas of War
Uncertainty over roles and mis-

sions and decades-old bureaucratic
jockeying for position is probably in-
evitable; perhaps the problem is that
technology has outstripped the abil-
ity of existing organizations to effec-
tively and efficiently enfold new
technologies. When the National
Security Act of 1947 created the ex-
isting organizational structure there
were three arenas of warfare: land,
sea, and air. With the turn of the
century—indeed the end of a millen-
nium—new and evolving arenas are
influencing not only how forces are
organized, trained, and equipped,
but also their very missions. The
ubiquity of electronic warfare sug-
gests that the electromagnetic spec-
trum is a new arena which must be
dominated to be successful militar-
ily. Space is another arena, more fa-
miliar perhaps than electronic war-
fare since space, at least, is a physical

medium in which objects move and
can be seen and acted on. If futurists
are correct, information-processing
technologies—what some call cyber-
space—might be another arena of
war that must be dominated to
maintain national security and be
victorious in future battles. Even a
simple listing of current and poten-
tial arenas suggests a radical change
in the way we think about service
roles and missions:

current arenas of warfare

▼ land—Army
▼ sea—Navy
▼ amphibious—Marine Corps
▼ air—Air Force

potential arenas of warfare

▼ space
▼ electromagnetic spectrum
▼ cyberspace-information 

warfare
▼ peace operations—peacekeep-

ing and peace enforcement.

Current scrutiny of overlapping
missions and duplication of capabili-
ties among the services may, in fact,
be small potatoes when compared to
the significant changes in roles, mis-
sions, and functions in the future.
Issues such as evolving arenas of war
may actually pose much more dis-
ruptive challenges to the way the
Armed Forces “organize, train, equip,
and employ” in the next century. A
service with vision—and that is both
intellectually and organizationally
ready to grasp “God’s coattail” (as
Otto von Bismarck quipped)—will be
the best placed to be militarily domi-
nant when the future is now. JFQ

N O T E S

1 For example, see Theresa Hitchens
and Robert Holzer, “Air Force, Navy Dispute
Roles Amid DOD Study,” Defense News,
March 7–13, 1994, p. 4.

2 While this article uses the Air Force to
illustrate specific roles and functions, it
does not intentionally seek to promote the
roles and functions of one service over
those of others.

3 See Richard I. Wolf, The USAF: Basic
Documents on Roles and Missions (Washing-
ton: Office of Air Force History, 1987), doc-
ument 7, Public Law 253 (July 26, 1947),
which is better known as the National 
Security Act of 1947, p. 76.

4 Ibid., document 5, Executive Order
no. 9877 (July 26, 1947), p. 90.

5 See also Barry M. Blechman, et al.,
“Key West Revisited: Roles and Missions of
the U.S. Armed Forces in the Twenty-First
Century,” report no. 8 (Washington: Henry
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ibid., document 7, “Key West Agreement”
(April 21, 1948), pp. 163–64.
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5100.1, “Functions of the Department of
Defense and its Major Components,”
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As the defense establishment
adapts in the wake of the Cold
War, war plans and the system

used to develop them must also
adapt. A few years ago war plans—
known as a global family of plans
due to their impact and interrela-
tionships—were structured to meet
the now defunct Soviet threat. The
system that generated them was
ponderous, producing huge plans in
exacting detail for moving large
forces to forward theaters.

Besides fighting major regional
conflicts, however, the emerging na-
tional security strategy anticipates
new uses for the Armed Forces—de-
ploying on short notice, on unantic-
ipated missions, with smaller forces
anywhere in the world for opera-
tions other than war. In addition to
continuing requirements to conduct
noncombatant evacuation opera-
tions, new missions include peace-
keeping, peace enforcement, disaster
relief, and humanitarian assistance.
As missions evolve so too must the
planning system. Planning must be
visionary, quick, flexible, and adap-
tive. To achieve that end we must
understand the architecture of the
planning system and on-going ini-
tiatives to improve that antiquated
apparatus.

A Confusion in Terms
The members of the Joint Plan-

ning and Execution Community
(JPEC) practice a somewhat arcane
art that is understood only by those
who master its unique vocabulary.
The terminology, like any technical
language, facilitates communication
among the members of the commu-
nity, but it often excludes the unini-
tiated from exercising a proper role
in monitoring the planning process.

To help dispel the fog
and grasp the changes
taking place, we must
first examine the types
of planning and how
the pieces of the puzzle
fit together.

Various types of
planning are related in a
hierarchy under the
rubric of military plan-
ning. According to
emerging doctrine (see
Joint Pub 5–0, Doctrine
for Planning Joint Opera-
tions), planning for em-
ploying forces is “ . . . performed at all
echelons throughout the range of
military operations from operations
other than war to war.” Thus war
planning is developing in support of
national security strategy. This wider
perspective is found on the second
tier of planning and has two compo-
nents, force planning and joint opera-
tional planning.

Force planning involves creating
and maintaining “military capabili-
ties such as organizing, training,
equipping, and providing forces for
assignment to combatant com-
mands.” Driven by the Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting Sys-
tem (PPBS), it is the responsibility of
the military departments and ser-
vices. Joint operational planning en-
tails “the employment of military
forces to support a military strategy
and attain specified objectives”
and—under the Joint Strategic Plan-
ning System (JSPS)—the primary re-
sponsibility of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) and com-
manders in chief (CINCs). The oper-
ational planning element on the sec-
ond tier deals with a more germane,
warfighting-related part of the puz-
zle. “Contingency planning is the
development of plans for potential

crisis involving military require-
ments that can reasonably be ex-
pected in an area of responsibility
(AOR).” 

Contingency Planning
The joint operational planning

framework is the starting point for
contingency planning. “Joint opera-
tional planning includes contin-
gency planning—preparation of joint
operation plans by the combatant
commanders—as well as those joint
planning activities that support the
development of contingency plans.”
The activities include mobilization,
deployment, employment, sustain-
ment, and redeployment of forces.
Contingency planning, however, be-
comes the focal point of the third
tier of military planning. It is “the
development of plans for potential
crisis involving military require-
ments that can reasonably be ex-
pected in an AOR.”

Contingency planning spans
the full range of military operations
under deliberate or crisis action con-
ditions. These conditions establish
the basis for two more types of plan-
ning—deliberate and crisis action. The
center of gravity in this framework
should be deliberate rather than cri-
sis action planning. The latter occurs
when an operations staff element
adapts the existing deliberate plan.

I N  B R I E F
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Therefore, to be of value deliberate
plans should become a baseline for
developing a crisis response. “The
deliberate planning process supports
methodical, fully coordinated, and
complex planning by the entire
[JPEC].”

Deliberate Planning 
Deliberate planning is a process

for developing plans in peacetime
under the Joint Operation Planning
and Execution System (JOPES), the
dreaded J-word. It uses automatic
data processing (ADP) tools that are
often criticized. JOPES is compli-
cated, detailed, time consuming, and
not crisis-oriented. It is important to
stress, however, that it provides poli-
cies and procedures for deliberate
planning that are common and use-
ful to planners. CINCs, services,
combat support agencies, and the
rest of JPEC need an interoperable
system to support the warfighter 
developing and disseminating plan-
ning information.

“The deliberate planning process
supports methodical, fully coordi-
nated, and complex planning by the
entire [JPEC].” This process is unlike
crisis action planning, which is also a
JOPES process which entails the
rapid development of operation or-
ders for responding to crises. The 
deliberate planning process focuses

on deployment, sustainment, and 
redeployment and serves as the base-
line for transition to crisis action
planning.

Confusion surrounding the 
puzzle is attributed to other aspects
of deliberate planning, some new,
some old. They include adaptive
planning, adaptive joint force pack-
aging, nuclear planning, and Special
Operations Forces (SOF) mission
planning, and are subsets of deliber-
ate planning.

Adaptive planning is a concept
delineated in planning guidance by
CJCS and CINCs. This guidance
tasks CINCs with developing flexi-
bility in deliberate plans in order to
apply them, with some modifica-
tion, to unforeseen or unexpected
contingencies in crisis action plan-
ning. Adaptive planning assists in
laying the groundwork for future cri-
sis management. By applying this
concept, CINCs consider various
likely or possible crisis responses for
incorporation in deliberate plans.
For example, flexible deterrent op-
tions (FDOs) are considered in delib-
erate planning for peacetime situa-
tions and circumstances involving
regional instability, to rapidly deter
or forestall a crisis. 

Adaptive joint force packages
(AJFPs) are based on another deliber-
ate planning concept that was devel-
oped by the Commander in Chief,

Atlantic (CINCUSACOM), and ap-
proved by CJCS. As joint force inte-
grator, CINCUSACOM is building
standard CONUS-based joint force
packages to meet the needs of sup-
ported CINCs. The concept calls for
tailoring the packages to meet spe-
cific military capabilities.

Conceptually, AJFPs are similar
to a JOPES function, namely, devel-
oping a force module (or combat
unit building blocks with associated
combat support elements, combat
service support elements, and sus-
tainment) as well as Time-Phased
Force Deployment Data (TPFDD)
packages. But there is a difference
between AJFPs and force modules:
the former are specifically trained as
joint teams for rapid delivery to
meet the needs of supported CINCs
while the latter are not.

Non-strategic nuclear planning
is another part of deliberate plan-
ning. It follows a JOPES process to
develop nuclear options in support
of CINC operation plans (OPLANs).
Similarly, SOF mission planning pro-
duces deliberate plans for employing
SOF when directed by the National
Command Authorities (NCA) and
CJCS. All of the above pieces en-
hance a proactive approach to delib-
erate planning and assist in develop-
ing an adaptive and quick response
to crises. According to Joint Pub 1,
Joint Warfare of the U.S. Armed Forces,
“Campaign planning represents the
art of linking battles and engage-
ments in an operational design to 
accomplish strategic objectives.” 

Types of Contingency Planning

Deliberate Planning

Campaign Planning

CONSUMs

Nuclear
Planning

SOF Mission
Planning

Adaptive 
Planning

OPLANs CONPLANs

Contingency Planning

Crisis Planning
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Campaign Planning
Frequently equated to deliberate

planning, “Campaign planning rep-
resents the art of linking battles and
engagements in an operational de-
sign to accomplish strategic objec-
tives.” This reflects the doctrine de-
veloped in Joint Pub 3–0 and guides
employing forces when conflict is
imminent. Campaign planning in-
cludes “the need to plan for related,
simultaneous, and sequential opera-
tions and the imperative to accom-
plish strategic objectives through
these operations.”

Campaign plans are
not a formal part of JOPES.
While deliberate plans re-
quire adaptive planning
with alternatives for a con-
tingency, campaign plans
focus on clearly defined ob-
jectives. “Campaign plan-
ning is done in crisis or
conflict (once the actual
threat, national guidance,
and available resources 
become evident), but the
basis and framework for
successful campaigns is laid
by peacetime analysis, plan-
ning, and exercises.” For
this reason, campaign plans
are not normally created
until the execution plan-
ning phase of crisis action
planning. 

Based on the campaign
plan, appropriate elements
then translate into the op-
eration order (OPORD) for-
mat of JOPES for execution.
Campaign planning there-
fore diminishes as the scale
of contemplated operations
and the imminence of hos-
tilities decrease. A CINC,
however, develops courses
of action for the campaign plan
based on existing OPLANs and 
operation plans in concept format
(CONPLANs), if potential conflicts
were adequately anticipated in 
deliberate planning.

The characteristics of campaign
plans that have not been part of
JOPES-structured plans include a
commander’s strategic, operational,

and tactical intent; identification of
enemy strategic, operational, and tac-
tical centers of gravity with guidance
at the macro-level for defeating them;
identification of friendly strategic,
operational, and tactical centers of
gravity as well as guidance at the
macro-level to protect them; and op-
erational phasing (viz., pre-hostilities,
lodgment, decisive combat and stabi-
lization, follow-through, and post-
hostilities, per Joint Pub 3–0) which
includes a commander’s intent and
guidance to component commanders

for each phase. Campaign plans can
and should be created in peacetime
for certain set-piece environments
(such as Korea where the mission,
forces, and centers of gravity are
clearly defined).

Deliberate Planning Problems 
There are some problems with

the current deliberate planning sys-
tem that lead to arguments for elimi-
nating or changing the system. One

problem is that TPFDD development
takes too long and is not crisis ori-
ented, provided that deliberate plan-
ning is supposed to facilitate rapid
transition to crisis response. It is not
unusual to see a single TPFDD devel-
opment cycle take 18–24 months or
longer given the various refinement
conferences, on-going service 
reorganizations with resultant
changes to databases, and high pri-
ority diversions of planning staffs by
contingency operations.

Additionally, TPFDD develop-
ment involves overly de-
tailed planning, often with
outdated force structure,
and depends on compli-
cated ADP support using
old technology. The com-
plexity of ADP demands
that deliberate planners
who are familiar with the
TPFDD development be-
come involved early in the
crisis response. It is this
complexity that inadver-
tently causes crisis execu-
tion to lag behind the deci-
sionmaking process. 

A related problem al-
luded to above is that many
standard database reference
files describing unit deploy-
ment requirements and
maintained by the service
components are out of date
because of labor-intensive
maintenance of TPFDDs
and the scarcity of TPFDD-
skilled personnel.

Another criticism is
that joint doctrine for delib-
erate planning focuses
solely on deployment and
sustainment. The deliberate
planning process does not
emphasize the employment

aspects of tactical and operational
planning highlighted in campaign
planning. So deliberate plans cannot
be pulled off the shelf and executed,
something that was never intended.
Operation orders are created
(OPORDs) from OPLANs for execu-
tion. We do not execute OPLANs, we
implement them.
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Deliberate Planning Advantages
In spite of drawbacks, the delib-

erate planning system has advan-
tages. First, it establishes policies and
procedures for planning by all the
combatant commanders, component
commanders, services, and combat
support agencies. Having a well
founded and frequently utilized sys-
tem in place provides a baseline for
crisis action planning. As General
Norman Schwarzkopf noted in the
lessons learned from Operations
Desert Shield/Desert Storm: “The pro-
cess of developing combined opera-
tion plans is at least as important as
the actual plans that are produced.”
His statement is similar to Moltke’s
observation that: “Plans are nothing,
but planning is everything.”

Second, deliberate planning fos-
ters a cadre of operational and logis-
tical planners and ADP support per-
sonnel trained and experienced in
deploying and sustaining forces. De-
liberate planning allows JPEC to de-
velop processes, procedures, and
planning expertise that is essential
in crisis action planning. These ex-
perienced planners help minimize
the chaos during large deployments
at the onset of crises.

A third advantage of deliberate
planning, sometimes considered a
disadvantage by planning staffs, is
the preparation of a multitude of as-
sociated JOPES annexes and appen-
dices. This forces planners to develop
“how to” documents at combatant
command level for specific combat
support functions that are handled
as routine operating procedures at
tactical level. An example is logistics.
At tactical level units rely on stand-
ing operating procedures (SOPs) for
logistic support functions and simply
refer to those SOPs in OPORDs. Tacti-
cal air control, medical evacuation,
command, and signal are other ex-
amples. Despite joint doctrine, joint
staffs do not have SOPs for these
types of theater support operations.
Preparing annexes and appendices
compels a staff to find the ways to
accomplish these aspects of joint
warfighting that would be almost
impossible to develop in a timely
fashion during a crisis.

Deliberate planning
also serves as a common
reference point for JPEC re-
sponses to crises. The devel-
opment process involves
significant critical and cre-
ative thought as well as co-
ordination within the plan-
ning community that is
invaluable in the course of
action development. The
report to Congress on Conduct of the
Persian Gulf War stated: “As with all
plans, some modifications were made
to account for circumstances unique
to the crisis. Modification was done
with relative ease compared with re-
quirements of starting operations
without a base document.”

One CINC recently iterated this
point in a message about the deliber-
ate planning process: 

It would be a monumental task to
develop a complex campaign plan for a
major regional contingency during a pe-
riod of crisis without any prior plan-
ning. In the deliberate planning process
(i.e., the calm before a crisis onset),
many crucial issues are debated and
decisions reached. These critical deci-
sions include forces apportioned versus
plan requirements, command and con-
trol relationships, logistics sourcing,
force movement tables, pre-conflict ac-
tions, coalition building, and host na-
tion support requirements. All of these

issues are specific and unique to each
OPLAN and must be predetermined, 
on the shelf, and ready for immediate
execution.

Lastly, deliberate planning pro-
vides a link to JSPS to help meet
Title 10 obligations. CJCS is respon-
sible for developing contingency,
joint mobility, and logistic plans; 
analyzing deficiencies and strengths
in military capabilities; evaluating
preparedness to accomplish assigned
missions; and identifying contin-
gency planning risks and shortfalls.
All these aspects complement the
defense planning requirements and
PPBS alluded to earlier.

Deliberate Planning
Improvements

Various initiatives offer reme-
dies to deliberate planning prob-
lems. The focus on flexibility, re-
sponsiveness, and adaptability to
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crisis action planning in-
cludes AJFPs, the Technical
Insertion Program (TIP),
the Global Command and
Control System (GCCS),
and doctrinal changes.
While AJFPs are still under
development, they en-
hance the transition to cri-
sis response by using
highly skilled, rapidly de-
liverable forces fully capa-
ble of operating as a joint
team. The initial AJFPs will
reflect collaborative efforts
in deliberate planning be-
tween CINCUSACOM and
supported CINCs for military opera-
tions short of war. ACOM will also
continue to plan for the deployment
of CONUS-based forces required by
supported CINCs for major regional
contingencies.

TIP was instituted on termina-
tion of the Worldwide Military 
Command and Control System
(WWMCCS) ADP Modernization
(WAM) program. TIP speeds TPFDD
development, enhancing crisis ac-
tion planning. It allows opera-
tions and logistics planners to
work concurrently rather than
sequentially in building
TPFDD. Also, TIP transporta-
tion model applications, Dy-
namic Analysis and Planning
Tool (DART), and Joint Flow
Analysis System for Trans-
portation (JFAST) provide 
a quick evaluation of lift 
requirements.

TIP bridges JOPES ADP
and future GCCS. As GCCS
evolves it should incorporate
all the functionality of JOPES.
Although still in its develop-
ment stage, GCCS should 
resolve many current ADP
support problems associated
with deliberate planning.

As planning evolves
emerging doctrine will offer a
remedy to inherent planning
shortfalls in employment
guidelines for deliberate plans,
particularly OPLANs. Proposed
changes to JOPES pubs pro-
vide for incorporating selected
campaign planning elements

to clarify employment aspects of
OPLANs. 

While service component and
joint force commanders normally do
detailed employment planning for
the actual use of forces, a certain
level of detail at theater level serves
a valuable role by communicating a
CINC’s purpose, requirements, and
objectives. Since NCA needs deliber-
ate plans the level of detail is impor-
tant. By including selected campaign

plan elements in deliber-
ate plans CINCs provide
NCA and CJCS informa-
tion for inter-theater coor-
dination and decisions at
national level. 

Current proposals call
for JOPES to incorporate
the following items in de-
liberate planning: a CINC’s
strategic, operational, and
(if appropriate) tactical in-
tent; identification of an
enemy’s strategic, opera-
tional, and tactical centers
of gravity to include
theater-level guidance for

defeating them; identification of
friendly strategic, operational, and
tactical centers of gravity and the-
ater-level guidance for protecting
them; and phasing to reflect opera-
tions and conditions accomplished
during prehostilities, lodgment, de-
cisive combat (plus stabilization),
follow through, and posthostilities
(including redeployment). These
amendments would ensure a clearer
understanding of a CINC’s concept

of operations by all parties
tasked with a supporting role.

In sum, those who ques-
tion deliberate planning are
right, the process does have
significant problems. But by
and large JPEC recognizes this
fact and is working to fix the
problems. Some remedies
such as AJFPs provide en-
hancements in the near term.
Others, like GCCS and
changes in doctrine, will take
longer. Given the complexity
of the problems the rate at
which the process is being 
improved is probably about
right. JFQ
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There have been many changes
in doctrine since the Goldwater-
Nichols Act of 1986 made the

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(CJCS) singularly responsible for 
“developing doctrine for the joint 
employment of the Armed Forces.”
The following discussion treats some
changes that have attracted the most
attention within the Armed Forces.

Fire Support Coordination Line
The significant change relating

to fire support coordination lines
(FSCL) in Joint Pub 3–0, Doctrine for
Joint Operations, is the requirement
for forces attacking beyond the FSCL
to “inform all affected commanders
in sufficient time to allow necessary
reactions to avoid fratricide, both in
the air and on the ground.” Ground,
Special Operations Forces (SOF), and
maritime commanders are informed
of Joint Force Air Component Com-
mander (JFACC)/Air Force opera-
tions beyond the FSCL by the Air
Tasking Order (ATO). For ground
commanders, the implication is that
tactics or procedures for artillery or
helicopter units to inform SOF and
air components in a joint force
about attacks beyond the FSCL will
need to be developed and promul-
gated in appropriate publications.
This work is just beginning.

Areas of Responsibility
Discussions leading to the ap-

proval of Joint Pub 3–0, Doctrine for
Joint Operations, and the latest draft
of Joint Pub 0–2, Unified Action
Armed Forces (UNAAF), caused what
some reckon is the joint equivalent
of the statement by the first astro-
naut to set foot on the moon: “One
small step for a man, a giant leap for
mankind.” The change is that only a

joint force commander (JFC) will
have an area of responsibility (AOR).
Army and other component com-
manders in the joint force no longer
have AORs but areas of operation
(AOs) instead. The intent of the
change is to expand and enhance
jointness by making clear that only
a JFC has an area of responsibility
because only a JFC is responsible for
(and has authority over) all opera-
tions within an area assigned. In re-
ality, this does not represent an ac-
tual change in doctrine—it only
acknowledges jointness. In the past
an Army component commander
has not routinely been responsible
for all SOF action or air strikes
within the Army AO and this re-
mains the case. A land component
commander, for instance, has gener-
ally not requested nor been respon-
sible for conducting the following
categories of operations when they
happened to be located in the land
AO: SOF operations to destroy key
national enemy command and con-
trol facilities and remove docu-
ments, or air strikes against strategic
targets, naval targets, airfields, air
defense system facilities, or logistic
facilities such as aviation fuel
pipelines. The land commander
must be informed about such opera-
tions in the AO and will always con-
trol those which are short of the
FSCL to minimize fratricide and
other impacts on ground operations.

Joint Force Air Component
Commander

There are some recent changes
associated with the Joint Force Air
Component Commander (JFACC)
concept and some lingering contro-
versies. A CJCS paper entitled “A
Doctrinal Statement of Selected Joint
Operational Concepts” that was ap-
proved in November 1992 contained
a number of statements about
JFACC. It reaffirmed guidance first

promulgated in the 1986 version of
Joint Pub 3–01.2, Joint Doctrine for
Theater Counterair Operations, that
JFCs would normally designate
JFACCs. Like all functional compo-
nents, JFCs must specify the respon-
sibilities of JFACCs. The Chairman
provided guidance, saying that
JFACCs are usually the supported
commanders for counterair opera-
tions, attacks on strategic centers of
gravity when air operations form the
bulk of the strike capability, and
overall interdiction efforts by JFCs
(as well as circumstances when
ground commanders are the sup-
ported commanders for interdiction
operations). But it should be noted
that according to the CJCS concept
paper and Joint Pub 0–2, “The sup-
ported commander has the authority
to exercise general direction which
includes the designation of targets or
objectives, timing, and duration of
the supporting force.” In fact, an im-
portant area articulated in Joint Pub
1 and developed in Joint Pub 3–0 is
the notion of flexible, simultaneous
assignments of various components
in a joint force as supported (recipi-
ent) and supporting (provider).

Joint Pub 3–0 makes a clear dis-
tinction between forces available
and apportionment. First, JFCs must
decide how much of the air and
other capabilities should be made
available to JFACCs for tasking. This
is a JFC decision reached in con-
sultation with component com-
manders. Every component has to
achieve objectives assigned by a JFC
and simultaneously provide capa-
bilities for the entire joint force. 
This principle—recognized in the
Omnibus Agreement for Marine air
sorties (see Joint Pub 3–01.2 or Joint
Pub 0–2)—has application for all
joint components. The Omnibus
Agreement requires the Marine 
air-ground task force (MAGTF) com-
mander to provide long-range inter-
diction and reconnaissance, and air
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defense aircraft sorties to a JFACC
(support for the whole joint force)
plus any sorties that may be in ex-
cess of MAGTF direct support needs
(that is, sorties to accomplish as-
signed MAGTF objectives). This is of
course a two-way street. If a MAGTF
or other component commander de-
termines that organic air cannot
achieve assigned objectives, a JFC 
directs a JFACC (through apportion-
ment decisions) to provide the 
sorties required to accomplish the
assigned objectives. 

Once there is an availability de-
cision, an apportionment decision is
made to determine how the capabil-
ity made available to a JFACC will be
used to support joint operations.
Such weight of effort decisions are
also made by JFCs; JFACCs make the
apportionment recommendations.
Joint Pub 3–0 expanded guidance on
the categories of apportionment. It
explains that JFCs normally appor-
tion by priority or percentage of effort
into geographic areas, against mis-
sion-type orders, or against cate-
gories significant for the campaign.
The publication then lists typical
categories such as strategic attack,
interdiction, counterair, maritime
support, and close air support.

Someone—frequently a member
of the Navy or a marine—will peri-
odically ask what the final “C” in
JFACC really signifies: commander
or coordinator? Based on the joint
definition of the term, a coordinator
cannot task but only ask (and the re-
sponse may be no). Accordingly, the
Joint Staff sticks to the interpreta-
tion of JFACC which originated in
the JCS deliberations of 1986,
namely, as having the authority to
task and being considered a com-
mander. JFACC authority over ser-
vice assets is normally limited to tac-
tical control (TACON) or support
relationships.

Interdiction
The Army and Air Force have

been working on doctrine for inter-
diction since the term was first used
to describe attacks to divert, disrupt,
delay, or destroy enemy surface po-
tential before it can oppose friendly

forces. The Army has long felt that
since ground commanders best un-
derstand how attacks on an enemy
(especially those with a near-term ef-
fect) will affect planned ground op-
erations, the ground commander
should help determine interdiction
targeting. NATO ground comman-
ders came to the same conclusion
and invented the category of battle-
field air interdiction (BAI), which
was incorporated into Army and Air
Force doctrine. BAI was recently
deleted from Air Force doctrine and
it has never been recognized in joint
doctrine. Other concepts for using
interdiction also emerged over the
years and include:

▼ attacks against the enemy 
logistic system

▼ attacks against key forces—
that is, follow-on forces attack (FOFA)

▼ attacks against key operational
capabilities (field command and 
control, NBC, et al.)

▼ synchronizing interdiction
and maneuver

▼ joint precision interdiction 
(attacks focused on specific enemy
forces to achieve a given effect—nor-
mally to gain a mobility differential—
during a particular time frame with
emphasis on attacks using real- and
near-real-time intelligence).

Implementing these concepts
has been fraught with controversy,
partly due to differences in culture
between air and ground comman-
ders as well as to practical problems.
For example, exactly where BAI
started and ended was at issue.
When was an aircraft performing
close air support versus regular inter-
diction? Which related to who con-
trolled what the aircraft did? Gener-
ally, the Air Force received multiple,
independently prioritized target lists
with very specific coordinates for
movable targets. Air officers were
disturbed to discover numerous
cases where target coordinates had
been based on intelligence older
than that available to the air com-
mander and where some targets had
already been struck (although un-
known to the Army staff or com-
mander). Multiple, independently
prioritized targets had to be merged
into one prioritized list that ensured
the highest priorities were struck

first since the number of targets is
always greater than the number of
strikes available. The question of
who should be responsible for merg-
ing lists can be contentious (the air
or ground component or the JFC’s
staff?). In many situations, especially
early in conflicts, the availability of
surface-to-air missile (SAM) suppres-
sion assets or fighters to achieve
local air superiority meant that only
certain portions of the AOR could be
sanitized at a particular time. This
permits attacks on interdiction tar-
gets only in a particular area regard-
less of the target priority.

A new interdiction tool for JFCs
was promulgated in the CJCS paper
and Joint Pub 3–0. These documents
acknowledged that

land and naval commanders are 
directly concerned with those enemy
forces and capabilities that can affect
their near-term operations [and] ac-
cordingly, that part of interdiction with
a near-term effect normally supports the
maneuver to enable the land or naval
commander to achieve the joint force
commander’s objectives.

The document stipulates that
JFCs may establish operational
boundaries (lateral, rear, and for-
ward) and within these boundaries

the land or naval operational force 
commander will be designated the sup-
ported commander and will be responsi-
ble for the synchronization of maneu-
ver, fires, and interdiction through
target priority, effects, and timing of 
interdiction operations.

The CJCS paper goes on to say:

In addition to normal target nomina-
tion procedures, the [JFC] will establish
procedures through which the land or
naval force commander can specifically
identify those interdiction targets they
are unable to strike with organic assets
within their boundaries which could 
affect planned or ongoing maneuver.
These targets may be identified individ-
ually or by category, specified geograph-
ically, and/or tied to desired effects and
time periods. The purpose of these pro-
cedures is to afford added visibility to,
and allow the [JFC] to give priority to,
targets directly affecting planned 
maneuver by land or naval forces.

I N  B R I E F
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Details on this latest tool for in-
terdiction and other issues concern-
ing interdiction operations are being
developed. The joint doctrine com-
munity is wrestling with this topic in
Joint Pub 3–03, Doctrine for Joint Inter-
diction Operations, which is unlikely
to be approved until sometime in
early 1995. It will also be interesting
to see if this publication addresses an
interdiction problem noted by some
during the Gulf War, namely, the
need for timely and sufficient feed-
back from a JFACC to other compo-
nent commanders on interdiction ef-
fects achieved by airpower.

Army Helicopters and Close Air
Support

CJCS fundamentally altered the
traditional view of close air support
(CAS) by stating that Army heli-
copters perform CAS in his Report on
the Roles, Missions, and Functions of the
Armed Forces of the United States of
1993. It is now a primary function of
the Army to “provide rotary-wing
CAS for land operations” and, collat-
erally, “naval campaigns and am-
phibious operations.” The joint 
doctrine community is currently de-
veloping a single set of joint CAS tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures for
all service fixed- and rotary-wing air-
craft that will be promulgated in Joint
Pub 3–09.3, Joint Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures for CAS. Changes to ser-
vice doctrine needed for consistency
should follow shortly after the joint
publication is approved.

Search and Rescue, and Combat
Search and Rescue 

Current guidance requires a
CINC to establish a Joint Rescue 
Coordination Center (JRCC) in order
to plan, coordinate, and task compo-
nents in support of combat search
and rescue (CSAR) missions in oper-
ations. Joint Pub 3–50.2, Doctrine for
Joint Combat Search and Rescue,
changes the name and purpose of
the organization: the Joint Search
and Rescue Center (JSRC) would
plan, coordinate, and control se-
lected search and rescue (SAR) and
CSAR operations using forces made
available by a JFC. This change in
mission requires a change in author-
ity. In certain instances the officer in

charge of JRCC is considered a JFC
staff officer and in others a coordi-
nator. Officers in charge of JSRC,
however, will be regarded as com-
manders, specifically as functional
component commanders. This re-
sponsibility will normally be dele-
gated to component commanders
who will be dual-hatted as JSRC
commanders and who
are likely to exercise
only tactical control of
available forces. This
publication is in the
approval process and
could appear in late
1994.

Combat Assessment
Joint Pub 2–0,

Joint Doctrine for Intelli-
gence Support to Opera-
tions, promulgated the
new concept of com-
bat assessment which
includes but subordi-
nates battle damage
assessment. Combat
assessment determines
if target effects are
accomplishing a JFC’s
campaign plan, and it
is seen as the end of a
cycle that begins with the comman-
der’s guidance from which targets are
developed, weaponeered, and at-
tacked. Combat assessment then an-
alyzes an attack from two perspec-
tives: its success and ability to create
the effect that the campaign re-
quired. To make that determination,
combat assessment is composed of
battle damage assessment, munitions
effects assessment, and a reattack
recommendation.

Chain of Command
There have traditionally been

two parallel chains of command,
one going from the National Com-
mand Authorities (NCA) to the
CINCs and the other running
through service secretaries and
chiefs to the field and fleet, with the
former being regarded as the opera-
tional chain of command. The Legal
Counsel to the Chairman recently
advised that the language used to

describe the chain of command in
Joint Pub 0–2 should be adjusted to
reflect the Goldwater-Nichols Act
amendment to Title 10. Thus the
current draft of Joint Pub 0–2 states
there is only one chain of com-
mand: from the NCA to the CINCs.
The authority of the service secre-
taries and chiefs is administrative

control (ADCON) which is defined
as a “channel of authority.” This is
intended to ensure that no one will
mistakenly assume that a service
secretary or chief has operational
authority. Although the change is
terminological—rather than a
change in the underlying concept—
there is likely to be resistance. For
instance, some units do not fall
within a CINC’s chain of command
(such as the Marine unit which pro-
vides helicopter support to the Presi-
dent and reports to the Comman-
dant, and the similar organization
found within the Air Force). Also,
many of the authorities the service
chiefs possess (such as ability to
convene courts martial, issue perma-
nent change of station orders, and
promote) certainly give the appear-
ance of some element of command.
But until Joint Pub 0–2 is approved
one should keep in mind that this
new language is still subject to
change. JFQ
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Force composite wings similarly depend on the
strengths of specific forces working in carefully
crafted relationships. The capabilities of the joint
force depend on integration (hopefully synergism),
but of what? Service capabilities. This is not to
say that specialization is everything. But basic
combat capabilities reside in specific fighting
forces. Specialization is necessary for military 
effectiveness; you must first have specialized ca-
pabilities in order to later achieve synergy.

More important, synergy does not result from
“blending” or simply “combining” discrete mili-
tary capabilities. The verb used here is particu-
larly important. Synergy can be gained only by
carefully and deliberately crafting a new compos-
ite. Discerning, testing, developing, and verifying
combinations of specific weapons systems and
assets which yield the greatest aggregate—the
most synergistic forms of joint force—is the no-
kidding challenge for military professionals inter-
ested in warfighting effectiveness. Military effec-
tiveness depends on excellence in weaponry and
training employment tactics, component opera-
tions, joint operations, and strategy.

“Blending” forces and “finding the right bal-
ance” between specialization and synergy are
effects, not goals. The object of joint force de-
sign should be combat capability.

—Lt Col Charles M. Westenhoff, USAF
Directorate of Operational Issues
Headquarters, Department

of the Air Force

What’s Best for the Team
To the Editor—As the commanding officer
of the first west coast FA–18 squadron to inte-
grate women, I carefully read “A Soldier Is a Sol-
dier” by Rosemary Bryant Mariner (JFQ, Winter
93–94). Captain Mariner recommends that
commanders tell personnel: “Anyone who has a
problem with [integrating women into their units]
can either get over it or get out.” That style of
leadership has not served the Navy well in the
past, and today it fuels the defiance of those
who are opposed to the integration of women. I
would suggest that commanding officers instead
assemble their personnel and tell them: “Our
unit is integrating women because it’s best for
the team,” then professionally challenge each of
them to meet their individual responsibility to the
integration effort.

—Commander Jeffrey S. Ashby, USN
Commanding Officer
Strike Fighter Squadron 94

F R O M  T H E  F I E L D  A N D  F L E E T  

The Meaning of Jointness
To the Editor—Your readers owe Admiral
William Owens a debt of gratitude for addressing
the real meaning of jointness in “Living Joint-
ness” (JFQ, Winter 93–94). Since the unifying
theme of JFQ is jointness, it should be treated
exhaustively and with precision. “Living Joint-
ness” offered sound ideas and brilliant examples
of jointness, yet the article could give the im-
pression that there is a choice to be made be-
tween specialization and synergism. This is a
false dichotomy, however, since synergy de-
pends on selecting specifics.

The power of a synergistic organization of
forces rests upon the discrete capabilities of the
constituent forces and added strengths gained
from combined or mutually reinforcing operations.
This is true within components. Army combined
arms doctrine does not simply blend infantry,
armor, and other capabilities; it assigns suitable
missions to specialized forces so that the total
force is capable of accomplishing an assigned
mission. The combined arms organization relies
upon the competence of expert infantry, armor,
and other forces. Both naval battle groups and Air

Letters . . .

The Liberation of
Special Operations
To the Editor—The recent death of Colonel
Charlie A. Beckwith, USA, brought back vivid
memories for those who knew him
or were acquainted with his
career. There are images of
Laos and Vietnam in the
1960s, of special operations
in enemy-held territory, of
brave deeds by soldiers who
served outside the mainstream of
the Army. Beckwith was a Special Forces officer
when it was an unrewarding career path, long
before Special Forces became a distinct branch.
He lived through the trials of peers who found
their ideas rejected by leaders who were bound
by tradition. Careers were curtailed by special
operations assignments: some were forced out,
others felt lucky to get their majority before the
magical twenty-year mark.

While more fortunate, Beckwith was nonethe-
less regarded as a maverick and something of a

“loose cannon.” I recall him defying convention in
the mid-seventies at Fort Bragg—even after duty
hours when he came to formal events in a cam-
ouflaged dinner jacket. His sometimes abrasive
attributes surfaced in 1980 as he gained national
attention after leading Delta Force on an aborted
hostage rescue mission into Iran.

Eagle Claw (later known as Desert One), the
ill-fated operation in Iran, served as a catalyst for
special operations and joint operations. From this
experience in southwest Asia we learned that
when it came to planning, training, and equip-
ment, special operations capabilities did not meet
the need of the Nation for such missions. The op-
eration also revealed significant failings in joint-
ness. As Beckwith’s obituary in The Washington
Post noted, “Investigators concluded that the
Army, Air Force, and Marine personnel had not
trained together before being selected for the
mission and that the operation lacked a clear
chain of command.” That investigation by the
Special Operations Review Group, chaired by 
Admiral James Holloway, recommended that
special operations as well as joint capabilities be

strengthened. Other lessons from Grenada three
years later also accelerated reform. Subsequent
debates in Congress led to the Goldwater-Nichols
Act and the Cohen-Nunn Amendment. The for-
mer law gave the Chairman and unified com-
manders new authority, while the latter created
the U.S. Special Operations Command, a unified
command with its own budget (for an examina-
tion of these events, see “Where Are Special 
Operations Forces?,” JFQ, Autumn 93).

Colonel Beckwith’s career was rooted in an
era when joint and special operations were
clearly not ascendant, when they suffered from
service parochialism and also lacked command
and budgetary support. His last operation
marked the end of that era and the start of a
new one. He lived to see special operations
awarded a higher priority and gain greater ac-
ceptance within the Armed Forces.

—Paul C. Clark
Associate Professor of History

and Diplomacy
Armed Forces Staff College

JFQ welcomes your letters and 
comments. Write or FAX your 

correspondence to 
(202) 475–1012/DSN 335–1012.

Internet: JFQ1@ndu.edu
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Doctrine

JOINT PUBS
UPDATE

The five following titles were re-
cently approved under the scheme
of the Joint Publication System:

▼ Joint Pub 1–02, DOD Dictio-
nary of Military and Associated Terms,
supplements the standard dictionary
and is intended for use by the Secre-
tary of Defense, defense agencies, mili-
tary departments, and combatant
commands (March 23, 1994; Joint
Staff sponsor and lead agent: J-7). 

▼ Joint Pub 2–01.2 (Secret), (U)
Joint Doctrine and Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures for Counterintelligence
Support to Operations, provides for
counterintelligence (CI) in support of
joint operations; lists both individuals
and organizations (on the strategic
through tactical levels) associated with
CI infrastructure; and describes how 
CI assets can be integrated into delib-
erate and crisis planning processes, 
including CI collection, reporting,
analysis, production, investigations,
and operations in a joint environment
(April 15, 1994; Joint Staff sponsor 
and lead agent: J-2). 

▼ Joint Pub 3–01.5, Doctrine for
Joint Theater Missile Defense, deals with
countering nonnuclear tactical missile
threats from conventional and chemi-
cal ballistic missiles, air-to-surface mis-
siles, and cruise missiles to target
within a theater of operations; empha-
sis is placed on ballistic missile and
cruise missile threats, and defeating
such threats through mutually sup-
portive measures like passive defense
(survivability), active defense, and at-
tack operations (including fire support,
offensive counterair, and interdiction
missions); and covers sensors and pro-
cessing systems, with specified C4I to
support the joint theater missile de-
fense structure (March 30, 1994; Joint
Staff sponsor: J-7, lead agent: Army).

▼ Joint Pub 3–07.3, Joint Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures for Peacekeep-
ing Operations, complements Joint Pub
3–07, Military Operations Other 
Than War, with specific guidance on
American participation in U.N. and
non-U.N. sponsored peacekeeping op-
erations, including approval process,
command and control, coordination
requirements, planning, training, and
execution (April 29, 1994; Joint Staff
sponsor: J-5, lead agent: Army).

Overview of Joint Publication System

Capstone Doctrine

Keystone Doctrine

Source: Joint Doctrine Capstone and Keystone Primer (July 1994).

Joint Pub 1

Joint Warfare of the 
U.S. Armed Forces
▼ joint action of the Armed Forces

▼ nature of American military power

▼ values in joint warfare

▼ fundamentals of joint warfare

▼ joint campaign

(November 1991)

Joint Pub 1–0

Doctrine for Personnel
and Administration
Support to Joint
Operations
▼ relationships, responsi-
bilities, and procedures for the
exercise of authority by
combatant commanders in
conducting personnel and
adminsitrative support for joint
operations

▼ service personnel and
administrative systems and
their collective effect on the
capabilities of joint forces

(Scope currently being defined)

Joint Pub 2–0

Joint Doctrine for
Intelligence Support
to Operations
▼ nature of intelligence

▼ purposes of intelligence

▼ joint intelligence principles
and joint intelligence responsi-
bilities

▼ intelligence functions for
joint operations

▼ joint intelligence architecture

▼ guidance concerning
intelligence for multinational
operations

(October 1993)

Joint Pub 6–0

Doctrine for C4

Systems Support to
Joint Operations
▼ nature and fundamental
objectives of Command,
Control, Communications, and
Computer (C4) systems

▼ C4 systems principles

▼ C4 systems doctrine for
employment, configuration,
plans, and resources

▼ C4 systems employment
responsibilities

▼ joint and combined C4

systems standardization and
procedures

▼ global C4 infrastructure

(June 1992)

Joint Pub 5–0

Doctrine for Planning
Joint Operations
▼ joint planning processes
and concepts

▼ strategic direction and
integration

▼ deliberate and crisis action
planning

(Under development)

Joint Pub 4–0

Doctrine for Logistic
Support of Joint
Operations
▼ authorities and responsi-
bilities for logistic operations

▼ logistic principles and
considerations

▼ logistic planning

▼ guidance on logistics at
theater level

(September 1992)

Joint Pub 3–0

Doctrine for Joint
Operations
▼ strategic environment
within which joint operations
take place

▼ fundamental principles of
joint operations

▼ planning guidelines for war
and military operations other
than war

▼ considerations for the
conduct of joint operations
during war

▼ principles for the military
operations other than war

▼ considerations for
multinational operations

(September 1993)

Joint Pub 0–2

Unified Action
Armed Forces (UNAAF)
▼ doctrine and policy governing unified
direction of forces

▼ chain of command and relationships
between combatant commands and the military
departments

▼ command relationships and other authorities

▼ doctrine and policy for establishing joint
commands

(Under revision)
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▼ Joint Pub 3–11, Joint Doctrine
for Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical
(NBC) Defense, provides for planning
and executing nuclear, biological, and
chemical defensive operations; focuses
on NBC threats, national policy, and
the strategic, operational, and logistic
considerations peculiar to NBC de-
fense (April 15, 1994; Joint Staff spon-
sor: J-5, lead agent: Army) JFQ

JOINT DOCTRINE
WORKING PARTY

U.S. Central Command hosted
the 13th Joint Doctrine Working
Party (JDWP) on April 28, 1994 at
MacDill AFB. Sponsored by the Di-
rector for Operational Plans and In-
teroperability (J-7), Joint Staff, semi-
annual working party meetings are
designed to involve the combatant
commands and services as well as
the Joint Staff in the joint doctrine
development process.

This meeting approved two 
publications. The first, “HUMINT
[Human Intelligence] Support to
Joint Operations,” will integrate and
coordinate component efforts for JTF
commanders, and address linkages
among the Defense HUMINT Service,
other agencies, and the services.
JDWP members voted unanimously
to develop joint tactics, techniques,
and procedures for HUMINT for in-
clusion in Joint Pub 2–02, Joint Tac-
tics, Techniques, and Procedures for In-
telligence Support to Joint Task Force
(JTF) Operations, as a formal change to
that publication for which J-2 serves
as both Joint Staff sponsor and lead
agent.

The second publication ap-
proved was “Joint Doctrine for
Multinational Operations” which
will expand on Joint Pub 3–0, Doc-
trine for Joint Operations, by consoli-
dating guidance on both alliances
and coalitions now scattered

throughout joint doctrine. It will
also capture lessons learned from re-
cent operations and exercises. J-7 is
Joint Staff sponsor and lead agent
for this pub, and the National De-
fense University will write it as the
primary review authority.

JDWP members also got a sub-
stantive briefing on the Universal
Joint Task List (UJTL) and the Joint
Training Master Plan (JTMP). As pre-
sented by J-7 this is a task-based
joint training methodology that ac-
commodates joint doctrine; the sys-
tem derives capability requirements
which are converted into plans and
programs, and executed in exercises
and other training. Evaluations and
assessments generate feedback in
various areas to include doctrine.
This system will help to align capa-
bility requirements with plans and
programs.

The next JDWP meeting is ten-
tatively scheduled for October 1994
and will be hosted by the Joint
Warfighting Center. JFQ

LESSONS LEARNED
Examinations of success and

failure are familiar preoccupations
after every military action, but the
availability of a formal system that
documents joint lessons learned is
less widely known. For that reason
the following survey is provided as
both a primer on joint lessons
learned and an introduction to a
regular TJW column on individual
lessons from joint operations and
exercises.

CJCS MOP 53, “Military Capa-
bilities Reporting,” requires unified
combatant commands to submit
After Action Reports (AARs) on joint
operations as specified in Joint Pub
1–03.30, Joint After Action Reporting
System (JAARS). Lessons are recorded
in the Joint Universal Lessons
Learned System (JULLS) format.
Joint Pub 1–03.30 also identifies re-
quirements for After Action Reports
covering CJCS-directed, CINC-spon-
sored joint exercises.

Operational and exercise AARs
submitted by CINCs can be found in
the “Joint Center for Lessons
Learned” (JCLL), a master database

DEFENSE LIBRARY 
on CD–ROM
Over 220,000 records including items in the fields of 
international security affairs, defense policy, military history, 
resource management, and the art of war.

For information about the Defense Library on Disc contact:

National Defense University Library

ATTN: Systems Librarian

Washington, D.C. 20319–6000

(202) 287–9474 / DSN 667–9474

or

Pentagon Library

ATTN: Systems Librarian

Room 1A518, The Pentagon

Washington, D.C. 20310–6080

(703) 697–4658 / DSN 227–4658
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maintained by the Evaluation and
Analysis Division (J-7), Joint Staff.
JCLL contains over 8,500 lessons
learned gathered over the past seven
years as well as AARs for both CJCS
No Notice Interoperability Exercises
(NIEXs) and independent CJCS Ob-
servation Reports on certain CINC-
sponsored exercises and operations.
Resident databases are kept by the
combatant commands and services
and updated twice a year.

The largest single JCLL entry
(over 500 JULLs) is the CENTCOM
AAR on Desert Storm. Recent AARs 
include Operation GTMO (ACOM/
Haiti), JTF Somalia (CENTCOM/
UNITAF), and Distant Runner
(EUCOM/Rwanda); interim reports in-
clude Southern Watch (CENTCOM/
Iraq), Provide Promise including 
Deny Flight, Able Sentry, and Sharp
Guard (EUCOM/ex-Yugoslavia), and
UNISOM II (CENTCOM/Somalia).
There are also major CINC-sponsored
reports on Bright Star ’94 (CENTCOM/
deployment; host nation), Fuertes De-
fensas ’93 (SOUTHCOM/crisis action;
SOF), and Tandem Thrust ’93
(PACOM/crisis action; JFACC). The
current CJCS reports include Eligible
Receiver ’94–1 (NIEX/PACOM), Bright
Star ’94 (CENTCOM/exercise evalua-
tion), and Agile Provider ’94 (ACOM/
exercise evaluation).

The lessons learned range from
the strategic to the tactical level of
war, from the big picture to the
seemingly trivial. In any joint force,
however, certain issues invariably
emerge to illustrate the different ap-
proaches of warfighting CINCs.
They include crisis action planning,
JOPES, and early augmentation of
personnel in support of JTFs; desig-
nating, organizing, and manning
JTFs; JFACC, targeting, and SOF inte-
gration/deconfliction; combined
multinational operations and C4I.
For example, crisis action planning
in standing up a JTF (especially if it
is a component staff with no joint
billets) presents problems which
both PACOM and ACOM are allevi-
ating through the use of deployable
planning teams (PACOM Deployable
JTF Augmentation Cell and ACOM
DJTF–140) to provide joint expertise
and personnel. EUCOM provides
augmentees (from service compo-

nent staffs) as cadre to assist crisis
action planning and in initially
standing up JTFs. These approaches
have all proven to be effective in
joint operations from Hurricane
Iniki to Provide Promise.

Joint planners can access AARs
through CINC or service staffs. By
arrangement lessons in JULLS can be
downloaded via WWMCCS and
other means; it is also available on
CD–ROM from the Navy Tactical
Support Activity; telephone (202)
433–3678 / DSN 288–3678 for de-
tails. For information on JAARs and
recent AARs, contact the Joint Staff
at (703) 695–4604 / DSN 225–4604.

—Contributed by
CAPT Rosemary B. Mariner, USN
Exercise and Analysis Division (J-7)
Joint Staff JFQ

Documentation

ROLES AND
MISSIONS

The Commission on Roles and
Missions of the Armed Forces, which
was established by the National De-
fense Authorization Act of 1994
(Public Law 103–160, November 30,
1993), held its first meeting in May.
Under its charter the commission
must report its findings and recom-
mendations to the Committees on
Armed Services of the Senate and
House of Representatives within a
year. The commission is intended to
provide the Congress, Secretary of
Defense, and Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff with an independent
review of current allocations of roles,
missions, and functions among the
services, and to make recommenda-
tions on changes in defining and
distributing roles, missions, and
functions. The specific duties of the
commission are to:

▼ review the types of military
operations that may be required in the
post-Cold War era taking into account
both the requirements for successfully
conducting various types of operations
and official DOD strategic planning
(operations to be considered include
defense of the United States; warfare
against other national military forces;

participation in peacekeeping, peace
enforcement, and other nontraditional
activities; action against nuclear,
chemical, and biological weapons ca-
pabilities in hostile hands; support of
law enforcement; and other operations
as specified by the chairman of the
commission)

▼ define broad mission areas and
key support requirements for the mili-
tary establishment as a whole

▼ develop a conceptual frame-
work for the review of the organiza-
tional allocation among the Armed
Forces of roles, missions, and func-
tions which considers static efficiency
(such as duplicative overhead and
economies of scale); dynamic effective-
ness (including the benefits of compe-
tition and the effect on innovation);
interoperability, responsiveness, and
other aspects of military effectiveness
in the field and fleet; gaps in mission
coverage and so-called “orphan” mis-
sions that are inadequately served by
existing organizational entities; divi-
sion of responsibility on the battle-
field; exploitation of new technology
and operational concepts; the degree
of disruption that changes in roles and
missions would entail; and the experi-
ence of other nations in this area

▼ recommend the functions for
which each military department
should organize, train, and equip
forces; the missions of combatant
commands; and the roles that
Congress should assign to various
DOD elements

▼ address the roles, missions,
and functions of civilian portions of
DOD and other national security agen-
cies to the extent that changes in these
areas are collateral to changes consid-
ered in military roles, missions, and
functions

▼ recommend a process for con-
tinuing to adapt the roles, missions,
and functions of the Armed Forces to
future changes in technology and in
the international security environment.

Members of the commission
were appointed by the Secretary of
Defense from the private sector
based on their “diverse military, or-
ganizational, and management ex-
periences and historical perspec-
tives.” The commission is chaired by
John P. White, director of the Center
for Business and Government, John
F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University. The commission
members include Les Aspin, lately
Secretary of Defense and former
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chairman of the House Armed Ser-
vices Committee; Antonia H.
Chayes, a lawyer affiliated with
Endispute, Inc., who was Under Sec-
retary of the Air Force during the
Carter administration; Jan M. Lodal,
director of the Aspen Strategy Group
and president of the Intelus Corpo-
ration, who served on the NSC staff

during the Nixon administration;
Franklin D. Raines, vice chairman of
Fannie Mae, an economist who was
a coordinator for the Clinton transi-
tion and associate director of OMB
during the Carter administration;
GEN Robert W. RisCassi, USA (Ret.),
former Commander in Chief of the

U.N. Command and ROK-U.S. Com-
bined Forces Command; and LtGen
Bernard E. Trainor, USMC (Ret.), di-
rector of the National Security Pro-
gram, John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University,
who was Deputy Chief of Staff for
Plans, Policies and Operations, at
Headquarters, Marine Corps. Also,

1994 CJCS ESSAY COMPETITION
The 13th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) Strategy Essay Competition was held on 
May 26, 1994 at the National Defense University. This competition challenges students from both intermediate
and senior colleges to write on an aspect of international security, defense policy, or military affairs, with special
emphasis on joint matters. The top honors this year were shared by two winning entries, while nine other essays
were cited for their distinction.

Co-Winning Essays
Lieutenant Colonel Frank Stech, USAR (Army War College)

“Preparing for More CNN Wars”

Colonel Gerard A. St. Amand, USA (Army War College)
“Schizophrenic Sanctioning: A Failed U.S. Policy Toward China”

Distinguished Essays
Major Jay M. Parker, USA (Naval War College)

“Into the Wind, Against the Tide: Change and the Operational Commander”

Desiree A. Millikan, Department of State (Air War College)
“U. S. Foreign Policy in the Post-Cold War World: Options and Constraints”

Lieutenant Colonel Bradley L. Moffett, USAF (Army War College)
“Expanding Our Vision of Jointness: Pursuing Joint Force Development Strategies”

Commander Gerald Roncolato, USN (National War College)
“Military Theory and Peace Enforcement Operations”

Lieutenant Colonel Jan Van Pelt, USAF (National War College)
“Five Deficits and a Physics Problem: Restructuring the Military Services”

Robert D. Warrington, Central Intelligence Agency (National War College)
“International Conflict and U.S. National Security Policy into the 21st Century”

Robert D. Warrington, Central Intelligence Agency (National War College)
“The Helmets May be Blue, But the Blood’s Still Red:

The Dilemma of U.S. Participation in U.N. Peace Operations”

Douglas A. Hartwick, Department of State (National War College)
“America’s Asia Policy: Preparing for the 21st Century”

Bruce C. Bade, Office of the Secretary of Defense (National War College)
“War Termination: Why Don’t We Plan for It?”
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three advisors have been named to
the commission: ADM Leon A.
Edney, USN (Ret.), former comman-
der, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, and Vice
Chief of Naval Operations; Jeffrey H.
Smith, a partner in the law firm of
Arnold and Porter who headed the
Clinton defense transition team; and
Gen Larry D. Welch, USAF (Ret.),
president of the Institute for Defense
Analysis, who was Chief of Staff of
the Air Force and commander,
Strategic Air Command. JFQ

PEACE
OPERATIONS

Last year the President ordered
an interagency review of peacekeep-
ing activities in order to develop a
comprehensive framework suited to
the realities of the post-Cold War
era. That review was completed in
May 1994 and resulted in a Presi-

dential Decision Directive (PDD) on
reforming multinational peace oper-
ations. The PDD identifies critical
factors to be evaluated in consider-
ing any military commitment to
multinational peace operations. The
directive requires that disciplined,
coherent choices be made regarding
which peace operations are sup-
ported and that specific criteria be
addressed in endorsing a proposed
peace operation. Moreover, if en-
forcement (chapter VII) operations
are likely to involve combat, further
criteria must be satisfied. A recom-
mendation to the President on
peace operations has to be based
upon the cumulative weight of all
criteria (see accompanying chart),
with no single factor necessarily act-
ing as sole determinant. JFQ

Presidential Guidance 
on Peace Operations

Factors for Supporting 
Peace Operations
� Multilateral involvement advances national
interests

� International interest in dealing with the
problem multilaterally

� Conflict represents threat to or breach of
international peace or security

� Operation has clear objectives

� For traditional peacekeeping operation, 
a ceasefire is in place

� For peace enforcement operation, a
significant threat to international peace and
security is perceived

� Forces, financing, and appropriate mandate
are available

� Inaction judged to have unacceptable
political, humanitarian, and economic
consequences

� Operation’s duration is linked to clear
objectives and realistic criteria

Factors for Participating in 
Peace Operations
� Participation advances U.S. national
interests

� Risks to American personnel are considered
to be acceptable

� Personnel, funds, and other resources are
available

� U.S. participation deemed necessary for the
operation’s success

� Role of the Armed Forces is tied to clear
objective

� Endpoint of the participation can be
identified

� American public and Congress support the
operation

� Command and control arrangements are
acceptable

Factors for Participating When
Operation Is Likely to Involve
Combat
� Clear determination exits to commit
sufficient forces to achieve clearly defined
objectives

� Plan to achieve objectives decisively

� Commitment to reassess or adjust size,
composition, and disposition of forces if
necessary

Source: Compiled by William H. Lewis,
Institute for Strategic Studies, National
Defense University.

The National Defense University (NDU) 
will sponsor the following events 

in the coming months:

TOPICAL SYMPOSIUM
“Counterproliferation: Security Dimensions of 

WMD Proliferation”
will be held in Washington, D.C., on November 16 and 17, 1994

PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM
will be held in Honolulu, Hawaii, on February 22 and 23, 1995

with the cosponsorship of the U.S. Pacific Command

NATO SYMPOSIUM
will be held in Washington, D.C., on April 24 and 25, 1995

with the cosponsorship of the NATO Defense College

To obtain registration information—or to be placed on the mailing list for 
announcements of future symposia—please write or call:

Institute for National Strategic Studies
ATTN: Symposia
National Defense University
Fort Lesley J. McNair
Washington, D.C. 20319–6000

(202) 287–9230 / 9231 or DSN 667–9230 / 9231
FAX: (202) 287–9239 or DSN 667–9239
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BOOKS
Donald M. Goldstein, Katherine V.

Dillon, and J. Michael Wenger. 
D-Day Normandy: The Story and
Photographs. Battle of Normandy
Foundation official 50th anniver-
sary volume. Washington:
Brassey’s (U.S.), 1994. 180 pp.
$30.00. [ISBN 0–02–881057–0]

John A. Lynn, editor. Feeding Mars:
Logistics in Western Warfare from
the Middle Ages to the Present. His-
tory and warfare series. Boulder,
Colo.: Westview Press, 1993. 326
pp. $44.50. [ISBN 0–8133–1716–9]

Dave R. Palmer. 1794: America, Its
Army, and the Birth of the Nation.
Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press,
1994. 312 pp. $24.95. 
[ISBN 00–89141–523–8] 

Michael P. Vriesenga, editor. From the
Line in the Sand: Accounts of USAF
Company Grade Officers in Support
of Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Air
University Press, 1994. 271 pp.

James A. Winnefeld, Preston
Niblack, and Dana J. Johnson. 
A League of Airmen: U.S. Air Power
in the Gulf War. Project Air Force.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 1994.
335 pp. $15.00. 
[ISBN 0–8330–1503–6]

MONOGRAPHS
David Jablonsky. The Owl of Minerva

Flies at Twilight: Doctrinal Change
and Continuity and Revolution in
Military Affairs. Professional read-
ings in military strategy, no. 10.
Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: Strategic
Studies Institute, U.S. Army War
College, May 1994. 83 pp.

Michael J. Mazarr. The Revolution in
Military Affairs: A Framework for
Defense Planning. Carlisle Barracks,

Pa.: Strategic Studies Institute, U.S.
Army War College, June 1994. 
45 pp.

John F. Schmitt. Mastering Tactics: 
A Tactical Decision Game Workbook.
Quantico, Va.: Marine Corps Asso-
ciation, 1994. 107 pp. $14.95.
[ISBN 0–940328–14–3]

Gordon R. Sullivan and James M.
Dubik. War in the Information Age.
Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: Strategic
Studies Institute, U.S. Army War
College, May 1994. 23 pp.

ARTICLES
John Arquilla, “The Strategic Impli-

cations of Information Domi-
nance,” Strategic Review, vol. 22,
no. 3 (Summer 1994), pp. 24–30.

Brad M. Bergstrand, “What Do You
Do When There’s No Peace to
Keep?,” Canadian Defence
Quarterly, vol. 23, no. 3 (Spring
1994), pp. 25–29.

Charles J. Dunlap, “Welcome to the
Junta: The Erosion of Civilian
Control of the U.S. Military,” Wake
Forest Law Review, vol. 29, no. 2
(Summer 1994), pp. 341–92.

Charles F. Hawkins, “Friendly Fire:
Facts, Myths and Misperceptions,”
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, vol.
120, no. 6 (June 1994), pp. 54–59.

Darien L. Kearns, “The Need for 
Criteria in U.N. Peace Operations,”
Military Review, vol. 74, no. 7 
(July 1994), pp. 34–42.

Jack W. Ellerton and Robert Kloecker,
“The Challenge of Joint Forces
Training in EUCOM,” Military 
Review, vol. 74, no. 5 (May 1994), 
pp. 13–23.

James A. Lasswell, “Roles and Mis-
sions Myths,” Armed Forces Journal
International (May 1994), 
pp. 27–28.

Richard H.B. Lewis, “JFACC Prob-
lems Associated with Battlefield
Preparation in Desert Storm,” 
Airpower Journal, vol. 8, no. 1
(Spring 1994), pp. 4–21.

John M. Loh, “Adapting U.S. Mili-
tary Organizations to the New 
Security Environment,” Strategic
Review, vol. 22, no. 2 (Spring
1994), pp. 7–14.

Edward N. Luttwak, “Washington’s
Biggest Scandal,” Commentary, vol.
97, no. 5 (May 1994), pp. 29–33.

Andrew F. Mazzara, “Integrating the
MAGTF into Joint Operations,”
Marine Corps Gazette, vol. 78, no. 7
(July 1994), pp. 65–68.

William Owens, “The Quest for
Consensus,” U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings, vol. 120, no. 5 
(May 1994), pp. 68–72.

Terry Pierce, “Operational Maneuver
from the Sea,” U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings, vol. 120, no. 8 
(August 1994), pp. 30–34.

Colin Powell, John Lehman, William
Odom, Samuel Huntington, and
Richard Kohn, “Exchange on Civil-
Military Relations,” The National
Interest, no. 36 (Summer 1994), 
pp. 23–31.

John G. Ross, “InfoTech, InfoPower,”
Armed Forces Journal International
(June 1994), pp. 31–36.

John M. Shalikashvili, “Two In-
Boxes,” U.S. Naval Institute Proceed-
ings, vol. 120, no. 5 (May 1994),
pp. 42–45.

Wayne G. Shear, Jr., “The Drug War:
Applying the Lessons of Vietnam,”
Naval War College Review, vol. 47,
no. 3 (Summer 1994), pp. 110–24.

Jeffrey E. Stambaugh, “JFACC: Key to
Organizing Your Air Assets for 
Victory,” Parameters, vol. 24, no. 2
(Summer 1994), pp. 98–110.

Bernard E. Trainor, “Amphibious 
Operations in the Gulf War,” 
Marine Corps Gazette, vol. 78, no. 8
(August 1994), pp. 57–60.

Graham H. Turbiville, Jr., and Joseph
G.D. Babb, “Operations Other
Than War in the Asia-Pacific 
Theater,” Military Review, vol. 74,
no. 4 (April 1994), pp. 20–21.

Paul K. Van Riper, “The Use of Mili-
tary History in the Professional Ed-
ucation of Officers,” Marine Corps
Gazette, vol. 78, no. 2 (February
1994), pp. 49–53.

DOCUMENTS
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Joint Pub 1–02.

Department of Defense Dictionary of
Military and Associated Terms.
Washington: Government Printing
Office, March 1994. 522 pp. 
$33.00 [ISBN 0–16–043183–2]

Naval Doctrine Command. Naval
Doctrine Publication 1. Naval War-
fare. Washington: Government
Printing Office, March 1994. 
74 pp. JFQ

JFQuarterly Survey 
of Joint Literature

JFQ lists recent selected titles on joint and

combined operations, coalition warfare,

military history, and related topics of inter-

est to its readers. Publishers are asked 

to forward new works directly to the 

attention of the Editor at the address

shown in the masthead. 
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MARINES AS AN
ENDANGERED
SPECIES
A Book Review by
C.P. Neimeyer

Marines are so commonly ac-
cepted as an “elite” that such

classification has long been taken for
granted by the public. However, Jack
Shulimson’s study uncovers a time
when the Corps was not so highly
regarded. The author is not a revi-
sionist seeking to tear down a service
reputation. Instead, he deftly pro-
gresses beyond mere revision to
write a history about the Marine
Corps in the late 19th century that
will no doubt be a widely-referred-to
institutional study for years to come.

Shulimson describes the rise of
Marine professionalism and the
Corps’ transition into the 20th cen-
tury as an integral part of the Armed
Forces. He begins after the Civil War
and traces the institutional develop-
ment by analyzing the efforts of var-
ious commandants and officers to
reform themselves and defend the
existence of their service during a
period of major change in America.

The Corps fell into disarray in
the late 1870s and was unsure of its
role in national defense. With an of-
ficer corps of only 75 and a reputa-
tion as an ill-defined organization, a
group of Marine reformers among
the younger officers demanded ei-
ther a “funeral or a resuscitation”
for their once proud organization.
Fortunately, the Corps chose resus-
citation, although some reforms

were neither internally generated
nor universally appreciated.

Starting with “The Old Corps,
1865–1880,” Shulimson interprets
the trials and tribulations of re-
formers such as Captains Henry Clay
Cochrane and Robert Huntington
and First Lieutenant Daniel Pratt
Mannix. Being called a young
reformer in that period was indeed 
a relative term. Henry Cochrane
spent his first 18 years of service 
as a lieutenant.

Not only was promotion slow,
but the Corps was saddled with nu-
merous superannuated officers who
were not concerned about reform
nor future doctrine. Cochrane
noted, for example, that some offi-
cers contented themselves “with
keeping quiet” and “clandestinely
prowling around the Capitol in citi-
zens’ clothes to avoid observation”
while gathering certificates of char-
acter from naval officers for use in
furthering their careers. A patronage
system for promotion was endemic
throughout the Corps and many saw
Marine officers as dandies or ne’er-
do-wells who had been unable to
gain appointments to West Point or
Annapolis. Cochrane observed that
during the single year of 1880 one

officer had been killed in a riding ac-
cident, another sent home “insane,”
and still another dismissed for cause.
Philadelphia police arrested a Ma-
rine major for drunkenly accosting
women in the streets while a Navy
court-martial cashiered a colonel for
“conduct unbecoming an officer.”

Despite these internal problems,
the greatest push for reform did not
come from the likes of Henry Clay
Cochrane, but from the Navy. Writ-
ing in the U.S. Naval Institute Proceed-
ings, naval officers began to stress
landing operations and speculated
about the influence of such opera-
tions on both services. Contrary to
what one might expect, surprisingly
few Marines appeared concerned
about advanced base operations.
Shulimson notes that this deficiency
of vision probably had more to do
with a lack of a coherent Corps-wide
unifying theme or doctrine than
anything else.

The author gives much credit to
the creation of the Naval War Col-
lege and commissioning of large
numbers of officers from among
graduates of the Naval Academy for

The Marine Corps’ Search for a
Mission: 1880–1898

by Jack Shulimson
Modern war studies series.

Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of
Kansas, 1993.

274 pp. $35.00.
[ISBN: 0–7006–0608–4]

Lieutenant Colonel C.P. Neimeyer, USMC, 
is assigned to the Plans Division, Head-
quarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

Camp Osceola, Magnolia
Bluff, Pensacola, 1888.
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the establishment of a more profes-
sional Corps. The two institutions
furnished Marine officers with a le-
gitimacy that had been previously
lacking in its officer corps. Moreover,
the Naval War College provided the
initial venue for gaming fleet opera-
tions and suggested various options
for utilizing the Corps in future oper-
ations. Older Marine officers still pre-
ferred the status quo—detailing
marines to man the secondary bat-
teries on ships—but at least some ad-
vanced the reforms proposed by
younger officers which were starting
to be debated at the Naval War Col-
lege and in the Proceedings. All these
arguments may have continued for
decades had the Nation not emerged
as a global power following the 
Spanish-American War.

The war with Spain was a roles
and functions watershed for the
Corps. Expansion and acquisition of
overseas assets had more impact on
the Marines than any institution or
reformer. The author notes that the
United States found it easier to seize
Spanish possessions than to decide
what to do with them. As Cochrane
noted in 1898, “the establishment of
a colonial empire suggests foreign
service duty for all grades of the 
Marine Corps.” Now, instead of
piecemealing marines as shipboard
detachments, Colonel Commandant
Charles Heywood proposed a
20,000-man force of “well drilled
and equipped marines” able to sail
at a moment’s notice and respond to
world trouble spots “without the 
necessity of calling on the Army.”
Corps relations with the Navy had
come full circle because of improved
Marine utility in the eyes of naval
strategists. In essence the naval es-
tablishment had finally accorded the
Corps its own professional jurisdic-
tion: advanced base operations.

If there is one drawback to
Shulimson’s fine study it is his sole
focus on the Marine officer corps.
He almost totally neglects the en-
listed ranks. For example, during the
period covered the Marines experi-
enced an extraordinarily high rate of
desertion among its enlisted compo-
nent. Yet in a single action in 1871

on the Korean peninsula, six of its
members were awarded the Medal of
Honor. There must have been other
reasons for this discrepancy in be-
havior but Shulimson’s work avoids
that sort of question which is unfor-
tunate because inclusion of primary
source material from enlisted men
frequently reveals differing views
from those of officers.

This is a scholarly and thor-
oughly researched book that is a joy
to read. In shedding light on a here-
tofore largely unknown portion of
Marine Corps history, Shulimson
clearly demonstrates just how forma-
tive this period was. It reveals inter-
esting parallels between the late 19th

century Corps-wide search for a ser-
vice niche in the military establish-
ment and the uncertainty that exists
over that issue today in some circles.
It should be required reading for all
naval officers. JFQ

MEDITERRANEAN
WARFARE IN 3D
A Book Review by
Brian R. Sullivan

Aferocious battle raged around,
over, and on Crete from May 10

to June 1, 1941. First the Luftwaffe
relentlessly bombed the Greek island
and British warships offshore for ten
days; and then combined German
airborne, airlanding, and seaborne
forces engaged determined resis-
tance by the Royal Navy, Common-
wealth and Greek armies, and a large
portion of the local population.
When the brutal combat ended the

Wehrmacht had captured the island
and taken 12,000 prisoners. The 
Germans killed some 2,000 mem-
bers of the Commonwealth forces,
wounded another 2,000 men, sank
nine Royal Navy ships and severely
damaged six more (which took the
lives of 2,000 British sailors in the
process), and downed nearly fifty
Royal Air Force (RAF) aircraft. More-
over, the invaders killed many Cre-
tan civilians and Greek soldiers,
then shot another 2,000 Cretans in
the aftermath of the invasion. But
the Germans also suffered heavily,
losing 3,400 men dead and 3,300
wounded, and the destruction of
nearly 200 Ju–52 transports. 

The murderous nature of the
fight can be gauged by comparing
these appalling casualties with the
limited size of the ground forces en-
gaged. On the Allied side there were
one Australian, one British, and two
New Zealand brigades along with a
reinforced battalion–sized unit of
Royal Marines and eleven badly
trained and poorly equipped Greek
infantry battalions. They faced one
paratroop and one mountain divi-
sion of Germans. In fact, the Battle
of Crete cost the Wehrmacht more
losses than the entire Balkan Cam-
paign. In The Lost Battle, Callum
MacDonald recounts this gripping
story in a superlative manner, creat-
ing what will surely become the
definitive history of that bloody 
encounter. 

Among the many virtues of 
the book is its multi–dimensional
quality. It proceeds by stages from
strategy to operations and tactics.
Though the emphasis is on ground
combat, the author also describes
the air and naval aspects of the bat-
tle in fascinating detail. The Lost Bat-
tle begins with a short but authorita-
tive account of the development of
airborne warfare by the Luftwaffe,
under the eye of General Kurt 
Student, then smoothly fits that
story into the context of Hitler’s
strategy from the summer of 1940 to
the spring of 1941. In turn, Hitler’s
plans for his European war leads 
to an examination of Churchill’s
strategy of defeating the Axis in the
Mediterranean and his commitment
of forces to defend Greece. A short

The Lost Battle: Crete, 1941
by Callum MacDonald

New York: The Free Press, 1993.
350 pp. $24.95.

[ISBN 0–02–919625–6]

Brian R. Sullivan is a senior research 
professor in the Institute for National
Strategic Studies, National Defense
University, and has taught European
military history at both the Naval War
College and Yale University.
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Source: D.M. Davin, Crete. Official History of New Zealand in the Second World War, 1939–45 (London: Oxford University Press, 1953).
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but exciting narrative of the disas-
trous British campaign in Greece car-
ries the reader to Churchill’s deci-
sion on the defense of Crete. 

Churchill learned on April 27,
1941 through an Ultra decrypt of a
Luftwaffe Enigma signal that the
Germans intended to launch a
simultaneous airborne and seaborne
invasion of Crete. The next day he
told General Archibald Wavell, his
ground forces commander in the
Mediterranean and Middle East, “It
ought to be a fine opportunity for
killing parachute troops. The island
must be stubbornly defended.”
Despite the precise intelligence
about German operational plans
which came from Ultra sources in
the following days, Churchill took
no chances. He “suggested” to
Wavell that command of forces on
Crete be entrusted to Major General
Bernard Freyberg of New Zealand.

Was there ever such a man?
Freyberg’s reckless valor and magnif-
icent physique (he swam the English
Channel at the age of 36) combined
with genuine modesty to make him
a legend before his thirtieth birth-
day. His early years hardly suggested
such a destiny, for he honored his
parents’ wish to become a dentist.

But his lust for risk and excitement
drove him to abandon that stable 
career and to wander the earth in
search of adventure. When World
War I broke out he rushed to Lon-
don and joined the British army. In
1915 he swam ashore from the inva-
sion fleet off Gallipoli to light false
landing beacons to deceive the
Turks. In 1916 he won the Victoria
Cross for his role in capturing the
Beaucourt redoubt on the Western
Front. Severely wounded, he was 
left for dead and only survived by a
near miracle. Freyberg demanded re-
turn to combat on recovery despite
suffering severe wounds. By the
Armistice he had been wounded 
seriously eight more times and
thrice awarded the Distinguished
Service Order. At 27 he had risen to
the rank of brigadier. With the Royal
Marines, Black Watch, King’s Royal
Rifles, Argyll and Sutherland High-
landers, tough New Zealanders and
Australians, and precise Ultra intelli-
gence, could Freyberg fail to hold
Crete?

But it did fall, and MacDonald’s
detailed explanation of how and
why—despite all the advantages en-
joyed by Commonwealth forces—
provides the basic fascination of The
Lost Battle. The lesson that emerges

is not new but bears repeating: 
war is the most complicated of all
human activities and success or fail-
ure can hinge on any one of a 
myriad of factors. Freyberg had
many advantages and got almost 
everything right. His few mistakes,
however, proved fatal.

To begin, Freyberg himself
doubted that he could hold Crete
and thus entered the fray with little
confidence. RAF fighter cover that
might have been available was
largely lost over Greece or destroyed
prior to evacuation. Of the few
British fighters left to defend Crete
most were lost in the first days of
the air battle leading up to the inva-
sion. The five surviving aircraft es-
caped to Egypt twenty-four hours
beforehand which prevented the
Royal Navy from safeguarding the 
island from amphibious attack.
British ships could avoid Luftwaffe
bombing only at night. Thus, 
Freyberg could rely only on ground
forces to repel invaders but they
would be subjected to constant 
German air strikes by day.

Worse, Freyberg failed to aug-
ment his ground forces. The Special
Operations Executive, created by
Churchill to “set Europe ablaze”
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with insurgency, sabotage, and sub-
version, had sent a highly skilled
agent named John Pendlebury to
Crete in mid–1940. Despite Greek
neutrality until Italy attacked in Oc-
tober, Pendlebury set about organiz-
ing a Cretan underground to resist
an enemy invasion; but his efforts
were hampered by lack of official
support even after the evacuation of
the Greek mainland. When the mat-
ter was finally brought to Freyberg’s
attention, he recoiled from the un-
conventional idea of arming civil-
ians. Motivated by fierce patriotism
the Cretans, even without British
arms to make their guerrilla war
more effective, resisted the Germans
tenaciously.

Freyberg’s final mistake was to
deploy as much to check an am-
phibious assault as against an air-
borne landing. His son later claimed
that Wavell had refused to give his
father permission to move forces so
as not to compromise Ultra. About
ten days before the German landing,
Enigma intercepts indicated that the
bulk of the invasion force would ar-
rive by air. According to the story,
Wavell decided Ultra intelligence was
worth more than Crete and that
moving Freyberg’s forces at the last
minute could alert Germany that its
operational code had been broken.
But Freyberg’s later actions suggest
he really did fear a seaborne attack
since he believed that the Royal
Navy could not effectively oppose
one. Thus, he placed forces along the
beaches that otherwise might have
held the vital airfield at Maleme. 

Nonetheless, German para-
troops jumped to disaster when
they began landing on May 20.
Ultra had given Freyberg precise ad-
vance warning of the drop and in-
formation to position many of his
units and anti–aircraft guns. The
local Cretan people enthusiastically
joined in the slaughter of the de-
scending Germans; and slaughter it
was according to MacDonald. Com-
monwealth forces and Cretans
killed most wounded or surrender-
ing airborne troops who they en-
countered. The German parachutes
lacked toggle lines and could not be
maneuvered, so many Germans

drifted helplessly into Common-
wealth positions or villages where
they were dispatched without
mercy. Tortured by thirst in the fero-
cious heat of the Cretan day, often
unarmed because their weapons
containers were dropped separately,
surviving paratroops fell back into
defensive perimeters. There they
watched successive waves of Ger-
man transport planes come under
accurate anti-aircraft fire, then ex-
plode in the air or crash in flames.
Despite heavy Luftwaffe bombing
and strafing, Freyberg’s men gained
the upper hand. By evening the
Germans held only the edge of one
airfield at Maleme, vital to Student’s
plan to reinforce his desperate para-
troops with mountain troops flown
in aboard Ju–52s.

But the outcome of the battle
was decided on the night of May 20
by two New Zealand brigade com-
manders. Freyberg based his defense
on immediate, vigorous counterat-
tack to regain any airfield or portion
thereof seized by German para-
troops. In the dark the Germans
lacked their single advantage of
close air support and the Common-
wealth forces had superior numbers
in the Maleme sector. But Freyberg’s
brigadiers held fast to World War I
attitudes that put husbanding re-
serves and holding a solid defensive
line before the need to counterat-
tack. If they had committed the re-
serves the airfield at Maleme would
have been cleared of Germans. But
the New Zealanders feared attack
from the sea and would not strip
coastal defenses to reinforce night
attacks that came close to success.
When dawn came the Germans still
held part of the field and hill over-
looking it. 

Even so, shelling of the Maleme
airstrip prevented a German airland-
ing until late afternoon. When Stu-
dent’s remaining reserve battalion
was dropped instead to reinforce
Maleme, half of the paratroopers
drifted into New Zealand positions
and were virtually annihilated.
Dozens more fell into the Mediter-
ranean and drowned. Perhaps as late
as midafternoon of May 21, a con-
certed New Zealand assault might
have overrun the field. But Stukas

and Me–109s bombed and strafed
the Commonwealth troops at will
and their commanders decided not
to attack under such pounding. By
late in the day German air transports
began flying in the 5th Mountain 
Division.

Freyberg hardly realized he had
lost the battle. In fact, on the night
of May 21, the Royal Navy took ad-
vantage of the darkness to evade the
Luftwaffe and then scatter a German
invasion convoy approaching Crete.
Only the extraordinary heroism of
Commander Francesco Mimbelli of
the Italian torpedo boat Lupo saved
the Germans from slaughter. Mim-
belli engaged three British light cruis-
ers at point–blank range, taking 18
six–inch hits but driving off the war-
ships before they could sink all the
transports and machine-gun helpless
survivors in the water. Most Germans
were eventually pulled from the
Aegean but the amphibious assault
had been smashed and a subsequent
attempt was canceled. For Freyberg,
the crisis appeared to have passed.

Meanwhile the Allied comman-
der ordered a night attack on Maleme
airfield that continued to the next
morning. Yet still fearing an amphibi-
ous assault he did not commit all
available reserves. The battle tipped
back and forth though Common-
wealth forces lacked sufficient
strength to overcome the desperate
German defense. Even as heavy fight-
ing raged along the edge of the field,
the Germans continued to fly in
mountain troops. By late on May 22,
Freyberg realized that over the previ-
ous twenty-four hours the course of
events had swung decisively against
him. The Germans had built up
enough strength that they could not
be dislodged from Maleme and could
now fly in as many reinforcements as
desired. Reluctantly, Freyberg ordered
a retreat that he knew could only end
in the evacuation of the island.

In the next three days enough
German troops airlanded to begin a
major offensive drive. They also pro-
ceeded to shoot hundreds of Cretan
civilians in retaliation for resisting
the invasion. On May 27, Freyberg
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ordered an amphibious withdrawal
starting the following night. Luckily
for the Commonwealth forces the
Luftwaffe had begun deployment
from Greece to the Soviet frontier in
preparation for Operation Bar-
barossa. Still, many ships and troops
were lost to air attack as the Royal
Navy carried out a four–night evacu-
ation. The last troops embarked in
the early morning hours of June 1.
But thousands were abandoned who
might have been saved. Ultra de-
crypts had not yet indicated that the
Luftwaffe was flying out of its Greek
bases and the Royal Navy believed
that it could not afford to lose more
warships off Crete. Some Common-
wealth troops managed to escape
Crete in small boats while others
took to the hills to join the Cretan
resistance. But most of the remaining
defenders of Crete surrendered to the
Germans during early June.

This battle offers many lessons.
One is that control of the sea mat-
ters less than control of the air, al-
though Churchill refused to accept
that fact until he lost Prince of Wales
and Repulse off Malaya six months
after the battle for Crete should have
made it clear. A more surprising les-
son is that near-perfect intelligence
did not result in victory for Com-
monwealth forces. Operational skill
outweighed the advantages of know-
ing enemy plans and intentions.
Churchill expected Freyberg to
achieve a miracle. But the New
Zealander, for all his personal
virtues, was only a man and had
subordinates and units distinctly in-
ferior to their German opponents.

Nonetheless the outcome could
have been far worse for the Allies.
Combing the battlefield for docu-
ments after the battle, German intel-
ligence found the first page of a
British Ultra decrypt. The Germans
had deduced that Freyberg knew in
advance of the timing and place of
their airdrops, but not how the in-
formation had come to him. Now
they held the answer in their hands.
Luckily for the Allied cause the Ger-
mans failed to analyze this evidence,
instead deciding that an espionage
ring in Greece had gotten the plans.
For all the tragedies that befell Com-
monwealth forces on and off Crete,

they were of little consequence com-
pared with the terrible consequences
that would have resulted from a Ger-
man discovery of the Ultra secret in
June 1941. JFQ

UNDER FOUR
ENSIGNS
A Book Review by
W. Spencer Johnson

This impressive tome edited by
Stephen Howarth belongs in the

library of every student of modern
warfare. The collection of essays por-
trays the roles played during the six
years of World War II by 30 naval of-
ficers and one Marine. Drawn from
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, the
British Royal Navy, and the German
and Japanese navies, the personae
who sail across the pages reflect
command on the broad strategic
level, at fleet and task group level,
and in individual ships. Also por-
trayed are several whose contribu-
tions were incalculable, although
they occupied staff and support
roles. In addition to the professional
challenges faced by these excep-
tional naval leaders, readers are af-
forded fascinating insights into the
personal traits of these leaders and
the career paths that brought them
to positions of command and re-
sponsibility during the war.

The authors of several essays in
this collection knew their subjects
personally and provide unique per-
spectives. Peter Kemp’s portrait of
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley
Pound as First Sea Lord is richer for
having served under Pound in the

Admiralty’s Operational Intelligence
Center. E.B. Potter not only served
with Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz at
Pearl Harbor, but later collaborated
with Nimitz in producing a history
of sea power from ancient times to
the modern era. David Rosenberg,
who is currently at work on a biogra-
phy of Admiral Arleigh Burke, has a
long and close personal relationship
with his subject. We are clearly ben-
eficiaries of these associations.

The book is divided into top
brass, air admirals, amphibious admi-
rals, submariners, anti-submariners,
tactical and general, and a final cate-
gory entitled “The Ones the Navies
Ignore.” It is in the last section that
we meet Lieutenant General Holland
M. Smith, USMC, a great Pacific War
commander; Vice Admiral Ben
Morul, USN, founder of the Seabees;
Admiral John Godfrey, Royal Navy,
an intelligence giant; and Captain
Joseph Rockefort, USN, a code
breaker who made the victory at
Midway possible. The crucial contri-
butions of Godfrey and Rockefort to
the success of the war at sea during
its dark early days were singularly
unrecognized in the glow of bureau-
cratic politics which even the heroic
atmosphere of the period could not
submerge.

Men of War: Great Naval 
Captains of World War II

edited by Stephen Howarth.
New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993.

602 pp. $25.00
[ISBN 0–312–08844–2]

Captain W. Spencer Johnson, USN (Ret.),
taught military strategy and operations 
at the National War College and earlier 
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We learn of Sir Dudley Pound’s
steady hand at the helm of the Royal
Navy in the Med, the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans, and later in the Pa-
cific. Providing operational intelli-
gence and broad direction to forces
at sea, he consistently left the com-
mand, control, and tactical direction
of forces afloat to his commanders.
One exception was his order to Con-
voy PQ17 to scatter when evidence
of overpowering surface, subsurface,
and air threats spelled doom for this
convoy to north Russia. Battling the
Axis at sea, the attentions of
Churchill in London, and a brain
tumor that took his life in 1943,
Pound countered the threat to
Britain’s life lines around the world,
thereby ensuring his nation’s sur-
vival from the menace at sea and
supporting Allied efforts in the bleak
days of the war.

Pound’s American counterpart,
Fleet Admiral Ernest King, was an
entirely different animal. King took
a very direct hand in operations,
guiding efforts in the Atlantic to
counter the German U-boat offen-
sive which took a dreadful toll on
the East Coast in 1942. In the Pacific
he was involved in planning strategy
and fleet operations at every stage.
He fully exercised his offices as Com-
mander in Chief, U.S. Fleet; Chief of
Naval Operations; and Commander
of the Tenth Fleet, the latter position
charged with the escort and routing
of American convoys. The essay on
King is by Robert Love of the History
Department at the Naval Academy.
Love treats his subject with due ven-
eration but expounds his views as
well, some mistaken, about strategy
and decisions regarding the war. For
instance, Love advances the idea
that a landing should have been
made in France in 1942. He states:

Churchill’s preference for a grand strat-
egy of dispersion and Roosevelt’s vacillation
thus condemned the Allies to wasteful, pe-
ripheral operations in the Mediterranean for
two years. It unwittingly allowed the Soviets
so to improve their position on the Eastern
Front that they were ready to overrun Central
Europe in 1944 when the Americans finally
invaded France; and it gave the Germans at
least twenty-four months to construct the
formidable defenses of Normandy.

Love reaches this conclusion 
despite the fact that shipping, espe-
cially assault shipping, was in ex-
tremely short supply in early 1942;
that the strategic air campaign in Eu-
rope was barely underway so Allied
forces could not even begin to con-
test air superiority anywhere in Eu-
rope; that U-boats ruled the Atlantic;
that U.S. and British troops, newly
raised and trained, were green and
untested in combat; and that joint
and combined organizations were
yet to be refined. A landing on the
coast of France in the fall of 1942
would probably have resulted in the
forces being repulsed or a siege of
any enclave seized that would have
ended in an Allied reversal, at best a
second Dunkirk. Equally disastrous
results would have ensued in the
Mediterranean and South Pacific,
from which resources would have
been diverted. The long debate over
a return to the Continent in 1942
does need airing, with the advocates
of opposing views making their cases
once and for all. From this reviewer’s
perspective, the British were right: a
cross-channel attack in 1942 was
simply not on.

Howarth’s portrait of Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto, a naval and
grand strategist of the first order, is
first-rate. A surface officer who be-
came a convert to the emerging capa-
bilities of naval aviation late in his
career, he built up the Imperial
Navy’s carrier striking arm and suc-
cessfully and boldly demonstrated it
at Pearl Harbor and elsewhere in the
Indian Ocean and South Pacific dur-
ing 1941–42. He remained a battle-
ship sailor, however, true to Mahan,
as his strategy and tactics for Midway
illustrate. He shared much in com-
mon with King and Halsey in his ad-
vocacy of pre-war naval aviation, yet
was equally at home with battleship
admirals and their belief in the deci-
sive battle at sea. Unlike his American
counterparts, Yamamoto had to navi-
gate the tricky waters of Japanese in-
terwar politics, truly a feat of daring
for a senior officer opposed to Japan’s
rampant militarism and the prospect
of war with America. Yamamoto was
convinced that Japan could not win
such a conflict if it went beyond six
months or a year. Howarth cites

Yamamoto as Japan’s greatest naval
leader since Togo.

Admirals Nimitz and Spruance
emerge as the architects of the vic-
tory in the Pacific, while Germany’s
Raeder and Donetz are portrayed as
the admirals who contested control
of the Atlantic, only to lose perhaps
as much for political reasons as ill-
conceived or poorly executed opera-
tions at sea. An apolitical and highly
professional Raeder is contrasted to
the operationally and strategically
gifted Donetz, an ardent National
Socialist. The same contrast appears
between two superb U-boat com-
manders. Lieutenant Commander
Otto Kretschmer was a reserved, en-
ergetic officer who felt that the mili-
tary should be apolitical and took
exception to taking a personal oath
to Adolph Hitler when he declared
himself Fuhrer in 1934. Kretschmer
was the first U-boat commander to
sink over 250,000 GRT of shipping
before being sunk himself in 1941
and spending the rest of the war in
Canada as a POW. His compatriot,
Lieutenant Commander Gunther
Prian, was a hero who crept into
Scapa Flow and sank Britain’s Royal
Oak, plus another 174,000 GRT, 
before he was lost and became the
darling of Nazi propaganda for his
exploits early in the war.

The book contains a wealth of
knowledge on joint warfare. This is
perhaps best illustrated in John Win-
ton’s essay on Admiral of the Fleet
Viscount Andrew Cunningham who
succeeded Pound as First Sea Lord.
While commander in the Mediter-
ranean, Cunningham had responsi-
bility for supporting the British army
in Greece and on Crete. In the hard
fighting that ensued, the fleet lost
two aircraft carriers to battle damage
from air attacks, three battleships,
four cruisers, and four destroyers.
Two cruisers and six destroyers were
sunk. All but overwhelmed by the
Germans, General Wavell, army
commander in the Middle East, told
Cunningham that the army expected
no more of his ships and that he was
relieved of further responsibility.
Cunningham told Wavell that he
would go on; he would not let the
army down. “There was a tradition
that had to be upheld,” he re-
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sponded. “It took three years to build
a ship. It would take three hundred
to rebuild a tradition.” Despite the
loss of two more cruisers, a total of
16,500 British troops were evacuated
from Crete, and the tradition of in-
terservice support was upheld.

Under amphibious comman-
ders, operations in North Africa,
Sicily, Salerno, Anzio, and Nor-
mandy are highlighted, along with
those conducted in the island-hop-
ping amphibious warfare that was
the Pacific. In the Atlantic, Army di-
visions, schooled in techniques
learned at the Atlantic Amphibious
Warfare School established by Major
General Holland M. Smith, splashed
ashore to seize beaches, like their
Marine counterparts did in the Pa-
cific. Admirals such as Richard
Conolly and Kent Hewitt learned
the art of amphibious warfare in the
Atlantic and Mediterranean, as did
their counterparts half a world away.
Conolly, a naval commander at
Sicily and Salerno, was later trans-
ferred to share his combat-honed
skills in amphibious planning and
operations with the Pacific Fleet. His
fighting spirit for close range naval
gunfire support earned him the
nickname “close-in Conolly” and
the undying respect of marines and
soldiers he supported so well. His
spirit of joint cooperation was no
less remarkable, as described by one
British visitor to his pre-Sicilian in-
vasion headquarters.

The attitude there was not one of 
educating the Army to an understanding of
naval limitations . . . it was rather a com-
plete and generous appreciation that the
Army had the sticky end of the job, and that
somehow or other the Navy would find ways
of seeing them through, and of implement-
ing any landing plan dictated by the tactical
needs of the military task.

This is the essence of joint-
ness—the spirit of dedication to
joint warfighting goals as evidenced
by Cunningham and Conolly—that
is at the heart of any joint or com-
bined operation and organization. 

This impressive collection is not
without its flaws. With almost thirty
authors, the essays vary in length
and style. Many are documented,
some are not—this reviewer wishes
they all were. The book would have

benefitted from proofreading by a
naval hand to catch those little an-
noyances such as describing an LST
as a ship which lands troops instead
of tanks. With authors of various na-
tionalities treating a number of
navies, notes on differences in orga-
nizational structure would be useful
to the reader. For instance, an Impe-
rial Japanese Navy destroyer division
was comprised of a cruiser and 15
destroyers—a large squadron or
flotilla by Western standards. But
these few flaws are minor in a work
of immense value and pass easily in
the reader’s wake.

Finally, while awed by the per-
sonages presented one wishes some
other officers had been included in
this work. Missing is Fleet Admiral
William Leahy, Roosevelt’s chief of
staff and, de facto, first Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Admiral
Hart of the Asiatic Fleet is also miss-
ing. Admiral Sir Percy Noble, who
commanded Royal Navy forces en-
gaged in the battle of the Atlantic
during 1940–41, is not portrayed,

nor is his successor, Max Horton,
who would witness the victory over
the U-boats. No Italian naval officers
are included despite their operations
in the Mediterranean and pioneering
underwater swimming attacks
against the Royal Navy in Alexan-
dria—feats emulated by the British
and American navies later in the war
and the precursor to SEAL opera-
tions. Again, this reviewer could only
wish for an even longer book. It is
also interesting to note that many,
indeed most of the officers depicted
achieved their greatness long after
today’s mandatory retirement age.
Some in fact came out of retirement,
a lesson worth pondering.

Men of War is a book to be sa-
vored and treasured. Lessons in joint
and combined warfare, fighting
spirit and operational flexibility, and
leadership are all there between the
covers of this volume. It should be
part of every thinking soldier’s,
sailor’s, marine’s, and airman’s
seabag or barracks bag if not his or
her knapsack. JFQ

NEW FROM THE

Institute for National Strategic Studies
Among the recent titles published by the Institute for National Strategic
Studies, National Defense University, under the NDU Press imprint are
the following three books on military affairs:

Special Operations Forces: An Assessment
by John M. Collins

Generals of the Ardennes: American 
Leadership in the Battle of the Bulge

by J.D. Morelock

Essays on Strategy XI
edited by John N. Petrie

NDU Press publications are available from the U.S. Government Printing Office. 
To order, call (202) 783–3238 or write to the Superintendent of Documents, 
Mail Stop: SSOP, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402–9328.
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A NOTE TO 
READERS AND 
CONTRIBUTORS

DISTRIBUTION: JFQ is published
four times each year for officers 
of the Armed Forces. One copy is 
distributed for every two officers on
active duty assigned to joint billets
and one copy for every four majors/
lieutenant commanders and
lieutenant colonels/commanders
across all the services.

Copies are distributed to the
field and fleet through respective
service channels. Corrections in
shipping instructions, quantities 
received, and addresses for service
distribution should be directed to
the appropriate activity listed below.

▼ ARMY—Contact the local 
Publications Control Officer or write
to the U.S. Army Publications Distribu-
tion Center, 2800 Eastern Boulevard,
Baltimore, Maryland 21220–2896 
(reference Misc. Publication 71–1).

▼ NAVY—Contact the Aviation
Supply Office, Navy Publications
and Forms Directorate (Code 10363),
5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19120–5000; FAX:
(215) 697–2601/DSN 442–2601.

▼ MARINE CORPS—Contact the
Marine Corps Logistics Base Atlantic,
Warehouse 1221, Section 5, Albany,
Georgia 31704.

▼ AIR FORCE—Contact the local
Publishing Distribution Office to 
establish requirements. Service-wide
functional distribution is then made
by the Air Force Distribution Center,
2800 Eastern Boulevard, Baltimore,
Maryland 21220–2896.

▼ COAST GUARD—Contact the
Commander, Coast Guard Atlantic
Coast Area (AO), Governor’s Island,
New York, New York 10004–5098, or
Commander, Coast Guard Pacific
Area (PO), Coast Guard Island,
Alameda, California 94501–5100; or
write to U.S. Coast Guard Headquar-
ters, ATTN: Defense Operations Divi-
sion, 2100 2d Street, S.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20593–0001.

In addition, distribution is made
to the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, defense agencies, Joint Staff,
unified commands, service colleges,
and other selected activities. Changes
of address for these copies must be
mailed to the Editor.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: JFQ is available
by subscription from the Govern-
ment Printing Office (see the order
blank in this issue). To order for one
year, cite: Joint Force Quarterly (JFQ)
on the order and mail with a
check for $19.00 ($23.75 for-
eign) or provide a VISA or 
MasterCard account number
with expiration date to the 
Superintendent of Documents, 
P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15220–7954, or
FAX the order to: (202) 512–2233.

CONTRIBUTIONS: JFQ wel-
comes submissions on all aspects of
joint and combined warfare from
members of the Armed Forces as
well as from defense analysts and
academic specialists from both this
country and abroad, including for-
eign military personnel. There is no
standard length for articles, but con-
tributions of 3,000 to 5,000 words
are appropriate. Other submissions,
however, to include letters to the ed-
itor, items of commentary, and brief
essays are invited. Reproductions of
supporting material (such as maps
and photos) should be submitted
with manuscripts citing the source
and indicating their availability; do
not send originals.

To facilitate review, provide
three copies of the manuscript to-
gether with a 150-word summary.
Place personal or biographical data
on a separate sheet of paper and do
not identify the author (or authors)
in the body of the text. Follow an 
accepted style guide in preparing the
manuscript, but endnotes rather
than footnotes should be used. Both
the manuscript and the endnotes
should be typed in double-space with
one-inch margins.

If possible submit the manu-
script on a disk together with the
typescript version. While 3.5- and
5.25-inch disks in various formats
can be processed, WordPerfect is 

preferred (disks will be returned if 
requested). Further information on
the submission of contributions is
available by calling (202) 475–1013 /
DSN 335–1013, FAX (202) 475–1012 /
DSN 335–1012, or writing:

Editor
Joint Force Quarterly
ATTN: NDU–NSS–JFQ
Washington, D.C. 20319–6000 JFQ

Missing an Issue?
Copies of back numbers of JFQ are
available in limited quantities to
individual members of the Armed
Forces and military organizations.
The inaugural issue (Summer 93)
is no longer in stock, but numbers
2 (Autumn 93), 3 (Winter 93–94),
and 4 (Spring 94) can be pro-
vided. Please send your request to
the Editor at the address or FAX
number listed above. JFQ
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In refining our ability to operate as a completely integrated force
we face many challenges, but we remain committed to achieving
success in conducting the full range of joint operations.

—Naval Doctrine Publication 1, Naval Warfare (1994)
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